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CÏIAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

fn contrast to the southern harf of canada, the

northern portion is lightly populated and poor. v[ith

increasing int,erest in irnderdeveloped areas in ar1 parts of

the world it, seems equally important that the canadian north

should be understood in a realistic and properly documented

\^/ay. This study is therefore corrcerned with the living
conditions and way of life which exísts in present day Arctic
communities located within the Keewatin District of the

Northwest rerritories. Keewatin is that part of the canadian

mainland lying to the north of 60 degrees latitude and to the

east of ro2 degrees longitude, but excluding Boothia and

Melville Peninsulas. Also included are all of the islands

in Hudson Bay. Map 1 indicates the extent of the District
of Keewatin in reration to the other Distri-cts of the

Northwest Territories and to the provinces.

Ïvíthin Keewatin there is a population of about 2,goo

people, the majority of whom are of Eskimo decent. These

people live in eight communities which range in size from

150 to 600 persons. Map 5, page 7L, indicates the spatial
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location of the communities in the area under consideration.l

I " SCOPE OF TTIE TIIESTS

The Arctic region of Canada's north is a land of
2

extremes. - The problems which face the people who live

there are as varied as the land they live in and are due, in

a large part, to environmental factors.

The harsh climatic conditions which prevail, the

degree of isolation under which the people live, the under-

population of the land and the rapid changes which have

occurred due to settlement growth are but a few of the

features indicative of the extreme conditions to be found in

the area. The changes affecting the Eskimo people as they

adapt to a community way of life from their previous family

based unit are of importance" vüith recently increased

interest in the north by both governmentar and private

organízations, the Eskimo residents continue to be faced

with an increasing number of economic and social problems as

1-Although Repulse Bay is geographically located out-
side of the District of Keewatin, it is included wíthin the
region for grovernment administration purpose and will there-
fore be included within Keewatin for purposes of this study.

)-The Arctic region has been defined as the area to
the north of the tree line. The location of the Arctic is
further considered ín Chapter III.
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they attempt to adapt their stone age culture to more modern

\^/ays and to the use of physical facilities which the

majority of Canadian people take for granted. It therefore

seems useful to review this changing situation in an attempt

to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the overall

sítuation and determine how improvements can be achieved.

The Eskimo people had, for centuries, existed under a

subsistence way of life in which the dictates of survival

forced them into a nomadic life in continuous pursuit of

galne. The coming of the white man introduced trapping and

trading as a means of livelihood. Even now the way of life

is changing from a dependence upon the animal resources of

the land and sea to a dependence upon wage emplo¡rment within

the settlements. The arrival of the white man altered the

Eskimo's technology, resource base, hunting pattern and

seasonal life. It has influenced where the Eskimo lives and

also the nature of their homes and communíties. It has

changed the entire nature of the occupancy and utilization

of their environment.

Prior to the past decade there was limited concerrr

with the physical orgarttzatíon of the Arctic communíties and

with the conditions under which the majority of residents

Iived. Government employees, trading post managers and
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missionaries were supplied with facilities which provided a

level of living closely approximating that existing in

southern canada. However, the native people lived in igloos

and skin tents as they had done for countless years

previously, or attempted to imitate the white man by

constructing shacks of scrap lumber, packing crates and

cardboard.

Such was the situation within the District of Keewatin

until successive epidemics of influenza, tuberculosis,

poliomyelitis and measles dictated that, ât least from a

health standpoint, improvements were required and indeed

\^/ere long overdue. The national expansion of social welfare

policies and a decision to increase educational opportunities

for all persons provided additional íncentive for a compre-

hensive investigation of the living conditions throughout

the Northwest Territories. As a consequence, since Lg6O,

there have been several government sponsored programs to

improve the siLuation, in particular for the indigenous

people in the Arctic communities.

This thesis is concerned with the reasons which have

brought about the form and pattern of the existing settlements

and is directed towards an analysis of the physical and

human problems which should be solved in order to provide



efficient and functional communities in the Arcti".3 It

is the purpose of this thesis to attempt to accomplish

two things" First to indicate the existing state of the

conditions under which the residents of the Arctic live, âs

exemplified by three Keewatin communities: Chesterfield

Inlet, Repulse Bay and Pelly Bay; second, to suggest ways

in which commrrnity planning can assist in providing an

improved living and working environment for residents of the

Canadian Arctic regions

Due to the breadth of the subject under consideration,

it is difficult to treat more than a few of the problems

other than in a summary fashion. Tt is therefore necessary

to be simply descriptive in much of the report. A major

emphasis is placed on prescriptive planning reconmendations.

Because of the basic nature of the needs of the majority of

the inhabitants, it is difficult to produce any particularly

original suggestions. It is hoped that a comprehensive

description of the situation and some recommendations for

principles which need greater consideration in order to lead

3rh. isolated Distant Early trlarning Line Stations and
the Department of Transport lrieather Stations are not con-
sidered in this study. They have been constructed and main-
tained for specific purposes and provide for the needs of
their workers, the majority of which are brought in from the
south. Map 5, page 7L, shows the general location of these
stations.



to improvements may form a starting poínt and provide

incentive for other more comprehensive works.

II. STUDY METHOD

The basic information concerning the Arctic

communities of Chesterfield Tnlet, Repulse Bay and Pelly Bay

is from data obtained during on-site studies made in the

summer of L967. These communities were chosen for investi-

gation because of an opportunity provided the author to

visit each and obtain firsthand information concerning the

existing situation.4

In addition to the study of specif ic commirnities, an

attempt was made to examine the Canadian Northland on a

broad regional basís and obtain knowledge of its pertinent

aspects through personal experience. This opportriníty was

provided by the route of travel into the area which, mainly

because of the dictates of climatic conditions and aircraft

transportation, \das through such widely spaced centers as

Churchill, Manitoba and Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.

A'The author was a member of a Planning Consultant
Firm which had entered into contract with the Department of
fndian Affairs and Northern Development for the specific
purpose of preparing development plans for the three
communities.
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In addition, short stops were made in several other Arctic

communitíes and provided an opportunity for cursory

examination of their facilities.

On-site investigations \ivere concerned with social

characteristics of the population, family formations, labour

forces and available economic opportunitíes. The physical

facilities of the settlement, such as water supply, sewage

disposal facilities, housing and electricity supply, were

also investigated. In addition, topographical surveys were

carried out to up-date available maps and ensure that their

accuracy was within limits suitable for the requirements of

the project. Library research during the early months of

1968 complemented the basic studies and assisted in giving a

proper perspective to the existing situation.

III. FORMAT OF THE THESTS

For clarity in presentation of the many diverse

factors which influence life in the Arctic, this thesis is

divided into three major parts. Part A contains an outline

of the basic concept of community planning. It is designred

to provide a framework within which to consider the

characteristics of the Arctic which pertain to community

development. Part B provides a systematic description of
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The Arctic environment. In order to orient the reader with

reference to the general subject of the Arctic, the first

three Chapters of this part are of an introductory nature

concerning the physical and historical aspects of the

region and an outlíne of the settlement pattern of the

District of Keewatin. The next three Chapters set down,

ín consideral:le detail, the conditions which exist in the

communities of Chesterfield fnlet, Repulse Bay and Pelly

Bay.

Part C is an analysis of the main difficulties which

face the Arctic communities. The analysis is made in the

light. of present day community planning theory in an attempt

to determine how the situation might best be improved and

how community planning can help. Chapter Xf forms the

conclusion and summarizes the more important points which

have been raised throughout the entíre thesis.



PART A

THE CONCEPT OF COMMUNÏTY PLAI{NING



CHAPTER IÏ

THE CONCEPT OF COMMUNTTY PLANNTNG

Príor to investigating particular aspects of the

Artic environment and attempting to determine the role which

community planning can play ín improving conditions, it is

important to have a clear understanding of the concept of

communiLy planning. It is important to estaþlish what is

meant by the term in order that the purpose of community

planning does not become confused with the information

gathering activities of the planning process" Ttris Chapter

will therefore set, out the meaning of community planning as

employed throughout this thesis.

ïo COMMUNTTY PI,ANNTNG

Basig Concept

In any community, change is always occurring. planning

is a \,vay of guiding change that is going on any\day and. which

may not otherwise be directed toward special goals" That is,

the community could continue to exist and the things with

which planning is concerned could go on even if conscious

guidance \^/ere not undertaken. Ttre purpose of community
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planning is to make these activities easier, better and more

equitable for the maximum number of people"

The meaning of community planning is further clarified

by G" A" P. Carrothers who recognizes two aspects.

The first is concerned with the physical surroundings
of the community; the organization of land use, streets,
buildings, recreation areas and the like. In this sense
community planning seeks to achieve that phvsical
environment that will best promote the economic, social
and moral welfare of those persons living in the
community. Essential to such an environment are both
beauty and ut,ility. The second aspect of community
planning emphasizes the social relat.ionships and
characteristics of the community; family life,
recreational, cultural, political, and other group
activities" In this sense, community planning attempts
to make possible the accomplishment of such activities
with most convenience and efficiency. Closely related
to these basic concepts and, in fact, formíng an
essential part of them, are the administrative
activities through which they are brought into reality
the day-to-day decisions which so often dgtermine the
success or failure of community planning.l

In the alcsence of conscious planning in which the

inter-relationships between physical, social, economic and

political aspects are not understood, the problems confronting

a community may be considered on an individual basis only.

The relationship of these various aspects in development

activities are not fully recognized. Consequently the

I-Gerald A. P. Carrothers, Planning in Manitobg
(winnipeg: university of Manitoba, 1953), p. 29.
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resulting haphazard developmenL causes other serious

problems. Planning of the physical environment should

therefore be considered as an integrative acLivity. The

need for an understanding of these relationships is noted

by Melville Branch who reports that:

Not so long ago city planning overemphasized
physical reconstruction and beautification almost
to the exclusion of socio-economic matters. Naturally
such fundamentally unrealistic conceptions were rarely
carried out and then only in part; most so called city
plans lay unused in municipal archives. The more
inclusive approach characteristic of community planning
today represents a much more productive effort promising
significant results, since analytical understanding is
no longer so seriously bounded.z

Community planning is therefore concerned with the

goal of providing the best possible environment in which to

live and work. However, it must be concerned with more than

goals. Planning must be concerned with both the goal and the

means of attaining the goal simultaneously. It cannot adopt

idealized solutions lackinq in reali=*.3

A plan

effect, which

)JA.

Planning, "
Benjamin Handler, "The Fundamental Aims of

I, No" 1, 1959), p. 5.

is a course of action which

can be expected to lead to

can be carried into

the attainment of

the ends sought and which is intended to be carried into

2¡t"1ni11" C. Branch, Planning: Aspects_and
Applications (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., L966,)
pp. L4J-L4L.

Pl_an_lenade (vol.
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effect. By contrast, ârr idealized solution is one r¡¡hich

under existíng circumstances could not be carried out, which

would not have the consequences intended or which Tlo one

intends to carry out" Such a utopian scheme could not be

intended for actual implementation but would be useful to

give proposals or indicate possibilities which may become

attainable at some time in the future.

Community planning is future oriented in that it

proposes to accommodate change in a pre-arranged pattern and

by an orderly, co-ordinated method, Lhe results of r¡¡hich are

supposedly superior to otherwise spontaneous decisions" Ttre

past cannot be changed and it must be accepted as given.

However the lessons which it can reveal are important

determinants for adaption to change in the future" Planning

is a long term activity though it. is often limited by short

term concerns" Short term plans are generally of the action

type consisting of plans for physical elements u/hich show

locations for roads, siLes for houses and similar facilities

and are intended to relieve temporary crises caused by rapid

change or outside forces. Long term plans are those which

are directive and try to anticipate and guide the effects of

changes in technology, in economy and in population growth.4

4c1-.t..r". T. Aasen, "Comprehensive Settlement Planning
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Because of the continuing nature of community changen

plans designed to provide the besL possible environment in a

community must be considered in the light of on-going

activities. As a part of the on-going social process,

successful planning cannot be imposed upon a society from

outside. It is limited in what it can achieve by the naLure

of the values and needs which the people of the community

feel are important. To apply community planning to actual

sites and circumstances, a carefully worked out procedure

must be followed. Such a procedure requires a logical and

efficient analysis from which a suitable synthesis or prograrn

for action can be made and carried into reality.

Planning Procedure

Community planning involves a continuing process of

deriving, organizing and implementing programs which are

designed to fulfill local goals for social, economic and

physical well being, considering both immediate needs and

those of the forseeable future- Consistent with this

activiLy, four main phases can be ídentified:

1" The identification of goals;

in the Mackenzie River
thesis, The University

Delta N.W. T. ", (unpublished Master's
of Vüaterloo, Waterloo, L967), p. 5-8.
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The identifícation of the nature, meaning and
implication of the goals;

The formation of plans and programs regarding
the means of attaining the goaIs. Alternate
solutions may be proposed.

The action of carrying out the plan which has
been agreed upon.

while these phases of the planning process may be

separately identified, it does not mean that they are not

inter-related" IL is necessary to reconsider, re-analyse

and redesign all aspects of these phases to adjust to con-

tinually changing conditions and circumstances.

Identification of goals. First, before any technical

planning activity can be carried out, it is necessary to

identify the broad goals which it is wished to attain by

means of community planning.

Human action has a general capacity to cope with

a varied and diverse environment, that is, it is adapLive.

While a system of human actíons may passively adapt to

environmental conditions, the general trend is toward

activities which constitute varying degrees of control over

aspects of the environment. Characteristically, human

actions are directed to the attainment of anticipated

conditions or goals.

)

3.

d"

In the attempt to achieve expectations, that is, the
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anticipated future conditions, a person must first conceive

of the future state v¡hich he values and wishes to bring about.

The process of identifying needs and objectives, therefore,

means tïre manner in which the commr:nity locates or focuses

upon the problems a]rout which it is d.isturbed and establishes

goals for community achievement, or both" ft is a process

of becomíng conscious of certain things which are not liked,

things which are needed or similar general problem areas of

concern with existing situations. It is the feeling which

surrounds the expression of these opinions that will form

the motivation for action"5

An ord.ering or ranking of goals gives an indicaLion

of the priorities which the community places on particular

aspects of its future development. Among the many goals

which may be revealed, some will represent ideas about which

there is much feelingr greâ.t convict,ion and r:nanimity of

opinion" Ttrese will be the things requiring first attention

in selecting methods of attaining the goal"

Identification sf nature and meaning of lhe goa1s" Ttre

second phase of planning requires e>çloration of the nature,

sMurray G. Ross,
Harper & Brothers, 1955),

Community Orqanization (mew York:
pp "44-45.
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meaning, scope and implications of the problems associated

with the attainment of the desired goal. Even if the problem

is well defined, it is often difficult to see clearly all the

relationships which may surround it. Therefore a1l possible

aspects of the existing physical, economic and social

structure of the community, relevant to the goals, need to

be inventoried and past trends and processes which have

brought about these conditions need to be .analysed. From

such analysis, predictions can be made concerning future

trends and possibilities.

lVhen concerned with a particular community, topics of

investigation are weighted according to the specifi-c problems

of the area. In a northern location they would include social

characteristics of the population, economic opportunities, such

as employment, hunting and fishing, arts and crafts, and the

physical infrastructure of the community includíng transportation

facilities, water supply, waste disposal, housing and

education f acirities. The relationship of the commr.:nity to

its hinterland and to other centers of administrative and

economic influence need also to be evaluated in order to predict

possíble future movements of population.

The inventories and surveys are concerned with a

number of factors. These include an analysis of the present
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state of the physical facilities and the loca1 economyi

the relationship of present living conditions to proposed

levels of adequacy; the forseea"ble trends in population

movements, both within and outsid.e of the settlement area;

and the anticipated development programs which will have an

effect upon the lives of the community residents. lrlhile no

plan is only physical or only socjo<onomic but always both,

it is often necessdty, for analytic clarity, to make a

separate treatment of the different aspects in ord.er to gain

a beLter understanding of the complex whole" Ttris is

particularly necessary in a situation in which rapid change

is t,aking place, since planning must operate within the

on-going situation"

During this phase, continual refinement and analysis

of the problem is required. To deal with all relationships

and implications could begin a task v¡hich could never be

completed with the resources available" ftrerefore, while the

relationships must be seen as completely as possible, judge-

ments consistent with the desired goals must be made concern-

ing the emphasis which any particular aspect will receive"

Formation of plans. Ttre first two planning stages

are essentially analytical while the next are predominantly

of a slmthesis or integrating nature. Data which have been
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collected are no\^¡ correlated so as to provide a rational

base upon which to formulate the planning prograrn designred

to fulfiIl the desired goal.6 flrus community planning is

more than a description of communities and a.rr analysis of

the relationships wtrích are evident or discovered. It is

intended to go farther and pose solutions which will enable

more desirable relationships Lo develop; its intent is

prescriptive in terms of activities which are compatible

with achieving a specific Aoal"

fn a multi-faceted environment there may be a nrxnlcer

of choices of action which can bring about a desired

situation. An evaluation or assessment of these choices, in

the light of their probable consequences, is necessary to

malce a specific .commitment to a particular orr".7

It is unlikely that exploration of the situation will

yield a ready artsv/er since the relationships between the

various community activities will be viewed differently by

differing people or groups" fhrerefore it may be necessary

6wu.1t.r Stohr, "Planning for Depressed
Methodological Approach," American Institute
Journal (\tol" )oc(, May 1964), pp" L25-L27"

7r. Parsons and E" A" Shils, Towards a General
Theory of Action (Cambridge: Harvard University press,
1951), p. 11"

Areas - A
of Planners
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to prepare two or more tentative solutions, one of which can

be chosen in combination with others to form a single

program for action" The working out of alternate plans from

which to choose, provides the opportunity for good working

relationships to develop between all members of the

community and makes possibre the best decision for future

programs.

rmplementation. Ttre final phase of community planning

relates to the action required in implementing the plan

intended to give reality to the desired goals" while the

need for planning arises from human requirements, its

implementat,ion is a process of politicar and adminj-strative

activities, formulated at the appropriate level of government,

in the form of specific programs, regulations and. operations

to carry out tl:e plans. rt is important that plans be based

on rational argument and facts in order that political

decisions can be guided to the best possible solution for

all people concerned.B Anything less than a thorough

Blegislators may often be subjected to pressures from
those r¡¡ho fear their interests may be
a particular plan. For an analysis of
plan implementation and the political
John Dal<in, "ÍLte Background Id.eas of
(vol. 2, No" 3, 1961), PP" 105-106.

ad.versely affected by
the relationship of

process refer to:
Planningr " Plan Canada
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approach to the implementation of desirable plans jeopardizes

all the previous work i¡¡hich will have gone into planning"

The planning process cannot be considered to have

ended wiLh the completion of this last phase, for changes

are continually occurring in all parts of the process. For

example each decision mal<ing sequence of defining goals and

determining means carried out by one individual exists in an

environment of similar sequences being carried out by other

individuals. Furthermore, this process exists in relation

to a changing physical environment. Ttre goal may be unreal-

isLic in the face of available means, mearrs directed to

achieving the goal may not be compatible with sucess, meatrs

may be thwarted by the activíties of others in pursuit of

alternative goals, or the environment may not be sufficiently

stable and cause dislocation of means and ends. Ttrat is, as

the environment changes, mearrs directed to a goal yet

unachieved may become unsuitable, the goal itself may become

unrealístic in terms of the means offered by the environment

or nev/ possible means may not be recognized as such in Lhe

altered system. Ttre events which lead from an aspiration

for a certain future condition to its realization are

located in the decision malcing seguence of the persons

involved and the fluctuations in the environment in which
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the decision making sequences ta,l<es pIace"9

Community planning is the blending of all the various

phases described. and no one of them can be considered as

constituting the overall process" Economic and social

conditions cannot successfully be subordinated to physical

development" Equally important is the continuous consider-

ation of the end results of actual accomplishment of the plan

and the adoption of necessary adjustment to suit changing

conditions "

Ttre Community, Planners and Plans

Ttre foregoing discussion has described and defined

the planning process. Because it tal<es place in relation

to human activities, planning is associated with a particular

alea or region, with particular people or groups of people and

with a resulting plan as an outcome of their deliberations"

To obtain a more complete understanding of community planning,

it therefore seems useful to consider further those who are

most concerned with planning and, as well, plans themselves.

While the following discussion will be, as much as possible,

o'D" Go smith,
of ths Native Peoples
Research Center, L967)

The Mackenzie Delta - Domestic Economy
(Ottawa: Northern Co-ordination and

, PP " 6-7.
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in general terms, the more pertinent aspects will focus

directly on the Arctic setting to which this thesis is

directed"

fhe community" Ttre fundamental oríentation of

community planning is toward the well-being of Lhe individ-

uaI, although it may often be necessary to subordinate

personal interests for the greater general benefit of the

community as a v¡hole"lo Furthero because of the flexible

and continuing nature of the process, it cannot be separated

from the local setting and therefore those persons charged

with carrying out community planning activities must be

thoroughly acquainted with loca1 conditions and problems.

In addition, cofirmunity planning cannot be an isolated activity

and cannot be successfully carried out by any one trÞ rson.

Democracy as a value, means that community planning

is carried on in the interests of the people of the

community and is based upon the participation of the people

generally in the malcing of decisions" Since planning is a

part of the on-going social process, it ís limited in what it,

can achieve by the nature of society as a whole" It cannot

successfully be imposed upon society from outside but needs

10cera1d a" P. Carrothers, op cit., p. 31.
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to be continually relaLed to local conditions" The failure

to understand the dependent nature of planning will often

lead to seeking unachieva-ble goals or to unworkable methods

of achieving them. Il

The values which are held by the people of a community

act as a controlling factor in the planning process. It is

therefore particularly important that there be an opportunity

for the local people to express their opinions and desires

during all phases of the planning process, rather than only

before or after a plan has been implemented. Successful

planning reguires the co-operation and support of persons

in the community and also of those individuals ot organtza-

tions, such as the federal government, from outside the area

who may have an influence over local conditions"

Planners. Planning is a two \^/ay process in which the

fundamental principle is interaction between experts and

experience, between specialists and the peopL".L2 The

people have experience in the conditj-ons of the environment

in which they live and thus have needs which they desire to

lllu.kirr, cp. qit., p. 97 .

l2e. Hillman, Community orqanization and Planninq
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950), p. 355.
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attain" A specialist, usually called a planner, is able to

assess the needs of the people and assist them to develop

the means by which Lheir needs may be satisfied. The inter-

relation between planners and the people of the community is

desirable in order that notions of efficiency do not overlook

the fact that some people might want to suffer certain wants

rather than al¡andon certain rights, that is, efficiency may

be imposed upon people at too high a price in human values.

The planner cannot discover the needs of people

merely by asking them what kinds of homes and community they

want to live in for they do not know beyond their experience.

However, with their assistance he must discover their require-

ments and goals. He must explore patiently, realisLically

and imaginatively and should live in the places he helps to

create so that the realities of the living community can be

felt. It is necessary to understand the people of the

community, the environment of the area and the reaction of

the people to the environment.

There are further reasons for the need of a particular

individual to be charged with the active responsibility of

community planning. The pressures of day-to-day activities

give little time for local officials to consider community

planníng. AIso, there is not always agreement on planning
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for the future" Information and. assistance is required from

a person who has an understanding of the ramification of the

planning process and can facilitate the co-ordination of

activities related to community development.

Tt is important to emphasise that a planner alone

cannot accomplish community planning. His chief role is

to guide, assist and co-ordinate" vlhile the planner cannot

be e>çected to be an e>cpert in all aspects of physical, social

and economic life of the community, he should have an a\^/areness

and understanding of all related fields so he can diagnose

ailments and utilise the proper specialists to perform the

necessary correction" He should also be aþle to anticipate

problems of community development in order to prevent or

minimise their detrimental influence"

When related to planning in the Arctic, the planner

must thoroughly understand the environmental conditions

t¡zhich prevaj-l in the region" T{he limiting physical conditions,

the unusual social and economic situation and the political

organization, which is different from all other Canadian

regions, needs to be understood" f,hese factors are a part

of the overall environment and will be considered in Part B

where their influence on planning will be further considered"

Plans" A means of communication between the people
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of the community, the planner and the political organizat-ion

ís required if planning is to be effective. The medium which

ís used to Lranslate t.he goals of the people into the action

process associated with implementation is the plan. "Plan"

as used here serves as a general term for a co-ordinated

system of some kind intended as a guide to action" For example,

a plan expressing desired space relations is called a "master

plan, " or "general plan. " A plan expressing economic factors'

such as the desirable relationship between projections of

resources and of service requirements is called a " financial

plan" or "budgiet. " A plan proposing a co-ordinated system of

activities is called a "plan of action" or more commonly, a

"program. " Each of these is a co-ordinated system intended

as a guide for action which carried with it the notion of

improvement.

while community pranning has soci-al and economic

objectj-ves and political methods of application, the product

of planning is essentially physical. However, the actual

physical improvements are noL the ends of the plan but a

means towards the attainmenL of desired goal=.13 The total

impact caused by the improvements takes place within the web

l3Fot
pleasant and

example better housing can bring
heal-thful- living conditions for

about more
the resident.
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of physÍcal, economic and social- causes and effect-14 rn

most instances, the physical development is symbolíc and

expressive of the socíal and non-physical values and

attitudes of people since the structure of the physical

community is a major determinant of the way of life followed

by the ínhabitants.

This brief account of community planning, the planning

process and the actors taking part in the process therefore

forms the background against v¡hich to view i:he changj-ng

conditions of the Arctic in an attempt to determíne the

future role of community planning in the Arctic environment"

L4 David Farbman, A Description Analvsis and

critique of the Master Plan (Mimeographed, 1960) , p" 25 '



PART B

THE ARCTÏC ENVÏRONMENT



CHAPTER TÏT

THE PHYSTCAL BACKGROUND OF THE KEEVüATTN ARCTIC

Excluding the waters of Hudson Bay, the District of

Keewatin covers an area of 228,L60 square miles, of which

9,7OO square miles are covered by fresh water lakes"

Seventeen per cent of the total area of the Northwest

Territories and six per cent of Canada's surface lie within

its boundaries.l

A more comprehensive understanding of the people

living in a particular region can be obtained through an

acquaintance with the habitat in which they wage their

struggle for existence. Therefore a description and

analysis of the natural- environment has been chosen for

the first topic in the investigation of the Keewatin Arctic.

This chapter will indicate some of the elements which

have a particularly dominant effect on aIl phases of

settlement life 
"

lDominion Bureau of
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer,

Canada Year BookStatis tics ,
1967) , p. 7.
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EXTENT OF THE CANADTAN ARCTTC

The word "Arctic" refers to the northern polar region

of the world.2 However the extent of the area which has been

termed Arctic has been defined by many differing criteria.

The Arctic circle has been considered the southern

limit of the Arctic in some instances. The Arctic circle,

a mathematical line drawn at 66.- 33\" north latitude, is

based on an astronomical concept. Tt marks the southern

limit of the zone in which there is at least one annual

period of twenty-four hours during which the sun does not

set and one during which it does not rise.3 This line does

not relate to the nature of the terrain and life of the area,

therefore it is not a convenient boundary indicator.

on a climatic basis the line most commonry used as

the southern boundary of the Arctic is the 50o Fahrenheit

isotherm for the daily mean temperature of the warmest month.

2Arctic is derived from the Greek word Arktos meaningr
bear and refers to the northern constell_ation of ursa Major,
The Great Bear. Encyclopaedia Britannica (chicago: !{illiam
Benton, VoL. 2, Lg63), p. 330.

3Moi.- Dunbar, "The Arctic Setting,,, The Arctic

ï"

Frontier, R" St.
of Toronto Press,

J" Macdonald, editor (Toronto:
L966), P" 4"

Univers ity
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such a concept ís not trury satisfactory either because it
does not provide a ready method for identification on the

ground and its location must be interpolated from data

collected at widely spaced meteorological stations.

Irihile no divÍding line is completely definitive, the

most useful and easily identified is that of the northern

limit of the stands of trees. This line of demarcation is
the edge between the barrens and the bush and, in canada,

it divides not onry vegetation but also cultures. The tree
line has been historically the farthest north that the

fndians ventured

Eskimos' travels.

well as the southern limit of the

Map 2 indicates the approximate location of the tree
line in canada, above which is the Arctic region and below,

the area termed sub-Arcti..5 The tree line is not clearry
defined" Tt is a zor'e in which trees become smalrer and

graduatly disappear. The line indÍcated on Map 2 is a very

generarized one which attempts to approximate the limit of
tree growth but it can be expected that there are scattered

4_"._
1.Ol_d "

5B""au"u this thesis is directly concerned with the
Arctic region there will be no attempt to define the otherlimits or characteristics of the sub-Arctic region.

AS
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clumps of trees to the north of it as well as smal_l barren

areas to the south"

The direction of the tree line is a general northwest_

southeast diagonal across the northern part of the canadian

mainrand. The 5oor. isotherm which is indicated on Map 4,

Page 42, also approxímates this direction but in a slightly
more northerly locatiorr.6 Except for the islands in Hudson

Bay and a small portion in its south western corner, the

District of Keewatin is above the tree line and is therefore

representative of the Arctic environment. some of these

physical features wilr be examined in the forlowing' sections

of this Chapter.

ÏÏ. PHYSTOGRA,PHTC FEATIIRES

Land Form

Topoqraphy. The major portion of the Keewatin

District forms a part of the geologic and physiographic

"̂The polar climate, which influences the form of the
terrain and the form of rife which can live on it, is not
symmetrical about the earth's axis, hence the tree line and
isothermal lines do not pararler the latitudinal l_ines.
See: F. K" Hare, "Arctic Geography and Climate, " polaï
Atmosphere symposium, R. c. sutcliffe, editor (London:
Permagon Press, 1958), pp. 4-5.
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province of the Canadian Shield" Most of the rocks are

granites and granitic Aneisses but there are many other

variations " Sandstone and conglomerates are found in the

northwest part of the District while limestone makes up the

southwest portion of southampton rsland at the entrance to

Hudson Bay"

Everywhere the overburden of glacial and marine

deposits tends to be thin. consequentry bare rock knobs and

ridges are the rule, with the depressions between supporting

some vegetation on the fine material that has washed down

from the higher points.

The topography is gienerally one of low relief, with

differences of less than 2OO feet" South of Repulse Bay

the land rises steeply to about 2,OOO feet at Vtager Bay,

then drops down to sea l-evel at chesterfield fntet. To the

west and south of the Tnlet lies an extensive plain which

rises very gradually from the great depression of Hudson

Bay. Baker Lake, about 200 mites inland, is only twenty

feet above sea level and boats can sail into it through

connecting channels from the sea.

From Repulse Bay northward the coast is rugged while

south of Repulse Bay the coast becomes lower with many smal1

lakes near the shore. North of chesterfield rnlet there are
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many bays, inlets and indentations with relatively deep

water crose to the shore and many off-shore isrands. To the

south of the fnlet the bays become larger but reefs and

rocks become more numerous and tidal flats are common. From

just south of Rankin rnlet to churchill is a coastal plain,

low and relatively featureless with extensive tidat flats

and almost no fringing islands.T

Drainage" The topography is laced with rivers and

Iakes in great profusion atthough the drainage system is

poorly developed. There is a gradual slope eastward to

Hudson Bay, except along the northerly coast which drains

into the Arctic ocean. There are two major river systems;

the Thelon, which drains most of the southwest area of the

District and flows along a werl-defined channel into Baker

Lake, and the Back River, which flows into the Arctic ocean.

Because of numerous rapids, none of the rivers are navigable

by boats, other than canoes, and are thus seldom used, as

transportation routes .

The drainage pattern is a product of the glaciation

period. Thus most lakes show a strong orientation pattern,

71. Brian Bird, "Terrain Conditions in the Central
Canadian Arctic, " Geoqraphical Bulletin No. 7 (Ottawa:
Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, LgSs), pp. L-6.
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generally west and northwest. The numerous small lakes,

particularly those near the coast, are shallow and contaÍn

little water. They exist mainly because of the impermeable

nature of their bed, due to either solid rock or permafrost,

and the low rate of evaporation during the cool "rr**"r.8
During winter they usually freeze to the bottom, a factor

which reduces their capacity to maintain life and limits

their usefulness as water supply sources for settlement use.

Permafrost

The climate of the Arctic is such that a portion of

the ground, often hundreds of feet deep, remains frozen

throughout the year. This perennially frozen ground is known

as permafrost.9

The surface of the qround above the permafrost,

called the active layer, alternately freezes and thaws with

the seasons. The thickness of this layer depends upon the

surface cover and may only be a few inches beneath an

Õ
<)-D. M. Brack and D. Mclntosh, Keewatin Mainland Area

Economic Survey and Regional Appraisal (Ottawa: Northern
Affairs and National Resources, 1963), pp. I-2-

9-Permafrost is not the name of a new material but of
the frozen equivalent of materials, such as bedrock, gravel,
sand, silt or clay, which are also found in warmer climates.
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insulating layer of moss to as much as thirty inches in well
drained gravel deposits.l0

rn undisturbed areas a condition of temperature

equilibrium has generally been established by nature between

the permafrost and the active layer. Any change in the

natural insulating cover at the ground surface can upset this
thermar balance and start the permafrost thawing. For

example solar heat reflecting from the southerly side of a

building may cause the permafrost to recede on that side

while the shadow of a building may reduce the soil temper-

ature on the north side and bring the permafrost closer to
_ 1lEne surtace-

For building purposes the presence of permafrost can

be neglected when the bearing strength of the ground is the

same whether it is frozen or thawed, for example on bedrock or

well- drained gravel areas. However other soils, particularry

fine grained sand, silt or cIay, which may have a high bearing

strength while frozen, can change to a soft liquid-like

10
R" F" Legget, H" B. Dickens, and R. J. E. Brown,

"Permafrost Tnvestigation in Canada, " Geology in the Arctic(vot. rT, I96L), pp" 956-969"
II R. F. Legget and H. B" Dickens, Building in

Northern canada (ottawa: National Research council , Lgsg),pp. B-9.
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slurry with little or no supporting power when thawed.12

This can lead to drastic settling of structures and

destruction of roads or airstrips if construction techniques

which take into account the possibitity of unstable soil are

not used.

Aside from making excavation and construction

difficult, permafrost obstructs vertical drainage of thawing

soils and swamps and marshy areas resurt. Drainage is thus

restricted to flow on or near the surface of the ground.

Further consideration of the permafrost problem will be

included in Part C of this thesis "

ÏÏÏ. CLTMATE

Temperature

On a monthly or yearly basis, the Keewatin District is

one of the coldest inhabited areas in canada. A short cool

summer and a long cold winter character|ze the climatic

conditions of the area.

The mean daily temperatures in northern Canada for

January and for.Tuly are shown on Map 3 and Map 4 respectively.

L2r. F. Cooper, The Mackenzie Delta-Technoloqy
(Ottawa: Northern Coordination and Research Center, Lg67),
pp" 4-5.
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The mean winter temperatures which prevail in Keewatin

range between -2Oo and -25og. During summer a relatively

warm land mass is indicated but the waters of Hudson

Bay remain cool. Although average temperatures of +45o

to +50o¡'. can be expected, a southeasterly wind quickly

brings a cooling trend.

Table I indicates, in more detail, the climatic data

recorded by the Chesterfield Inlet meteorological station.

Only during four months of the year is the average of the

mean daily temperature above the f.reezíng point. This is

indicative of the length of the period of cold weather

characteristic of the area. The minímum and maximum mean

temperatures do not differ greatty from those recorded in

more southern regions, therefore the low mean annual

temperature, of about +12o¡'. is due to the great length of

the cold period rather than to extremes in low temp"r.trr..13

Another measure of temperature conditions is the

monthly and annual totals of degree days below 65oF., which

13---Comparable temperatures for the Winnipeg area are:
mean annu4l temperature +35of'; mean annual minimum temper-
ature -40or; and mean annual maximum temperature +gSo¡'-.
Temperature sources: Morley K. Thomas, Climatoloqical Atlas
of Canada (Ottawa: National Research Council, L953),
pp.31-3s.
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are termed "heating degree days ."L4 cumurative ',heating

degree days " values give an indication of the severity of

the crimate as werl as the duration of cold weather and are

useful in predicting fuel requirements for heatingl buildings.

lveather statíons in Keewatin register approximately 19,500

heating degree days, a total nearly double the lO,0OO

heating degree days at Edmonton and Winnip.g.l5 This

indicates that the amount of fuel required to heat a

building in the Arctic wourd be about twice the amount

required to heat a similar building in the southern cities.

rce. The length and coldness of the winter means that
the lakes and sea are covered by ice for most of the year.

This factor is particularly important because of the depend-

ence upon lakes as a source of fresh water and upon the sea

as a transportation route " only during the period from June

to september is the area free of sorid ice conditions.

Tce formation to depths of eight to ten feet is conmon

throughout the ur.u.16 rn general this uses up all of the

L4__'1'here are
calendar day as
mean temperature

as many heating degree days in a single
the number of degrees by which that days'
falls below 65oF.

t5rho*u", 
-op:--eit " ,

L6D. M. Brack and D

p" 6L"

. Mcfntosh, op" cit. pp. 2-3.
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free water which is naturally availabre in lakes near the

existing communities and therefore reservoirs must be

constructed to provide water for winter use/ or ice and snow

must be melted"

fnsolation

One of the main reasons for the low temperature

reg'ime in the northern latítudes is the limited amount of

solar radíation which is available throughout the year. The

absence of incomíng radiation from the sun during the long

Arctic nights results in sustained cooring of the snow and

ice surfaces. rn Keewatin, the maxi-mum height of the sun on

December 21st ranges from about ten degrees above the

horizon at the 60th pararlel of latitude to zero degrees at

the Arctic circle" on June 21st the maximum heights range

from 54 degrees to 44 degrees in the southern and northern

locations respectively" Daylight conditions range from days

with only about two hours of sunlight to days in which it is

light for the complete twenty-four hours.17

Even during the periods of near continuous daylight,

only a small percentage of the heat energy is being trans-

ferred to warm up the land and air. The high reflectivity

17Tho*u", op. cit., pp. lB7-lBB.
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of the area and the low angle of incidence of the sun's

rays tend to direct as much as fifty per cent of the heat

radiation back into the atmosphet..lB rhe climatic regime

of the warm season develops under the influence of constantly

increasing daylight, the increasing elevation of the mid-day

sun and increasing total radiation. However, most of the

heat is expended in melting snow and ice and evaporating

moisture from the ground, whích is nearly always damp.

The main features of the cold season are the accompanying

periods of darkness and the relatively small angle of the

sun during transitional periods which accounts for the

deficiency in ultra-violet radiation during the entire cold

=.u=or.19

The amount of sunlight can have an effect on the form

of settlements as well- as on the psychological outlook of

people moving Ínto the Arctic from the south. The long

hours of darkness can create a depressed attitude and outlook

on life while periods of continuous sunlight may disrupt

normar time concepts for persons moving into the Arctic from

IBH. A. Thompson, The Climate of the Canadian Arctic
(Toronto: Department of Transport, Lg65), p" 2"

L9--T" A. Arnol'di, "The Health Aspects of Acclimat-
ization of Population of polar Regions," probrems of the
North No. 6 (Translated by National Research council, ottawa:
1962), p" 6L"
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southern location".20 The variations in available sunlight

also give rise to lighting problems in buildings which must

be overcome by effective window design, building orientation

and supplementary lighting facilities.

Precipitation

Precipitation varies somewhat between coastal and

inland locations, however the information contained in

Table 1-, page 44, gives an indication of the amount of water

falling on the Keewatin area. Most rainfall occurs during

the months of July and August with a total annual fall of

about 6.3 inches.

The period from October to December is the stormiest

of the year and it is at this time that the greater portion

of the annual snowfall takes p1ace. Throughout late

December to April the frigid atmosphere contains so little

moisture that the few weather disturbances going so far

north produce only thin clouds and light snowfall,

particularly near the coast. The total annual snowfall

amounts to about thirty-five inches which, combined with the

2oo-rrid Rioch, "Psychiatric Problems of Man in the
Arctíc," Man Livinq in the Arctic (lfashington: National
Academy of Sciences, L96O), pp. 103-113; and T.S. Boag,
"The l,rÏhite Man in the Arcticr" Journal of Psychiatry
Vol. 109, No. 6, December L952, pp. 444-449.
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rainfall, gives an average annual farl of about ten inches

of water "

Winds

Strong winds are common over the barren lands

surrounding Hudson Bay. The most prevalent wind direction
is from the north or northwest" As the data in Table r,
page 44, indicates. winds occur about twenty-five per cent of
the time and duríng the winter have an average speed of about

fifteen miles per hour.

Although the steady cold and light snowfall are

characteristics of the Arctic winter, it is only when they

occur in combination with strong winds that travel becomes

hazardous or even impossible. continual_ winds tend to keep

loose snow moving so as to frequently caus e bLizzarð,

conditions even when no snow is falling. The higher exposed

areas are generally blown crear while the lower slopes,

particularly those covered with rock debris, experience

considerable deposition. T^rithin settlement areas, drifts

form on the lee side of buildings and other obstructions

creating difficult conditions.

when combined with 1ow temperatures, the winds take

on an added severity by íncreasing the rate at which cooling

occurs - A wÍnd speed of qre mile per hour can be roughly
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equated to a drop in berow freezLng temperature of about one

degree Fahrenheit on exposed skin surfa".s.21 on the basis of

this wind chilr effect, the most severe area in the Arctic

during the coldest month, is the barren land to the northwest
))of Hudson Bay.--

fV" RESOURCES

Renewable Resources

The renewable resources which are presently of major

economic importance to the people living in Keewatin are:

1" Land animals, such as foxes, caribou, and polar bears.
üIolves and wolverine are indirectly important
because they destroy other more valuable animals;

2" Sea anímals, such as sea1s, walruses and whales; and

3. Fish and birds including Arctic chq6, trout, white-
f ish, ducks, gteese and ptarmigans."

21thi" is a very general ,,rule of thumb,, only. lvind
chill is actually a rate of cooling, not a temperature.
However the "equivalent wind chill temperature" does give an
indication of the severity of conditions to persons with
limited scientific knowledge. This is the "temperature"
which gives the same rate of cooling with no wind (a wind of
5 m"p"h. is often used) as is produced by the actual
conditions of temperature and wind speed. Refer to:
Department of Transport, wind chilt, trvind chill Temperature
Graph, and Tüind chilt Nomogram, Mimeographed Text and Tables
(winnipeg: Meteorological Branch) .

))"-Thompson, op. cit., p. 7"
)?--D. M" Brack and D" McÏntosh, op. cit., p" 11"
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Vegetation, in the form of mosses and girasses, is
common in low damp areas. Small willows, a foot or so in
height, grolv around wet marshes and in the more sheltered
locations " Lichens predominate on the rock outcrop areas.
The Arctic regÍon, by definition, does not support the
gtrowth of tree species. The Arctic f lora is not of dírect
economic importance, but its usefulness to man is derived

from the animal life which it supports.24

Mosquitoes and black fries are abundant despite the
short breeding season" lr/hile not a useful resource, their
presence must be considered because they bite humans and so

interfere with outdoor activities, both occupational and

recreational, unless controls are used. rnsect harassment

of, and parasitic arowth on,wi1dlife, especialry the caribou,
is detrimental to their health, and thus indirectly influences
the standard of living which the hunting peoples can enjoy.

The renewable resources are not abundant and their
food potential is not sufficient to sustain an increasing
popuration" Their value will be in continuing to provide a

major portion of the protein requirements of the Eskimo

24N" L.
Geographical
(vol. LX, No

Nickolson, "The Northwest Territories:
Aspects r "

. I, January 1960), pp" g-L2
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peopre" The fluctuation in numbers of animals and in the

prices of furs cannot provide a stabre economic base upon
25which to develop the Arctic.-- The present exploitation of

the renewable resources is carried out with varying degrees

of intensity and efficiency throughout the uruu.26

Non-renewable Res ources

There appear to be no immediate prospects for mineral

production in the Keewatin District of the Northwest

Territories- The Rankin rnlet nickel mine was the first, and

so far, only experience Ín modern mining in the Arctic and

the delicate balance between mineral resources and trans-
portation economics has been reflected in its operations.

The claims were first staked in L92B but production,

by a private company, did not begin until Lg57. operations were

carried out for five years after which time continued

production became uneconomical and the mine was closed in

25_--Jn the summer of L966 the price, to the hunter, of
a sealskin was about 914.00. Tn L967 the price had droppedto about $3-50 per skin. Father Goussaert, perly Bay -Personal communication 

"

26 For a descripti on of the utilization of renewable
resources refer to: D" M" Brack and D. Mcfntosh, op. cit.,pp" 12-57; and D. M" Brack, southampton rsland Area Economic
survev (ottawa: Department of Northern Affairs and National
Resources, L962), pp" 35-45.
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L962" During this period eighty Eskimo men formed about hatf

of the labour force and proved capable of working in a modern

mining enterpri=".27 However with closure of the mine, the

community, which had about 500 residents, was left without

an economic base and the people !úere again dependent upon

both the renewable resources of the area and the government

to sustain the standard of living which they had become

accustomed to-

Future mineral exploitation will depend upon increased

exploration to locate ores which can be economically exploited.

The majority of Keewatin consists of precambrian rock of the

"Canadian Shield, " from whose southern fringe comes a large

portion of Canada's mineral production of nickel, gold, lead

and zLnc" ït can therefore be expected that these minerals

will be found in equally large quantities in the northern areas.

This forms a potential incentive for fu-ture development

which could have considerable influence on the settlement

pattern in the area. However development must await southern

economic pressures to spur it forward, for arthough the north

may have the manpo\^rer to undertake mining operations, it does

not presently have the capital required to initiate and sustain

27 R. A.
Macmillan of

,f " Phillips , Canada 's North (Toronto:
Canada, L967), pp" 2O3-2O4"
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successful operations.28 Transportation is the main reason

why the territorial economy is characterízed by high costs.

Distance from markets and sources of supply and small

unbalanced volumes make transportation one of the largest

single cost items in mining as well as in other industrial
29operatrons.

2A--Drrnbar, -op-:-_sÀ!., pp. L7 -L9.
29--Transportation factors are further considered in

Chapter IV"



C}ÍAPTER IV

HISTORICAJ, BACKGROTIND OF ARCTTC DEVELOPMENT

The activities of World hiar II made the Arctic far

more accessible than ever before and brought many Eskimos

into contact with large numbers of white people. The living

conditions and problems of the native peoples then gradually

came to the attention of the government and the country as a

1whole.- lrlith the end of the War it was possible to make an

assessment of the economic and social difficulties of the

northern inhal¡itants and begin to improve the physical

environs in which they were living.

This does not suggest that official interest in the

north has developed only in the past twenty-five years.

Government interest goes back to 1870. Then the Hudson,s Bay

Company ceded to the crown its territorial rights in Rupert's

Land which, together with the Northwest Territories, lrere

transferred by the United Kingdom to Canada.2

1-Diamond Jenness, Eskimo Administration: II Canada
(Montreal: Arctic Institute of North America, L964), p.26.

)-At the ti-me of confederation the newly formed
Canadian Government did not obtain the rights for adminis-
tration of the northwestern part of the continent. The
control of this land was still held by the Hudson's Bay
Company under the L67 O Royal Charter v¡hich had given it
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Tt is only in the relatively recent past that there has been

a growing awareness on the part of the government and the

other people of Canada of their responsibilities to the

Eskimos and the need for a prograln which would enable the

native people to share in more of the benefits of national

life.

Ttris Chapter will consider factors which have

influenced the limited movement of "civilized" man into the

ArcLic region of Canada and the changes whích the indigenous

people have r-mdergone through contact with the white man.

The contents of this Chapter will be mainly concerrì.ed with

the District of Keewatin, although the more general aspects

may also be applicaþle to other areas of Canada's Arctic"

I. POPULATION ASPECTS

The fndiqenous People

I{hen the first European explorers sailed into the

Arctic waters of North America in the early LTLh Century,

they found a land inhabited by a race of people who had

administrative authority and trading rights over the lands
and seas about Hudson Bay. For further details concerning
this transfer see: Gordon !V. Smith, "Sovereigrnty In The North:
Aspects Of An International Problem, " @,
R. St. J. Macdonald, editor (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, L966), pp. 2OL-2O4.
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lived there for hundreds of years " The people they encoun-

tered had learned to cope with the environment and live in

the seemingly bleak and barren land" Their stone age culture

depended upon a subsistence way of life in which wild animals

and fish formed their major source of food in addition to

providing material for clothing, weapons and utensils " This

involved a nomadic existence in continuous pursuit of game

which roamed over a vast expanse of territory.3 Because the

present Eskimo people have only recently emerged from this

culture, it will be beneficial, for an easier understanding

of the present situation, to briefly examine their historical

rô/ay of life.

The origin of the Eskimo people is still conjectural

and their historical movements across the lands are not

definitely determined. However it is now generally held

that the present Canadian Eskimo has evolved from the

western Thule culture group who were more advanced than the

Dorset Eskimos who had occupied the Canadian Arctic from

about 700 B.C. to 1200 A"D" The Thule culture group

3_"For a description of the prehistorical life of the
Eskimos who lived in the area of the present District of
Keewatin see: Knud Rasmussen, Report of the Fifth Thule
Expedition 192f-24 (Copenhagen: Gyldendals Forlagstryhkeir),
especially Vol" fV, L927; Vol. V, L929; and Vol. VIIT, 1931
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migrated across the top of the continent to the east coast

about 1,000 years ago.

The majority of the natives lived along the sea coast

and depended upon successful harvests of sea mammals as a

source of food, clothing and energy. However one group of

Eskimos remained different from the others and declined to

live near the sea. They inhabited the interior of the

present day Keewatin District and depended mainly upon the

caribou for their livelihood.

rn order to survive, the Eskimo had learned to utilize

the materials which his environment provided. The igloo

provided shelter against harsh winter climates. This dome

shaped snowhouse combined the advantages of strength,

insuration and speed of construction as well as expendibility,

for they courd be readily abandoned when dirty or when a move

to better hunting grounds was reguired, and. a ne\^/ one easÍly

constructed. However its most serious limitations were at

the beginning and end of the winter when intense cold

preceded the snow and the spring sun melted the walls"

caril:ou skin tents provided shelter during these periods and

also during the summer.

The kayal<, a skin covered boat desigmed.

two occupants, was used mainly for hunting" In

one or

both the

for

ir
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manmals of the open sea and the caribou crossing the

interior lakes could be pursued. A larger skin covered. boat,

the umiak, \^/as used for carrying heavíer loads along the

coastal waters" During the sunmer, travel on land was by

foot with dogs carrying packs. winter travel was by dog team

and sled.

caribou skins provided the warmest clothing and the

greatest protection from the strong winds. seal skins were

often used, especially for foot wear, by those living near

the coast. Ìveapons for hr-rnting consisted of bone or ívory

harpoons, bows and arrows, and rp""t=.4

The Eskimo community was loosely organized with no

formal authority outside the family, although individuals of

unusual hunting ability and prestige might exercise temporary

and informal leadership across kinship lines. The most

common level of authority vras the head of the family, ot

husband, who in turn looked up to his father or, if his

father was dead, to his paternal uncle or oldest brother-

Thus the authority structure consisted of a small number of

families closely related along the father's line. The

Eskimos generally worked together sharing in the bounty of

4*.o.o. phillips, canada's North (Toronto:
Macmillan of Canada, L967), pp. 27-34.
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the hunt and taking responsibility for the sick.5

The power of public opinion appeared to control and

minimize interpersonal conflicts thus maJcing formal regula-

ti-ons unnecessary" Only in cases whereby individuals

dangerous to the well being of the community \Mere executed

was there evidence that law existed in the culture. Even in

such circumstances the decision on how to handle the

situation rested with the deviant's family.6

The Eskimo religion centered on supernatural

characters believed to control the weather or the hunt and

consisted of a rigid system of taboos. The religious leader,

or shaman, was respected for his supposed power to intercede

with these supernatural forces" The shaman's powers lrere also

supposed effective in the treatment and control of síckness

and under these circumstances the relationship between

insanitary surroundings and the spread of disease r^/as never
7understood.' Therefore the people \^/ere unconcerned about

5-Asen Balikci, Development of Basic Socio-economic
Units in Two Eskimo Communities (Ottawa: Queen's Printer,
L964), pp- 39-4L.

6 Geert Van Den Steenhoven, Leqal Concepts Amonq The
Netsilik Eskimos of Pellv Bav, N"trI.T" (ottawa: Northern
Coordination and Research Center, L959) , contains several
case histories of the Eskimo concept of law and order.

'nníllíps, op. cit., p. 35.
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the disposal of garbage and wastes in the vicinity of the

dwelling units and made no attempt at maíntaining sanitary

conditions.

The Eskimo had no written language but they had a

strong oral tradition in which legends of fact and fiction

\^/ere transmitted from generation to generation. The telling

of stories usually took on a recreational theme in the form

of drum dances and songs. Although the Europeans met a group

of people who appeared to be always in good cheer and with a

generous nature, recent studies have indicated that their

life has been clouded with tensions and hardships as great

as in any other society. B

The Chanqinq Way of Life

Contact with Europeans. The Eskimo people first came

into contact with Europeans when the 17th Century explorers

sailed into the Arctic regions of NorLh America in search of

a shorter route to the riches of the Orient. Continued

contact was maintained by the whalers who hunted the Arctic

waters during the l8th and 19t,h Centuries. 9 In the present

BO="r, Ba1ikci, Suicída1 Behaviour Amonq The Netsilik
Eskimos (Ottawa: Northern Coordination and Research Center,
L96O), deals with this aspect in a comprehensive manner.

trh" early explorers seldom stayed in one place for
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century fur traders, missionaries and government personnel

have moved into the Arctíc in increasing numbers and have

had great influence upon the Eskimos, way of lite.10

change in the Eskimo way of life was mainly caused by

new and different values which vrere placed on wild life in

the Arctic enviror*.nt.11 i,{hire this new economic situation

was emerging, ne\M concepts of religion and law were also

introduced and these too brought changes into the lives of

the native peoples. Thus the primitive culture of the Eskimos

long and had only limited effect on the Eskimos' way of
life- The whalers actually made the first commercial contact
and introduced new toors and sea faring methods to the
natives. For a more detailed account of the voyages and
activities carried out during this period see: M. Dunbar,
"The Arctic, " Encyclopaedía Britannica (Chicago: V,Iillíam
Benton, yoL. 2, L963), pp. 331-338.

10_The Hudson's Bay company established fur trading
posts throughout the Arctic during the period after 1909 and
wherever they appeared the traditional way of Eskimo liveri-
hood was modified. The native hunter devoted much of his
time to trapping the white fox which had been previously
considered useless. The furs lrere traded at the post for
traps, rifles, cloth, matches, tobacco, tea, and other things
he had learned to value. The desire to follow garne about
the land was reduced by the desire to be within easy reach of
the trading post and the mission which was usually estalolished
near it. For a more detailed account of activities during
this period see: Phillips, op. cit., pp. 57-Bl.

11Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources,
Annual Report 1954-55 (Ottawa: eueen's printer, 1956),
pp.10-11.
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already been si,rbstantíally modified before facilíties

education and medicar care were introduced into the north.

Initial communities. With the establishment of the

trading posts in the Arctic there has been an accompanying

trend toward concentration of population around them. The

stages of community growth have forrowed relatively similar

patterns throughout the Arctic. Although the speed of

acculturation of the Eskimo has not been the same for all

areas, the distinct and gradual movement toward settlement

living has made the community way of life predominate at the

present time.

Tnitially, the trading posts v¡ere established in

proximity to good trapping areas, but with the exact sites

chosen so that there was water access to the south and safe

anchorages \^/ere available. The native people visited the

post to trade and, since the rifle made hunting easier and

the relative wealth obtained from trapping allowed more free

time, they began to spend greater lengths of time in the

vicinity" Some families settled permanently and used the

post as a base from which to hunt in the immediate region.

When the missions, police detachments, schools and

meteorological stations were established, it was usually at

the site of the posts. They received supplies regularly and
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\,vere already, to some extent, centers of population" As a

result, more people were attracted and smal1 settlements

sprang up but theír location depended, in the first instance,

on the fur trade and sea u."""==.1'

Post I,rlar activities. The Keewatin area of the Arctic

lras largely ignored by both government and individuals in

the south. Except for the Hudson's Bay Company and the

Missions, there was Iittle interest indicated in the area

until after Triorld War II when the Federal Department of

Northern Affairs and. National Resources was formed in 1953.13

Concern for the Eskimo people increased after it was

realized how poor their standard of living and tenuous their

way of life was when compared to acceptable southern minimal

standards. The government soon established a policy to

attempt

L2--G. V\i. Rowley, "Settlement and Transportation in
the Canadian North," Arctic (vol. 7, No. 3 & 4, L954),
pp.336-338.

13--The Departmentrs main purpose \^ras to coordinate the
activities of all government departments in the Territories,
to promote measures for further economic and political
development and to develop knowledge of the problems in the
north and the means of dealing with them through scientific
research. Statutes of Canada, Department of Northern Affairs
and National Resources Act, L953, Chapter 4, Section 6
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer, L954), p.10.
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to give the Eskimos the salne rights, prívileges,
opportunities and responsibilities as atl other
Canadians The broader needs - and they are
immediaterneeds are health, ed.ucation, and a sound
economy. - -

Although government activities improved living

conditions somewhat they also increased the desire of the

people to adopt a cofirmunity way of life based on wage employ-

*"rrt.15 such a situation has raised other difficulties

rerated to social and economic conditions. with the

concentration of people, the surround.ing areas are rapidly

depleted of their wild-life resources and the traditional

L4Jean Lesage, "Enter the Europeans ,', The Beaver
(Spring 1955, OutfÍt 285), pp. 4-5.

15Dr- F- vallee has outlined some of the reasons for
the Eskimo changing their nomadic way of hunting life to the
more sedentary settlement life: "rn prior days, when the
economic rewards from hunting and fishing dwindled ín a
partícular area, the people would pack up and reave for
another. rn contemporary settlements the residents are more
sedentary. one of the reasons for this concentration is the
availability of a greater range of services and attractions
in the communities. schools, missions, nursing stations,
stores, movies, and other allurements are found in varying
degrees of frequency. rn addition the people in the settle-
ments have more of a sta]<e in ímmovable property than díd
their ancestors. Houses and furniture are relatively fixed
in one location in comparison with igloos or tents.
Furthermore governments and commercial agencies have them-
selves sunk taxpayers and shareholders money into install-
ations which cannot be easily abandoned even though in
relatively uneconomic areas." F. vallee, Debates of the
council of the Northwest Territories, zgL]n session (ottawa:
L965), p. 19.
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food supply for the Eskimo people is unavailable. ft has

therefore become necessary for many of the people to depend

upon wage employment in order to buy food and other goods

imported from the south, to exist at a reduced standard of

living or to depend on welfare payments for their needs. In

areas with limited opportunities for work, the latter two

alternatives have become predominant for the majority of the

Eskimo people. The permanent community has thus developed

not because of ecologícal circumstances but due to outside

forces. The sta.l¡le and renewable source of food which is

necessary for the spontaneous growth of a community has not

þeen available and it is only by importJ-ng goods from the

south that their existence is possíble.

At the present time the Eskimo society combines

features of the traditional ways of native life and features

adopted from the external influences of the past hundred

years. For many of the older Eskimo people, there has been

little or no organization beyond the family as they hunted in

small groups following the movements of game and the changing

seasons. Theirs has been a world of sno\^/ houses for winter

shelter and tents for summer residence, of caribou and seal

skin clothing, of a division of labour between the men who

hrrnted and the \iúomen who tended the home and camps. rn the
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course of the evolution of these social and economic relation-

ships, many Eskimo characteristics have emerged which include

self reliance, industry, keen po\^/er of observation, cheerful

disposition, a concept of time different from ours and a

tendency to be uninterested in providing for the future.

These native characteristics are basic determinants for

adaptation to a new hTay of life away from the paternal

influence, of administrators and traders, characteristíc of

the past "

If. FORMATION O¡. GOVERNMENT

Government of the Northwest Territories

Due to its relatively small population and the limited

development of its economic resources, the Northwest Territ-

ories has never been given a government with provincial

status.16 The present government is subject to the Lg52

Northwest Territories Act, a Federal statute, under which it

was created and assigned certain responsibilities "

Executive authority is placed in a Commissioner who

is appointed by, and is responsibte to, the Federal Government.

L6 Refer
concerning the
Territories "

to Appendix
development

A for additional information
of government in the Northwest
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The Commissioner is required to administer the Government of

the Northwest Territories on the instructions of the Governor

in Council or the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development. The members of coirncíl , of which seven are

elected and five are appointed, are a legislatíve body and

can act only wíthin the range of subjects placed under

territorial jurisdiction by the Act. In general, matters of

local concerrr simílar to those assigned to a Province have

been assigned to the Government of the Northwest Territori"=.17

For reasons similar to those preventing it from having

full provincial status, the Government of the Northwest

Terrítories does not have a public service for carrying out

those duties which have been allotted to it. An arrangement

has been made so that, for territorial purposes, the

administration of the Northwest Territories will be carried

out by the federal civil service. Thus, not only are the

specific federal responsibilities carried out by federal

departments but the residue of duties, which in the south

L7- Statutes of Canada, An Act to Amend
Territories Act, Chapter 22, L966 (Ottawa:
L967), pp. L47-L53; and Statutes of Canada,
Territories Act, Chapter 46, Section 13 & L4
Queen's Printer, L952), pp. 285-286.

the Northwest
Queenrs Printer,
The Northwest
(ottawa:
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are usually provincial, are also carried out by the federal
1Bstarr.

Administrative Orqanization

The Department of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development has, by statute, responsibility for co-ordinating

all federal activities in the Northwest Terrítories and for

carrying out the major portion of the territorial adminis-

trative duties as well. For administrative purposes the

department has d.ivided the Northwest Territoríes into two

districts, Mackenzie and Arctic. Each is headed by an

Administrator who is in charge of the field forces for his

district. He is responsible to the Director of the Northern

Administration Branch of the department. The headquarters

for the Mackenzíe District is in Fort Smith, N"W.T., while

the headquarters of the Arctic District is in Ottawa.

A District is further divided into regions, each

headed by a Regional Administrator. Each Region consists of

1B--Some changes in this form of administration are
expected to take place in the near future. Tn Lg67 the
headquarters for the Government of the Northwest Territories
\Mas moved to Yellowknife, Northwest Territories from Ottawa.
The Government is presently organizing a civil service to
administer its o\Mn affairs in the Mackenzie District on a
trial basis. News item, The Winnipeg Free Press, September
28, L967.
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a number of areas, the smallest administrative unit. Area

Administrators report to their appropriate Regional

Administrators.

The Keewatin Region is one of three in the Arctic

District and contains six areas" rts regional headquarters

is located outside of the Northwest Territories at Churchill,

Manitoba. Map 5 shows the distribution of the communities

in Keewatin, while Map 6 indicates five of the areas in the

Keewatin R.giorr.19 The Spence Bay Area of the Mackenzie

District tal<es in a portion of the Keewatin District,

including the community of Pelly Bay. Repulse Bay, which is

geographically located in the Franklin District, is included

within the Keewatin Region for administrative purposes.

The Area Administrator is the senior resident

representative of the federal government. He is often called

upon to perform frinctions for other federal departments and

serves an important role in local g'overnment.20

19--The síxth area is the Resolute Area located about
1,100 miles directly north of Churchill, Manitoba and
containing the community of Resolute Bay"

20A" i^I. R. Carrothers, Report of the Advisorv Commission
on the Development of Government in the Northwest Territories
(Ottawa: Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern Development,
L966), pp. 2B-30.
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f TT. TRANSPORTATION AND COMMIJ\TTCATTONS

Transportation

Air. Air travel is the most common method of trans-

portation of passeng'ers and certain classes of goods into

the Arctic from southern centers as well as for movement

between Arctic communities" 2I B""-.rse of the great distance

involved and the lack of any alternative year round transport,

air movements are particularly significant with regard i-o

low weight, high-value goodsr goods which are urgently

requíred and goods which must be moved into areas not

accessible by other *"-rr=.22 Costs of movement by aircraft

are high in the Arctic r¡¡hen compared to southern co=t=.23

Schedules are often controlled by clj-matic conditi-ons,

particularly u¡hen improved landing strips and navigational

aids are not availabl-e-

2Ll. R. K. Main, "Transportation as a Factor in
Northern Development, " Resources for Tomorrow Conference
Background Papers (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1961) , P. 586.

22Department of Northern Affairs and National
Resources, The Northwest Territories Today (Ott-awa: Queen's
Printer, 1965) , p. 45.

'3rh" one v/ay passeng'er fare from Churchill Lo Rankin
fnleL, a distance of 2BO miles is $56.00, a ra'te of about
twenty cents per mile. A comparable southern rate is seven
cents per mile for the movement from Winnipeg to Regina; a
distance of 330 miles at a fare of $23.00. Air Canada Winnipeg,
Passenger Service Agent, personal communicati-on"
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Present schedules link the Arctic communities

together in only the north-south direction. The only

scheduled service for Keewatin is operated out of churchirl,
)¿"

Manitoba. -' churchill ís also the main base for charter

aircraft working in Keewatin.

The limitations placed upon air travel by climatic

conditions is most severely felt in those communities where

improved landing facilities are not available. Duríng

break-up and freeze-up they are essentially isolated from

outside assistance for periods of up to a month at a time.

This period is generally both cold and damp and thus one

with a high íncidence of illness. fn effect, the period of

greatest need for medical assistance usually coincides with

the period of limited movement.

Helicopters would be useful i-n the Arctic environment,

if their range and capacity could be increased to a more

suitable level. At the present time they are seldom

utilized for movements between settlements, although prospect-

ing parties and scientific exploration groups use them

24--The Territorial Government is presently considering
the establishment of a scheduled service operating from
Yellowknife, Northwest rerritories across to the eastern
Arctic. This ís desira-ble to improve communications between
the communities and the territorial capital in yerlowknife.
S. Hodgson, Council of the Northwest Territories Debates
(Yellowknife: Febr. 7, 1968), p. 6.
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extensively" The hovercraft has recently underg'one tests

in the north but as yet it has not proved economically

useful for transportation purpo""=.25

Sea" Sea transportation has continued in importance

since the days of the earliest explorers. At the present

time the major portion of heavy or bulk goods are trans-

ported to the Arctic in ships" T,oaded ships, from Montreal

or other southern ports, move into Hudson Bay immediately

after the clearing of ice, usually in early August, and

make initial delivery to settrements. During the rest of the

season, which lasts for about three months, freight is

picked up from the port of Churchill, Manitoba and distributed

to the settlements of Keewatin.

One way haulage, the delivery of mixed loads to

numerous points and the need for expensive packaging and

expensive handling methods have combined to keep costs of

sea transportation high.26 The lack of harbour facilities

25For purposes of northern development the hovercraft
offers possibilities for movement of goods over land, water,
ice and snow. A comprehensive analysis of the potential of
the hovercraft is contained in P" F" Cooper, ,Jr., Air Cushion
Vehicles in the Canadian North (Ottawa: Northern Coordination
and Research Center, L965).

26--Main, op. cit", pp" 580-584"
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at the comrnunities requires that landing barges be used to

move the goods from the boat which must often anchor up to a

mile from shore due to inadequate depth of water closer to

shore. The transfer of freight from boat to barge is

difficult during periods of rough water and losses can be

extensive. In addition, the delivery of a year's supply of

food and other material at one time requires extensive storage

space which is expensive to provide. Spoilage can be a con-

siderable cost factor if efficient quality control is not

maintained over storage facilities"

Land. There are no improved land transportation

facilities connecting the settlements of Keewatin with the

south or with each other. I¡iíthin the settlements themselves

there are only a few improved roads or trails which are

suitable for use by trucks and other heavy equipment.

Skidoos, snowmobiles and similar tracked, over-snovz

vehicles are rapidly becoming the major means of movement

both within the settlements and in the hinterlands. The use

of these vehicles has virtually replaced the dog team and

sled i-n some ^ruur."

27P"r"onrl observation.
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The skidoo is particularly useful in the hr:nting and

trapping activities of those people living off the land"

It is useful as a means of extending the area which can be

covered from a central point as well as in making more

frequent inspection of traps. It also makes less stringent

demands upon the owner than does the dog team. Fuel is

used only when operating the machine while dog food must be

obtained every day. Should the owner become sick or other-

wise irnal:le to obtain this food, the dogs may die and he will

be limited in his ability to move al¡out and maintain his

livelihood. However the skidoo is presently not constructed

well enough to withstand the harsh operating conditions

encountered in the Arctic environm"rrt.28 The photographs in

Figure I indicate the facilities which provide the major means

of travel in the Arctic, varying from the modern aircraft to

the traditional dog team.

Communications

A communications network is a vital supplement to

transportation facilities, in particular in an area where

2A--An assessment of the difficulties associated with
the use of the skidoo irnder similar conditions in the
western Arctic is contained in P" S. Usher, Banks Island
Area Economic Survey (Ottawa: Department of Northern Affairs
and National Resources, L965), pp. 89-94
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dístances between destinations are great and climatic

conditions are highly varialrle. Communications are

ímportant, not only for business use and during emergencies

but also for social prrrpo=.".29

At the present time the needs are being met by a

number of agencies, both governmental and private, which

operate two-way radio facilities. A recent study has con-

cluded that high freguency radio networks appear to be the

most economical and effective means of connecting the sparsely

settled parts of Lhe north with the national telephone

network. However such servíce is not of the best quality

and suffers from a lack of priva"y.30 communication systems

providing a higher quality of service must await concen-

trations of population or development of new equípment which

will make installation economically feasible.

29Míchael Marsden, "Resources and Communication in
the Arctic," The Arctic Frontier, R. St. J. Macdonald,
editor (Toronto: University of Toronto press , Lg66) , p. 47.

30Trans-Canada Telephone System, A Study of
Commr:nications in Northern Canada (Montreal: L962),
pp.9-15.
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SETTIJEMENTS IN KEEI^IAT]N

The vast expanse, the severe climater poor communica-

tions and a small population have imposed a spotty, "focal"

settlement pattern on Keewatin, resulting ín isolated centers

without any multi-faceted economic development of the region

as a whole. The communities of Keewatin are small, âs are

most settlements in the Arctic. Their population size

ranges from 150 to about 600 people and normarly consists of

a majority of Eskimos, a trader, one or more missionaries

and a nurnber of administrative, professional and technical

government personnel.

This Chapter will consider the general characteristics

of the population of the Keewatin District as well as some

of the government programs which have been initiated to

give the people greater opportunity to enjoy more of the

benefits of national life.

I" POPULATTON AIID ADMINTSTRATION

Population

The 1966 population of the District of Keewatin was

2,886 persons. This represents an increase of nearly four
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and one half per cent per year over the 1961 population of

2,345 people. This was a rate of growth over twice the

natíonal average of al¡out two per cent for the sarne period.l

The population of Keewatin constítutes about ten per cent of

the total population in the Northwest Territories and

slightly over 0.1 per cent of the Canadian population. About

89 per cent of the people are native Eskimo and the remainder

are non-Eskímos who are resident in the Arctic while carrying

out specific duties for the Federal Government or other

southern based orgartLzations. 2

The population ís remarkably young with slightly over

one-half the people irnder fifteen years of age.3 Compara.ble

figures for a1l Canada indicate about thirty-five per cent

under fifteen years of age.A As these people grow and form

families of their own, there will be qreater need for

1-Dominion Bureau of Statistics, population of Canada
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer, L967, Vol. I), p. 849.

)-Regional Administrator, Department of Indian Affairs &
Northern Development, Churchill, Manitoba. Personal communication.

3-D. M. Brack and D. Mclntosh, Keewatin Mainland Area
Economic Survev and Reqional Appraisal (Ottawa: Department
of Northern Affairs and National Resources, 1963), p. 136.
These figures are for L962.

4Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources
The Northwest Territories Todav, (Ottawa: Queen's Printer,
L965), pp. L5-22.
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additíonal homes and economic opportunities to al-low them to

enjoy a standard of living which is on a level with that

enjoyed by other Canadians. Whether such facílities and

opportunities can be provided in the Arct-Íc, will only be

determined in the future

The density of populatj-on within the District is

approximately one person per eighty square miles, about

one-hal-f the density of population in the Northwest Territories

as a whole. However in reality the actual concentration of

population in Keewatin appears larger, for the people resÍde

within eight small settlements distrj-buted along the coast

as indicated in Map 5, page 7I. Table rI indicates the

relative size of the settlements, in addition to the major

organizations and facilities which are located within them.

It can be seen that Rankin fnlet is the largest and has the

g-reatest number of facilities, a result of its initial

dependence upon the nickel mine. Repulse Bay, while not

the small-est in terms of total population, has the least

number of facilities at this time.

Health. The general health of the residents in the

whole Northwest Territories is poor compared to average

conditions for the rest of Canada. The average age of deai:h
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for all Canada"
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nineteen years compared to sixty two years

Recent figures indicate an Eskimo death

rate of 63.8 persons per 1,000 persons after the first year

of 1ife. A similar rate for all canada is 23.6 deaths per

1,000 persons. The Eskimo infant mortality rate of 108 per

1,000 live births is stil1 four times the national average

despite improved health facilities and treatment over prior
6years. Malor causes of hospitalization and death in the

Arctic areas are respiratory disease, such as pneumonia and

tuberculosis, gastro-intestinal disease and meningitis all of

which have been linked to poor housing, unsanitary 1íving

conditions and lack of adequate diet.7 Keewatin has

contributed greatly to these poor health statistics and there

ís no indication of immediate improvement in the situation.B

("Lloyd. Barber in Council of Northwest Territories
Debates, 36th Session (Vellowknife: N"!V. T. , Feb. 26, 1968 ) ,p. 935.

6-Dominion Bureau of Statistics figures as quoted by
R. Williamson in Councíl of the Northwest Territories Debates
(yellowknife: N.TV.T., Feb. B, 1968), p. 40.

7 Refer to Appendix B, page244, for extracts from
reports which have referred to the relationship between poor
health and poor living conditions.

ôc)Jed Stuart, "T. B. epidemic Looming in N.W"T., "
Inlinnipeq Free Press, March 30, L968. Ttris news item quotes
a public health nurse, who recently worked in Eskimo point,
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Education. Education facilities are provided in all

Keewatin communities, except Repulse Bay where the students

are airlifted to the boarding school at Chesterfield Inlet.

A total of twenty-five classrooms accommodated 597 pupils

during the L966-67 school term. Thirty-six of the students

were non-Eski*o.9

Thirty-nine per cent of the students are in grade one

with five per cent ín grade six, the highest grade formally

taught in the communitj-es. Higher grades may be taken by

correspondence or by attending the Federal school in

Churchill, Manitoba.

Adult education is presently being carried out on an

experimental basis in Keewatin. The main purpose is to

provide

"the educational training and guidance which adults
require to face the complex social, ecrcnomic and
cultural problems encountered in their rapidly changing
environment Many adults have had little or no
schooling and as their children advance in sçllool, the
gap between parents and children increases""10

as saying that there is danger of an outbreak of tuberculosis
in this commrrnity because "the cold dim slovenly, one-room
shacks, with no running water or electricity breed diseases
such as tuberculosis and l:acterial meningitis, a still
unexplained killer that has been lurking in the north. "

o-Information concerning education facilities is obtained
from Commissioner of the Northwest Territories, Annual Report
L966-67, p. 77.

10_" . _1þi_d.



Local Administration

Five levels of locaI government recog'nized by the

Territorial and Federal Governments include: unorganized

settlement, development area, local improvement district,

village, and town.

The unorganized settlement is one which the

commissioner of the Northwest rerritories feels has no

apparent need for controls to promote orderly development

other than those supplied by the Area Administrator or the

Royal canadian Mounted Police. An advisory committee of

loca1 citizens may be formed to give advice to the senior

resident government officiar but he is under no obligation

to accept thís advice. The community has no financial

responsibilities and no local taxes are imposed. Al1 of the

communities in Keewatin fall in this category of adminis-

tration.

The next stage, the Development Area, is created in

any settlement in which the commissioner of the Northwest

Territories deems it necessary to implement rudimentary con-

trols to ensure orderly development, consistent with proper

land uses, with a view to future development. This control

is exercised by the commissioner through an appointed "site

control" or "Development" officer who administers regurations
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formed by the commissioner under an Area Development

ordinance" An advisory committee may be formed, however

it has no officiar status and the method of its formation

is neither outlíned nor controlled by Territorial regulations.

No direct financial responsibilities are placed upon residents

of these communities.

The next three stages provide for local cont.ributions

toward the cost of local services and for increased loca1

representation in more authoritative positions. The

responsibirities for local affairs within the Town and

Village structures are similar to those held by their southern

counterparts. A basic requirement for these three latter
forms of local administration is ownership of property by

the residents of the community. ll

rI. HOUSÏNG AND COMMI]\TTTY DEVELOPMENT

rn L965 the Department of rndian Affairs and Northern

Development initiated a housing program designred to provide

better living accomrnodations for all Eskimos in the Northwest

11Further information concerning local government is
contained in: A, Iti" R" carrothers, R.eport of the Advisorv
Com¡nission the Development of Goyernment in the Northwest
Territories (Ottawa: Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, L966), pp. 50-55.
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Territories. One of its objectives \^,/as to provid.e houses,

related to family size, ât a rental rate determined by the

families income. rt is expected that approximately l,5oo

three bedroom prefabricated bungarow type houses will be

constructed in the Arctíc during a four to five year p"riod.12

The current prograrn folrows a period of trial and

error, beginning in L959, during which about Lr2oo dwelling

units vrere buílt throughout the Arctic. rnitial buildings

were made of wooden framing covered with pllrwood panels and

contained one room. They rvere of a rigid frame desigrn,

twelve feet by sixteen feet in size, with side walls sloping

in at the top. The material was sold to the Eskimo resident

for al¡out $550.00 and he erected the structure himself under

the supervision of government offi"ials.13 Houses of other

desigrns were later made availal¡le. The "37o moder,' consisted.

of a one room prefabricated structure twelve feet by twenty-

four feet in size. A two room prefabricated building, called

the Angirraq, vüas introduced in L963. rt offered greater

L2Department of Tndian Affairs and Northern Develop-
ment, Annuar Report 1965-66 (ottawa: eueen's printer, Lg66),
pp. 29-33.

13--Dominion Bureau of statistics, canada year Book 1967
(Ottawa: Queen's printer), pp. 2Og-2O9.
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strength, better insulation and the opportunity for more

privacy than d.id the others. 14

The 1965 program makes available two basic prefab-

ricated house models at a rental rate based on the income of

the Eskimo resid"rrt.15 The houses contain three bedrooms, a

combined living room-kitchen, a bathroom and a cold porch.

The basic outside dímensions for the Ukuvik Model is

28 feet by 24 feet while the Urquag Model is 20 feet by 32

feet.

The rental rate is approximately one fifth of the

residents annuar income, with a maximum of $67.00 per month

for the three bedroom house. Rental payments includ.e enough

fuel oil for heating the home, basic furniture, electricity,

water supply, garbage and sev/age removal and all large repairs.

14_- -A more detaíled description of the Angirraq is con-
tained in R. E" Platts, "The Angirraq - Low cost prefabrication
in Arctic Housês," Arctic (Vot. 19, No. 2, June Lg66),
pp. L92-L95.

15- A prefabricated building is one which is built from
components which have been assembled a\May from the construction
site. For a comprehensive review of the reasons why this
method of construction has become predominant in the Arctic
refer to: council of the Northwest rerrítories, sessional
Paper No. 7, _Prefa.bricated Housing, 34t.h session 1967, ottawa,
pp. 227-230- advantages is that ',the
Department (of Indian Affairs & Northern Development) has foirnd
that it is possible to buy the complete manufactured paner for
the same price as it could buy the bits and pieces (of material)
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In the two year period since the start of the prograrn

approximatery 500 new irnits have been built in the eastern
L6

ArcEr-c "

Adult Education and Cooperatives

Adult education. The Eskimo Rental Housing program

is not concerned only with the provision of physical

facilities. rt is also concerned with adult education. A

two phase course is being carried out to familiarize the

adult residents of the new homes with the proper use of

modern household items and to teach them a basic understanding

of local administration procedures.

Before the construction of new houses, representatives

from the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development

visit the community to explain the rental plan to the residents

and to provide the Eskimo families with an und.erstanding of the

major aspects of the program and its ímplications for their

lives. At this time a Local Housing Authority is formed, con-

sisting of a coi:ncil elected by the residents, to administer

the details of the prograrn at the local level.

L6--Further details of the housing programs are incruded
in council of the Northwest Territories, Northern Hous:lng
Proqram, 36th Session, Sessional paper Uffi",
N. I^i" T., 1968).
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I¡[hen the house is occupied a second group, composed.

mainly of home economists, spend four to six months in the

commr:nity assisting the residents to adjust to their new

surroundings. They explain such things as how to stock

cupboards, operate on a budget, use store bought food and

keep the home clean. The assistance provided by an Eskimo

interpreter is designred to ensure effective communications

and lead to the most efficient possible use of the

facilities provid"d- 17

Cooperatives. The formation of cooperatives has

contributed to the economi-c and social development of the

communities in Keewatín, as it has throughout the rest of

the Arctic. Every community in Keewatin has developed, or

is developing, a cooperative organization. Such diverse

activities as the operation of fisheries, retail stores and

ba]<eries, building constructíon and service contracts are

being carried out under cooperative sponsorship. Dividends

and wages provide a source of greater economic independence

for many Arctic residerrt".lB

I7-'Commissioner of the Northwest Territories, Annual
Report 1966-67, pp. 66-67 "

18- -- Alehsondis Sprudzs, "Cooperatives in the Canadian
North," North (Vol. XIV, No. 6, Nov.-Dec. L967), pp. 26-29.
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Not only are the cooperatives a means of facilitating

the growth of economic power at the local 1evel but they

also provide experience in democratic processes. They have

an important social benefit as was pointed out by A. W.

Carrothers;

The cooperatives help to establish equality in the
native and at the same time may provide him with a
comparatively easy means of transition from the
traditional northern socio-economic unit of the Iand
and the camp to the somewhat more heterogenous
communities which will characterize northern living
for some time.19

Cooperatives give the local residents responsibility for

making decisíons on their own and reduce, somewhat, their

dependence upon government officials, traders, police and

missionaries as they attempt to regain some measure of con-

trol over their own destiny.

L9--A'. I^i. Carrothers, op. cit., p. 190.



CÏTAPTER VT

CHESTERFIELD TNLET

chesterfield rnlet, a coÍrmunity of about 2oo persons,

is located on the shore of spurrelr Harbour, a sheltered. bay

on the southeastern tip of chesterfield rnlet. rts geograph-

ical location is approximately 630 20' north latitude and.

goo +3' west longitude. Ttre location of chesterfield. rnlet
in relation to the other communities of Keewatin is indicated

on Map 5, page 7L.

chesterfierd rnlet is one of the oldest settlement,s

in the Keewatin District. rt has been permanently inhabited

since 1911" Ttre existing conditions and way of life within
the communíty are therefore the result of the furl range of
social, economíc, physical and political forces whích have

influenced the development of the canadian north.

It is the purpose of this Chapter to set out the

existing conditions as found within the settrement during

the suÍrmer of L967 "

Ï. TTIE EXTSTTNG SETTLEMENT

Historical Background

Although the area in the vicinity of Chesterfield fnlet
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T¡/as explored as early as r76L-62 by captain w. christopheru

it was not until L9r2 that the first permanent buird.ings

v/ere established at the present location of the settlement.

In that year the Hudson's Bay Company established a fur

trading post" .Duríng r9L2 Father Turquetil established the

first permanent Roman Catholic Mission in Keewatín at

chesterfield rnret" Ttre Federal Government buirt a Royal

canadian Mounted police post in L9L4 forrowed by a meterolog-

ical station in LI2L.L

In L929 the Mission built a thirty bed hospital which

served the whole Keewatin District. Ttre Mission also

constructed a hostel, to accommodate children from surround-

íng camps, and inítiated a formal school program. A four

classroom Federal Day school was constructed in 1955. since

that time children have been air-lifted from the settlements

of Repulse Bay, Pelly Bay and Igloolik to attend school in

Chesterfield Inlet. Ttre program is st.ill being continued

with about eighty children being flown in from neighboring

settlemenLs.

'l
-Díamond Jenness, Eskimo Administration: If Canada

(Montreal: Arctic Tnstitute of North America, Technical
paper, No. 14, L964), pp. 18-28.
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Other important buildings erected in the settlement,

since 1960, include two bulk oil storage tanks of 24O,0OO

gallons total capacity in 1961, a ne\¡/ church in 1965, a one

classroom addition to the school in L966 and fifteen

prefabricated houses which \Mere built at various times

throughout the period for the use of Eskimo residents as well

as school teachers and other government officials.

fn the mid 1950's it was estimated that about 300

Eskimo people lived in the settlement. However in 1957 a

total of nearly 200 Eskimos left Chesterfield Inlet to live

and work in the níckel mining community of Rankin Inlet

located about sixty miles to the south. The remaining small

population made the operatj.on of the Hudsorr's Bay Company

post uneconomical and it was closed in Ig6L.2 In Lg62 the

Rankin mine ceased operation and about eleven Eskimo

families have returned to Chesterfield fnlet during the past

five years. Ttre increased. population brought about the

re-opening of the Hudson's Bay post in L964 and an expansion

to the school.

Land Use and Environmental Aspects

The existing land use is indicated on Map 7 in terms

2n. M. Brack and D. Mcïntosh, Keewatin Mainland Area
Economic Survey and Reqional Appraisal (Ottawa: Northern
Affairs and National Resources, 1963), pp. 85-86.
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of individ.ual holdings rather than as functional ,rses. 3 
The

tendency for individual lease holders to develop their owrl

areas as dependent holdings has fragrmented the settlement

and contributed to the present scattered layout.

The existing pattern of settlement has also been

influenced by landform. Map B indicates the topographical

features of the area. Rock ridges cornbined with several

inland water bodies have caused development to take place

along a narrov/ coastal strip. The presence of rock outcrops,

pond areas and permafrost conditions impose further

restrictions within the settlement utuu.n

Initial development has tal<en place in areas of sandy

till plain which exist along the coastal shore and which are

relatively level and well drained. The Hudson's Bay Company

post and the Roman Catholic mission occupy the best land

which totals about fifteen acres. The Royal Canadían Mounted

3th" maps and much of the statistical data contained
in this Chapter appeared in other form in: Underwood
McT,ellan & Associates, Planning Study Report for Chesterfíetd
fn1et, N"I^I"T., L967. (wtimeographed) .

4-R. Bone and V. Sim, Terrain and Site Analysis of
Chesterfield fnlet, N.I^I.T., Unpublished report of the
Geographical Branch, Department of Energy, Mines and Resources,
Ottawa, L962.
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Police and the Department of Transport have taken possession

of the major portion of the remaining good land. Ttrese

organizations became established. in the community in this

same relatj-ve order and it is therefore rogical for them to

have chosen the best areas for their owrt use. However it is

unfortunate thaL they have control over areas much larger than

they can efficiently use in the foreseeabre future- Ttre

Eskimo residents have therefore to live on rock areas which

are difficult to buj-ld upon and to provide with access.

T1l:is difficulty raises the cost of providing facilities with

the result that a suitable leve1 of servicing is not achieved.

Drainage conditions within tlre Eskimo residential area

are poor and many small ponds retain water throughout the

year. They tend to become polluted due to inadequate care in

disposal of wastes. This pollution creates a potential source

of diarrhoea and similar sickness because children tend to

play in the water and, êt times, drink it,.

Ttre settlement is spread over a length of nearly

4,000 feet of coast line with the result that access to the

school, church and hospital, which are centrarly located, is

diff icult for those living i-n outlying areas - Numerous sno\M

drifts and the cold winter temperatures further hinder movement

throughout the settlement. The five d.wellings at the extreme
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east end of the settlement, which are indicated as Daley Bay

Houses on Map 7, page 97 , are located in one of the most in-

accessible areas. They were moved from Daley Bay, a previous

camp site about fifty miles to the north of Chesterfield Inlet,

in L965. The steep and rugged rock outcrop in the area pre-

cludes vehicular access to the area and in the summer it, is

even difficult to walk to the homes"

A basic road network connects the boat 1anding dock

at Lhe Hudson's Bay Post with the other agency areas. Access

is not provided to the Eskimo residences. The road to the

oil tanks is built to the best standards, consisting of gravel

fill placed over the till plain which is underlain by perma-

frost. The roads to the Royal canadian Mounted police lease

and Department of Transport lease are essentially trails over

the sandy beach areas with gravel fíll in low and damp areas.

Climatic data recorded at the Department of Transport

weather station has been indicated in Table I, page 44.

Further comment concerning it will not be made here.

The sun rises and sets during each day of the year,

although the winter hours of daylight are few" The maximum

sun elevation on June 21st is 51o and on December 21st it is
-o4-. Freeze-up of the water in spurrell Harbour begins in late
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October and there is normally a solid ice cover by the

second. week of Novemb"r.S All of the sma1l lakes and ponds

freeze to the bottom. Mission Lal<e generally has free water

beneath its ice cover, hovrrever inf ormation concerning the

amount was not available. fnformation regarding the amor.rnt

of free water in Police Lal<e during the winter was not

available either. Break-up occurs during the first half of

'July with surface water on the ice makíng it unsuital:le for

aircraft landings by the middle of ,June.

Housinq

The houses for non-Eskimo residents are buílt to

comparable southern standards of size, design and interior

fittings and are maintained in good condition. Eleven houses

are supplied for use by personnel of agencies with respon-

sibilit.ies within the settlement. These houses include: four

for the Department of Transport, one for the Hudson's Bay

Company post manager, one for the Area Administrator, three

for school teachers and two for the Royal Canadian Mounted

Police. The Mission provides accommodation for its ovrn people

in the hospital and Mission building. Four houses of this

5W. T. R.
Canada (Toronto:

A1len, Break-up and Freeze-up Dates in
Department of Transport, L964), p.36.
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total number are vacant. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police

post is not occupied and only two Department of Transport

houses are presently used.

A survey of existing Eskimo housing facilities was

made from which each of the twenty-six houses \^/ere classified

as to type and size as indicated in Table III, pagelO4. It

was found that slight.Iy less than one half of the houses have

been built r.rnder the assistance of recent g'overnment housing

programs.

Five houses are owned by the occupants, four are rented

from the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development,

five are rented from the Mission and twelve are provided by

the Department as welfare houses. High maintainance costs

and the large expense of heating¡, in particular, tend to

d.iscourage home ownership. 6

Each dwelling was given a condition rating to deter-

mine its physical conditi-on and to determine its probaþle

future useful life "pu.rr.7 A close correlation between age

6-Fue1 costs for a one room type "37O" house amounts
to approximately S400.00 per year. This is about twenty per
cent of the yearly cash income of the resident family.

7'The housing condition ratings \^/ere based on the
following criteria:
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and building condition was observed as ind.icated in Table rv"

The majoríty of houses were judged to be unsatisfactory

for use by the present families because of overcrowding"

Seven of the homes provided less than thírty-five square

feet of floor space per person, calculated on the basis of

outside dimensions with no allowance for interior facilities

such as stoves, tables and beds. Six houses provided between

thirty-five and sixty square feet per person. The extreme

ranges in available space were from a minimum of twenty-one

square feet to a maximum of one hundred and forty-four square

feet per persorr.B In view of the fact that many of the homes

consisted of only one or two rooms it is evident that over-

crowding is severe and there is little opportr.rnity for

Good Structurally sound building which is well insulated,
provided with adequate heating facilities and in
need of only minor repairs to maintain its useful life.

Fair -- Structurally sound building which is well insulated,
provided with adequate heating facilities but in need
of major repairs to maintain its useful life.

Poor -- Structurally unsound building which is poorly insulated
and provided with inadequate heating facilities.

ô
"fifty square feet of floor space per person is deemed

a minimum requirement for health purposes. Department of
National Health and l,rielfare, Eskimo Mortalitv and Housincr
(Ottawa: Information services Division, 1960), p. 67 "
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House type

Angirraq
Urquaq
Type tr370rr

Rigid frame
Original frame
Miscellaneous

TABLE fTI

CTIESTERFIELD TNLET
ESKIMO HOUSING TYPES*

Size

16xL4
20x32
12x24
L6xL2
variable
variable

Number

TOTAJ,

names refer to those
housing programs. The

under Mission supervision.

I
I
6
A

7

7

26

*The first four house type
introduced during past government
other buildingrs \^/ere constructed

TABLE ÏV

CHESTERFTELD INLET
CONDITIONS OF ESKIMO HOUSING

Aqe

Under 5 yrs.
5 9 yrs.
10 - 19 yrs.
20 yrs. & over

Fair Poor Total

7

6
(]

5

26

I
0
5
À

;

3

6

3

1

13

3

0
U

o

JTOTAL
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9privacy. Such a situation influences the rapid spread of

sickness and disease, especially colds, gastro-intestinal

infections and respiratory disease. Ta.ble IX, appendix C

lists in greater detail the number of occupants and the size

of individual Eskimo dwellings.

Other serious deficiencies in housing facilities \Mere

observed. Storage areas and partitions for toilet facilities

\,vere foi.¡nd lacking. Few homes had adequate shelving and

cupboard space. Floor coverings were difficult to clean and

often consisted of only rougrh pl1rwood. trtrarped door frames

and poor window fittings allowed the entry of cold air and

added to heating expenses. Natural lighting conditions with-

in homes vrere generally unsatisfactory due to inadequate

window areas particularly in the rigid frame structures.

The photographs of Figure 2 indicate some of the

environmental conditions of the area as well as some of the

commr.:nity buildings. There is sharp contrast between the

flat well drained area around the Mission-hospital complex

which is blown relatively clear of sno\^/ and the area where

o-Nearly
have sufficient
felt that they
greater size.

all of the families felt that they did not
room in their homes. However they also

could not afford to heat a building of much
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the Daley Bay houses are located" Deep snorv drifts block

entrances and impede access resulting in garbage dumps

close to the homes.

Utilities and ServÍces

Water supply. The residents of Chesterfield Inlet

obtain water for drinking and other purposes from nearby

lakes, especially Mission and police Lalces. During the

summer, the Eskimo people haul their water by pai1. The

Mission utilizes a pump and plastic hose distribution system

to carry water to the hospital, hostel, and mission building

from Mission Lal<e and provides a tank haulage delivery service

to Department of rndian Affairs and Northern Development

facilities. The Hud.son's Bay Company has íts own pumping

system. The Department of Transport operates its oi,.,/n delivery

service wíth a 250 gallon tank mounted on a \Magon or sled and

towed by a snowmobile"

During the winter the Mission operates a delivery

service to the hostel and hospital by means of a 2,000 gallon

tank ín a caboose and drawn by a TD-9 tractor. water is

pumped from below the ice of Mission Lal<e and is kept from

freezLng in the tank by means of a coal burning stove within

the caboose.
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Ice or snow is used as a winter water source in all

other buildings" Blocks are cut from the lakes when about

twelve inches of íce has formed. It is then hauled to the

individual buildings and stored outside until required. The

ice is placed in containers inside the building and melted

by room heat. Snow is often obtained from the immediate

vicinity of the dwellings and used to provide water for

washing purposes.

Pressure water distribution systems are used in all

of the dwellings provided for the Federal Government personnel.

The Mission, Hospital, hostel and school also have interior

storage tanks and pressure distribution systems. The Eskimo

families must dip their water from pails or similar small

containers usually placed near the cook stove.

The only water treatment provided is the addition of

chlorine, in the form contained in Javex, to the hostel,

hospital and school supplies. Other water supplies do not

receive any purification treatment on a regular basis.

Sewaqe dísposal. Waste water is disposed of in the

immediate area of the dwelling units. The Eskimo people

collect the wastes in pails and then throw it outside,

usually near the doorway or in local ponds. Non-Eskimo
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dwellings have plastic pipes which drain waste water under-

neath the building where it can disperse into the gravel pad

upon which the building is constructed. This method of dis-

posal leads to insanitary conditions within the settlement,

particularly where several dwellings are close together as in

the Eskimo residential area.

The hospital and hostel dispose of waste water through

a two and one half inch diameter plastic hose leading di-rectly

to the sea shore. This appears to be a suitable method of

disposal although freezing problems sometimes occur during the

winter.

The most common method of colrecting human wastes and

other garbage ís in polyethylene bags provided free of charg,e

by the government. Toilet facílities generally consist of a

pail lined with the plastic bag. As required, the top of the

bag is securely fastened and carried outside for disposal.

Although not an aesthetic means of handling se\^/age this method

has become, by necessity, an acceptable one.

To be effective in maintaining sanitary surroundings, the

use of the bags must be integrated with an efficient collection

procedure. However in chesterfield rnlet the pick-up of refuse

appears to be carried out on a haphazard basis, particularly in

the Eskimo residential area. rn winter the collector's job is
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handicapped by sno\^/ drift conditions, poor access and rack

of proper equipment. The spring melting of snow reveals a

sordid assembly of ripped plastic bags, decaying organic

matter and other miscellaneous garbage.

During winter, garbage is usually hauled by sled and

TD-9 tractor about three quarters of a mile from shore and

dumped on the sea ice. This distance is adequate and no

backwash of refuse due to winds or currents has occurred to

date. A closer dumping location is undesirable for sanitary

and aesthetic reasons. During the summer period, the garbage

is deposited directry inLo the sea or placed in a land dump

well away from the setLlement.

The mission, hostel and hospital uti_lize a chemical

toilet for human wastes. The contents are pumped out as

required and hauled to a disposal point well away from the

settlement.

Fuel. The settlement depends upon fuel oi1 for heat-

i^9, cooking and the generation of electrical energry. The

Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development maintain

two bulk oil storage tanks with a combined capacity of

24O,OOO ga11ons. The Department of Transport maintains a

separate supply of 22,500 gallons. Distribution lines lead
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to smaller storage tanks at each of the non-Eskimo homes and

major buildings. The Eskimo people obtain their fuel from

the outlet at the Hudson's Bay company post and carry it, in

45 gal1on drums, to their residence.

Electricitv. Electricity is provided to al1 homes in

the community, with the exception of the five residences of

the Daley Bay group" The mission generators provide power

for the major portion of the settlement. The Department of

Transport and Royal canadian Mounted police have their olvn

generating facílities.

communications. Radio connection with the southern

telephone system is provided through the facilities of the

Department of Transport and the Bell Telephone system. The

Hudson's Bay company and the Roman catholic mission also

maintain radio contact with their respective organizations

in nei-ghboring communities.

communication within the settlement is maintaíned by

a telephone system which is operated and maintained by the

Department of Transport. Atl of the non-Eskimo dwellings

and offices and six of the Eskimo homes are connected to the

system.
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Transportation. Transportation to the community is

provided by air servíces as well as by the annual sea lift.

During winter, when sea ice conditions are suitable, a

scheduled air service from Churchill j_s provided by DC-3

aircraft twice a month. rn the suÍrmer, froat planes utilize

Mission Lake as a landing site. During break-up and freeze-

rlp the settlement is isolated for periods of up to a month

at a time. A land strip has been proposed for the area but

its capital cost is frigfr.l0

Local transportation facilities are provided in a

variety of ways. The Mission owns a three ton dump truck,

two caterpirlar tractors (one with a front-end loader and

one with a dozer blade), one tracked tractor, one rubber-

tired tractor, and miscellaneous sleds and trailers. This

equipment is used mainly for providing water and sewage

services, maintaining roads and trails, clearing the ice

airstrip, and carrying supplies brought in by air or sea.

The Department of Transport has a snowmobile, a trairer and

sled.

10Department of Transport, Enqineerinq Site Report
for Development of Proposed Landinq Strip at Chesterfield
rnlet (ottawa: L966). This report estimates construction
costs to be approximately three-quarters of a million dollars.
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sixteen Eskimo families own skidoos, one family owrls

a skidoo and a dog team, and three families have only a dog

team. Eight families do not have any transportation facil-

ities. Twelve canoes and outboard motors are owned by

Eskimo families for use during periods of open water.

ÏÏ. SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS

Population

The population of Chesterfield Inlet, in the sufltmer

of 1967, consisted of 168 Eskimo and 30 non-Eskimo p"opl..11

Because of the small number of non-Eskimos and because of the

tendency for most of them to be reposted at intervals of one

or two years, the following analysis will onry be concerned

with the Eskimo residents.

The age sex characterístics of the Chesterfield

Inlet Eskimo population is shown in Figure 3, page 115.

The high birth rate, which is slightly over four per cent, is

reflected in the broad base of the pyramid. rn additi-on, the

narro\A7 upper half of the figure indicates the early death of

most of the Eskimo people.

Of particular importance is the large number of

11--Population data was
residents in the settlement

obtained by an actual count of
in .Tune L967.
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children under the age of fifteen years ¡ L02 persons or

nearly sixty per cent of the population. This group makes

up a relatively large number of people who, in the immed.iate

future, will be requiring an education and be expecting the

economic and social opportunity to enable them to live und.er

better conditions than their parents have experienced.

Family size averaged six persons and ranged from two

families of two persons to one family of ten persons. The

total number of Eskimo families is twenty-eight. The spread

in family stze indicates a need for a variety of dwelling

sizes so that habitable space can be utilized without serious

overcrowding.

Figure 4 indicates the past growth characteristics of

the Chesterfield fnlet population and a projection for the

next ten years. The history of the settlement has been marked

by fluctuations in the number of people living in the area, a

trend which has been influenced by economic opportunities in
1)

Rankin fnlet""- The population growth during the past five

years has been about ten per cent per year, due largely to the

migration of families into the settlement from Rankin rnlet.

12-Refer to page 95. All population
L967 have been obtained from Brack, D.M.,
op. cit., p. 85.

figures prior to
and D. McIntosh,
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The increase which has been due to natural increase

during the past year has been a more moderate four per cent.

rt is difficult to determine a reliable rate of future pop-

ulation change in view of the small total population and

the effect which a movement of one or two families can have

on the percentage change.

The projection, which is indicated on Figure 4, page 115

is essentially based upon an increase of four and one half
per cent per year. This rate assumes that there will be no

further movement of families into or out of the community and

serves to give an indication of the growth of the population

due to natural increase. Therefore, based on these assumptíons,

the Eskimo population wí11 be about 210 and 250 persons in
L972 and L977 respectively.

The total settlement population will include the

addition of the number of non-Eskimo residents. Their number

will depend upon government policies with regard to having

people from the south continue to perform administrative

duties, operate equipment and teach in the Arctic settlements.

Assuming that the Eskimo will not undertalce this work within

the next ten years, there will be approximately an additional

forty-five non-Eskimo people in the community to perform

these duties. Therefore the totar number of people living
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in chesterfield rnlet in 1972 can be expected to be 2sa,

with 290 persons in Ig77 "

Economic Base

Natural Resources. Table v indicates the major means

by which the Eskimo family head supports those people depend_

ent upon him. out of the total of twenty-five famili_es only

eight were considered Lo be living wholly "off the land"

whire three other families supplement their hunting and

trapping with casual labour when it is available. white fox

is the major source of income for the hunters with seals also

being of major importan"".13

The Daley Bay families, who have moved to the community

most recently, are all hunters and continue to make use of
dog teams as a means of travelling to their trap lines.
vühales are common in the area, however due to lack of suitable

boats they are seldom killed. Fishing provides a valuable

source of food for the people and their dogs and fa1l fishing
trips are usually made to good fishing grounds in the area

of Daley Bay.

while some families depend exclusively upon hunting

13 Reliable figures concerning the relative amount of
income from these sources were not readily available.
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TABLE V

CHESTERFIELD ]NLET
MEANS OF LIVELIHOOD FOR ESKIMO FAT4ILIES

Emplor¡ment or Activitv Number of Familv Heads

Hunter, trapper and fisherman
Hunter, trapper and casual labourer
Craft work
Mission labourer
Hospital labourer
Hostel labourer
Hudson's Bay Company clerk
Northern Administration Branch labourer
Federal Day Schoo1 labourer
Department of Transport labourer
Welfare or casual labourer

B

3

3

3

1
I
1
3

I
1
3

2B
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as a source of livelihood, nearly all men take part in it
as a form of recreation and as a means of providing

supplementary food supplies. Although caribou are not plent-
iful in the area, the meat is a valuable contribution to the

diet of the successful hunter. rn addition, the skin is
used to make craft articles which bring a cash income. Ducks

and geese are shot during the suinmer and ptarmigan are obtained

throughouttheyear.Thehuntingofsea1sontheadjacentsea

ice or in open water is a popular activity which provides food

for dog teams and hides for sale or for manufacture into
articles of clothing.

A recent study has indicated that the theoretical
population which the renewable resources in the Chesterfield

area could sustain is about 230 peopl"-14 This is the

maximum number of persons who courd live there if the re-
sources \^/ere efficiently utilized. rn view of the present

lack of equipment to carry out the efficient catch of sea

mammals and fish, it would appear that the estimate of the

number of persons who can live at a satísfactory level from

these resources is high

l4grr"k and D. McIntosh, op. cit., pp. ll4-115.
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craftwork and cash incolne. Thirteen families make

their living from craft work or permanent employment, mainly

as la.bourers f or orgartizations operating within the community.

craft work consists of carving and clothing manufacture

from furs or duffel.15 rn addition to the permanent positions

in crafLwork, there are other supplementary emplo¡zment

opportunities. Five to fourteen people, usually \^/omen, are

employed on a part-time basis to help fill large ord.ers for
goods.

Eleven men are engaged in wage work on a furl time

basis. Their activities range from that of general repair

man to truck driver. Additional part-time work is usually

availa.ble during the sutnmer, particularly work on construction

of houses and other buildings and the unloading of goods from

the ships of the annual sea 1ift. During the two months of

summer, there are usually ample employment opportunities for

all able bodied Eskimo persons.

only one family was entirely dependent upon welfare

assistance. However this does not mean that other forms of

t5 Items produced locally include slippers, hats,
parkas, makluks, gloves, and. carving's made from ivory, soap-
stone and caribou a¡rtlers. Duffel for parkas and tanned
furs must be brought in from soutlern centers.
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economic assistance, in addition to national programs

such as children's allowance and o1d age pension, are not

needed for families of chesterfield rnlet. The number of
dependents, the amount of success in supplementing income

by hunting or carving and the degree of proficiency in
wisely using available income are all factors which influence
the amount of additional assistance, if any, a particular
family may need.

The Hudson's Bay company post is the only retail store

in the community at which supplies of food and other necessary

items can be purchased. The Eskimo familíes buy their
supplies as needed. This is a contrast to the non-Eskimo

people who usually receive most of their goods during the

sea lift and store them, on their own premises, to be used as

required throughout the year.

Social Factors

social Activities. outside ínfluence upon the Eskimo

population of chesterfield rnlet has been primarily through

the institutions of church and school. social interaction
between non-Eskimo people and the Eskimos has been restricted,
in largre part, due to the existing ranguage barrier, especiatly

among the older Eskimo people. Lease bound.aries and the
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tendency for each organization to allow only those persons

employed by them to live on their land has further restricted
the degree of integration and communication between the two

groups of people.

Visitíng between tl* chesterfield rnlet Eskimo people

and those at Rankin rnlet is common. Travel is usually by

boat or skidoo. During winter, the eighty mile trip along

the sea ice can be made during one day with a skidoo. An

alternative means of travel is by hitch-hiking a ride on an

aircraft which may be travelling in the desired direction.
The Eskimo population is not highry organized. The

majority of community activities are directed and initiated
by other than Eskimo people, largely through the efforts of
the mission Fathers, school teachers and the local adminis-

trator. The recentry established Locar Housing Authority is
an organization designred to encourage the the Eskimo population

to take a greater part in initiating and carrying out functions

of community concern. Through this organization, the native
people are given an opportunity to influence the manner and

style in which their community is to be built. This is in
contrast to prior practice in which the outsid.er has directed

and supplied nearly everything.

The Joseph Bernier school and the Mission common room
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are used for group gatherings. Movies are shown twice a week

and other activities such as dances and bingo are held twice

monthly during the winter and less often during the summer.

All activities are well attended by both Eskimo and non-

Eskimo members of the community.

The Hudson's Bay company store, despite its off-center

location, was observed to provide the residents with a

meeting place as well as a center in which to purchase goods.

Most Eskimo family heads reported that they or their wives

visited the store at least once a day.

The lives of many of the people of chesterfield rnret
are not as closery tied to the land and the water as in prior
years due to the dependence on steady employment by many

of the families. However some of the families still depend

upon hunting to a large extent and in a land. whj_ch yields

relatively little within a small unit of area, the hunter

must travel great distances and roam large areas to find

sufficient game. The hunters' movements are governed by a

number of factors includinq the habitat of the anímal con-

cerned, the nature of the terrain, the seasons, the mobility

of the hunter and his i-nclinations and traditions.

Those families which are dependent upon the wildlife

of the area for their major food supply lead a life which is
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largely governed by seasonal considerations. Movements of
whole famílies come about during the spring and. fall when

hunting seal at the edge of the floe ice and fishing at the

mouths of smaIl rivers and inland lakes occurs. During other

periods, only the men move out of the community to tend

traplines in winter or to hunt seal on the open sea in sufirmer.

For the wage laþourer, hunting takes on a role of secondary

importance and can be indulged in only during the evening and

on weekends.

Reliqion" About seventy-five per cent of the Eskimo

population are of the Roman catholic faith with the rest being

Anglicans. The oblate Fathers have considerable influence

on the people through the varied church sponsored activities.
By virtue of close contact through many years of local
missionary work, they are accepted as leading members of the

community in contrast to the "transient', government employees.

The church influence extends to the hostel and the hospital,
each of which it operates under government sponsorship.

During the past year, three of the teachers in the Federal

Day school were Sisters of the Grey Nuns order.

Education. The Federal Day school provides the formal

education facilities for the area. rt is equipped with five
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classrooms and a sixth is under construction. one hundred

and thirty-five students attended classes in Lg66-67.

rnstruction was given in grades one to six. Those students

wishing to continue their education past this leve1 must

attend the high school at churchill, Manitoba. Turquetill
Ha1I, a residence for schoor children airrifted from other

communities, can accommod.ate up to loo students.

Health Facilities. A thirty bed hospital operated

by the Mission sj-sters is presentry used for the treatment

of mentally ill patients and also serves as a home for the

aged and destitute. The hospital arso serves as a residence

for the Sisters.

A doctor is not resident in the community, however

first aid and treatment of minor irlness can be carried out.

Those patients requiring operations or more intensive care

are flown to the hospital in Churchill.

semi-annual hearth check-ups are carríed out by the

Department of National Hearth and l¡verfare as part of the

Northern Health services program. General health check-ups,

chest x-rays, immunizations and dental care form the major

portion of this groups activities. Hygienic practice is
encouraged through school instruction while literature and
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pamphlets concerning personal health are distrÍbuted to

the adults.

Administration" For purposes of admínistration, the

community is under the direction of the Repulse Area

Administrator who is resident in chesterfield rnlet. As a

representative of the Federal Department of rndian Affairs

and Northern Development, he is involved in the supervision

of existing government facilities and the implementation of

departmental policy.

The Royal canadian Mounted police post is presently

closed. The community and surrounding area is administered

by the detachment in Rankin fnlet.
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REPTILSE BAY

The settlement of Repulse Bay is situated on the

northern shore of Repulse Bay near the northwesterly end of

Hudson Bay. Its geographical location is approximately

660 32' north latitud.e and 860 15' west longitude which

places it nearry on the Arctic circle" Although physically

located outside of the political boundary of the Dístrict of

Keewatin, Repulse Bay is included within the Keewatin Region

for administration purposes by the Federal Government. The

position of Repulse Bay is shown on Map S, page 71. It is

one of the smaller communities in the Arctic with a present

population of 164 people.

The living conditions in the settlement, as found

d.uring the June, L967 survey, will be set out in this chapter.

I" THE EXISTING SETTLEMENT

Historical Backqround

The Eskimos lived in the Repurse Bay area many hundreds

of years before the arrivar of the European wharers in the

l8th Century. ContacL between Eskimos and whalers was

frequent and continuous for over 150 years"
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rn LB46 Dr- John Rae, physician, scientist and fur
trader for the Hudson¡s Bay company sailed to the Repurse

Bay area and established there a base from which to carry

out e>çloration and mapping work on the northern coast,. He

and his men travelled overrand by dog team and. were among

the first to obtain their food and shelter from the land

resources in a manner similar to the Eskimos.

The American, Captain Charles Hall, lived with the

Repulse Bay Eskimos from 1864 to 1869 and. carried out further

mapping and exploration activities. He also lived off the

resources of the area in contrast to those who explored from

ships and depended upon food and materials carried on board. l

The first permanent buildings \^zere erected at the

present site of the Repulse Bay community during the early

L920 's when the Hudsorì.'s Bay company and their competitors, the

Revillon Freres, both established trading posts. After the

Hudson's Bay company obtained control of the rival company,

ín L926, the Repulse Bay post of the Revillon Freres \^/as

closed. The Roman Catholic Church also established a mission

in the vicinity d.uring the L92O's.2

1R. A. ,J. phillips, Canada,s ATorth (Toronto:
Macmillan of Canada, 1967) , p. 56.

2Father Revoire, Roman Catholic priest, Repulse Bay,
Personal Communi cation -
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During the past fifteen years there has been a gradual

movement of the Eskimo people from coastal camps to the

vicinity of the post and mission. At present all of the

people in the area consider Repulse Bay to be their permanent

home while continuing to traver from the settlement to hunt

and trap in the surrounding region. rnitially they lived

in igloos, tents or shacks, however within the past three

years, twenty-three prefabricated dwetlings have been con-

structed by the Federal government. Map 9 shows the dis-

tribution of the buildings in the community area. Tt will be

considered further on page 135.3

Environmental As'pects

Land form. The land form at Repulse Bay as indicated

on Map 10, page 131, consists of exposed. rock outcrop with

intervening lower areas of silty, sand.y till and numerous

boulders. Along the shore are areas of beach deposits con-

sisting of sand and gravel with some boulders up to two feet
in size. Numerous lakes, ponds and small streams occur

throughout the area.

3rh" maps and much of the statistical
in this Chapter appeared in a different form
McLellan & Associates, Planning Study Report
N" W. Tu, L967. (Uimeographed.)

data contained
in: Underwood
for Repulse Bay,
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In the settlement area, the rocks rise to about

seventy feet above sea level" The sides are steep and

fragrmented. The sandy beaches slope gradually from the

shore and are generally firm and well drained- The till

plain is relatively ftat and poorry drained, due mainry to

the permafrost condition which underlies the entire area

and hampers drainage. The active layer is approximately

thirty inches deep in the till material.4

Climate. The mean daily temperature for January is

-25oP. and for July it is +45oF., with an annuar mean temp-

erature of +BoF. Precipitation is approximately eight inches,

half of which falls as rain and half as snow. The prevailing

wind is from the northwest and gust speeds up to 90 miles

per hour can be expected. Calm periods seldom o""*".5

The photographs in Figure 5 indicate some of the

environmental features of the area- snow drifts around the

majority of the Eskimo dwellings, particularly those in the

4Robert m. Bone and Victor W. Sim, ,,Terrain and Site
Arralysis of Repulse Ba}¡ , N"I^I"T. " Unpublished report of the
Geographical Branch, Department of Mines and Technical
Surveys, Ottawa, L962, pp. 2-4.

q-Morley K. Thomas, Climatoloqical Atlas of Canada
(Ottawa: National Research Council, 1953), pp. 75-96.
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low area to the east of the cemetary. Access is difficult

and the view from the windows is severely limited. The lower

photograph indicates the same general location as the upper

photo and shows the contrast between wínter and summer

conditions.

The location of the settlement on the Arctic Circle

means that on June 2lst the sun does not set and on

December 21st it does not rise. During summer the maximum

sun elevation, above the horí zon, is 470.6

Ice cover. Ice cover on the sea does not break until

July and normally the bay is clear by August. Freeze-up

begins during early October and ice cover is complete by

November. Thus a period of about one and one-half months is

available in which supply ships can safely reach the settlement.

The maximum depth of ice on the sea is about nine feet and

occurs by March. The tide, whích has a maximum range of

al¡out fifteen feet, forms ice ridges reaching to a height of

Len feet along the shore and hampers access from the settlement

on to the sea ice.

The lakes tend to break-up and freeze-up about two

6r¡i4., pp. 187-188.
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weeks earlier than the sea. All lakes within two miles of

the settlement freeze to the bottom during the winter.

Veqetation. Natural vegetation is typical of the

barren lands, consi-sting of sma1l willows, mosses, lichens

and grasses. The mission has a small greenhouse in which

lettuce, onions and similar green vegetables are grown

during the warmest surnmer periods.

Present Land Use

The existing use of the land within the community

has been shown on Map 9, page I3O, with the main function

of each building or particular area indicated. With the

exception of the Hudson's Bay Company lease, a1l of the

land is under the exclusive control of the Federal Govern-

ment. The lease covers approximately six acres of land on

which are situated structures for residential, warehouse

storage and retail sales use. The lease area covers a portion

of the til1 plain and the well drained beach deposits.

The Roman Catholic Mission building contains a church,

a residence and a recreation hall. warehouses, fuel stock-

piles and a permafrost cellar are located nearby. A cemetery

is located on the highest rock point midway between the

mission and the trading post. Some graves, whi-ch consist of
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stone mounds covering a wood.en casket, are within one

hundred feet of existing dwellings" A new cemetery has

Jreen establíshed on a rock hill about one half mile to the

east of the community.

The Eskimo residential area is located on till

plain between the rock outcrops. In addition to providing

shelter, in which the usual home living activities are

carried out, the residence also provi-des a place of work

for many Eskimo people while in the settlement. It is in,

or adjacent to, the dwelling that skins are stretched and

dried, that canzing and craftwork is carried out or that

boats are made and sleds repaired. The dogs are tied near

the house. Items such as sleds, tents, gasoline drums and

traps wlrich are required for hunting and trapping are also

kept near the houses.

Beach areas, suitable for drawing up canoes, float

planes or landing barges are located adjacent to the Hudson's

Bay Company lease and also near the Mission buildings as

indicated on Map 10, page 131.

Housincl

fn ,June L967, there were thirty dwelling units in

Repulse Bay. In addition, four canvas tents !\iere occupied"
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Eskimo houses include ten type "370" models built in L964,

thirteen Angirraq models built in 1965, and five other

units built of míscellaneous wood and. cardboard material=.7

The Hudson's Bay Post manag,er's residence, l¡uilt in

L956, consists of a seven room wood frame structure. The

Roman Catholic missionaries reside in the Mission buílding,

a wood frame structure covered with aluminum siding, con-

structed in L966.

Other buildings in the settlement are two warehouses

and a permafrost cellar belonging to the Mission, and a

store, two warehouses and an o1d residence belonging to the

Hudson's Bay Company.

Thirteen of the Eskimo prefabricated houses are con-

sidered to be in good condition and ten considered to be
o

fair. " The condition of the miscellaneous units are judged

bad. The non-Eskimo housing units are considered to be in

good condition.

Overcrowding within the Eskimo dwellings was found to

be severe, especially in summer when the school children

t*"f.r to page LO2 for a description of standard house
models.

B*.f"t to page BB for condition rating criteria.
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return from Chesterfield Inlet. The number of persons per

house averaged 5.5, ranging from a minimum of three to a

maximum of nine" The average floor area, based on outside

house dimensions, was sixty square feet per person. Table

X, appendix C, gives further details of housing conditions

and. number of occupants for each dwelling.

The photographs in Figure 6 indicate some of the

particular features of the housing conditions- During winter,

many of the buildings are completely snow covered, while

others are surrounded with drifts of varying depths. The

lower photo indicates the makeshift porch which has been

added to each of the basic prefabricated housing i.rnits. The

roof is often used for storage of non-perishable goods and is

also often used by the dogs.

Utilities and Services

Water supplv. Vriater is obtained from ice blocks or

snow during the winter. The ice, cut when about twelve inches

thick from nearby lakes, ís transported to the settlement by

dog team and sled and stored outside for future use. The

blocks are initially used to build an outside porch at the

house entrance in which non-perishable goods may be stored.

The porch deflects the full strength of the wind a\May from the
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doorway and is in a convenient location for easy access

during stormy periods.

During the summer, water is carried in pails from

loca1 ponds and streams. The supply of water is not on an

organized basis and individual families must depend. on their

own initiative to provide for their needs. There í= 
^o

treatment of water for purification purposes before it. is

used.

Sewaqe and qarbaqe disposal. Bucket toilets, lined

with plastic bags, are used ín all of the houses. Human

excreta, âs well as other wastes and garbâg€, is carried

avüay from the ímmediate vicinity of the dwellings on an

individual basis. The major disposal site is on the sea ice

to the west of the mission buildings. This location is not

a sufficient distance from shore, with the result that in

the summer the beach becomes littered with refuse and bags.

Throughout the winter, dogs tend to rummage through the

garbage and drag the bags back to the residential area, thus

contributing to insanitary surroundings. During' sutnmer, the

wastes are deposited directly into the sea or along the

shore. Empty 45 gallon gasolíne drums are used for temporary

storage of garbage and as incinerators in which paper and

other burnable material may be disposed.
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The Mission utilízes a 450 gallon indoor tank in

which a1I toilet and water wastes are collected. The tank

is drained, through a two inch plastic hose leading directly

to the sea, when required. It appears to be a satisfactory

method of disposal for the small amount of wastes concerned.

Insanitary conditions are created by the large number

of dogs tied near dwellings. During winter the drifting

snov/ covers the accumulating bones, fur and wastes and pro-

vides relatively clean surroundings. fVith the start of the

spring thaw, this material is rapidly exposed and spread

throughout the area by the runoff water.

Heat and electricitv. The source of heat is fuel oil

which is brought to the settlement during the sea lift. A

cook stove is the combined heating and cooking facility for

the majority of houses. The Hudson's Bay Company and the

Mission utilize space heaters for their larger buildings in

addition to cook stoves in their kitchens.

Electrical energy is supplied by two gasoline powered

generators of 1.5 kilowatt capacity each. The Hudson's Bay

Company and the Mission each own a unit and the electrical

po\^/er generated is f or their owrl use. The Hudson ¡ s Bay

Company owns a small wind generator which is used to charge
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batteries for radio communication purposes in the summer.

The Eskimo residents utilize gasoline lamps for lighting

purposes.

Transportation. Local transportation in winter is by

dog team and sled. About twenty-eight individual teams,

totalling from 175 to 200 dogs, are used. One skidoo is

owned by the Mission. Thirteen canoes and outboard motors

are available for summer travel. There are no motor vehicles

in the settlement and no improved roads.

Residents depend upon aircraft for most of their

contact with people from the south" The sea is generally

utilized as a landing point. Aircraft equipped with pontoons

are used for open water and with ski-wheels for ice and snow.

During the latter half of June and the first half of October,

the community ís isolated from outside assistance because of

unsafe landing conditions on the ice.

The majority of supplies are brought in by the annual

sea lift, which usually consists of a yearly trip by two ships.

They are scheduled to arrive during early September, however

ice floe conditions control the actual arrival time.

Communications. Radio communication between the

settlement and other Arctic points is limited to two sets.
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The Hudson's Bay company and the Roman catholic Mission

maintain scheduled contacts with their respective organ-

izations. Tn addition, the Hudson's Bay post manag.er

transmits daily weather information to the Department of

Transport weather station at Chesterfield Inlet.

II. SOCIO-ECONOMTC FACTORS

Population

The number of residents in Repulse Bay, at the time

of the June L967 survey, v¡as 164 persons. The Hudson's Bay

company post marìager, his wife and two Roman catholic

priests were the only non-Eskimo people living in the

community. Because of their small number, the non-Eskimo

peopre will not be included in the following analysis of the

population structure of Repulse Bay.

The 1967 Eskimo population of 160 persons represents

an increase of approximately six per cent per year from the

Lg62 figure of 121 persorr".9 This increase is higher than

the per cent rate of increase of population in the Keewatin

o-Population figures \^/ere obtained from the Roman
Catholic Mission records and from an enumeration of residents.
Actual birth and death records obtained from the Mission have
substantiated this to be the rate of natural increase and not
the influence of movements of people to the settlement from
other areas-
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region as a whole, which is al:out 4.5 per ..rrt.lo

Figure 7, page L46, shows the percentage distrib-

utíon of population by age group and sex. The populatíon

size is too small to make a definite analysis upon which to

base future e>çectations for settlement needs, however one of

the striking features of íts structure is the large number

of child.ren. Slightly over one half of the population is

under the age of fifteen years. This factor gives an

indication of increasing requirements for education facilities,

food supplies and economic opportunities as these people gro\M

older and form families of their own. The number of persons

in the older age groups is small with only six persons over

the age of fifty-five years, all of whom are male.

The average family size has increased to 5.0 persons

per family from the Lg62 figure of 4.5.11 The 1967 family

sizes are indicated in Table VI. OnIy two families consist

of nine or more persons.

10-Refer to page 80.

11--D, M" Brack and D. McIntosh, Keewatin Mainland Area
Economic Survey and Reqional Appraisal (Ottawa: Northern
Affairs & National Resources L963) p.135.
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The majority of families have always lived in the

community or have voluntarily moved there from camps pre-

viously in the immediate area. One famity came from pelly

Bay and one from Igloolik. Of the other families, most

marriages have been between couples resident in the community.

Three women came from Ïgloolik and one from Coral Harbour.

TABLE VT

ESKÏMO FA}4ILY SIZEREPULSE BAY

Persons per familv Number of families

1
2

3
A

5
6
7
B

9

0
2

5
B

3

7

5

0
2

32Total :

The past populatíon statistics are indicated in Figure B.

rt also shows the future growth pattern which can be expected

over the next ten years. Reliable population figures were

not available for the period before Lg62, however since that

time there has been a steady increase in the number of people

living in Repulse Bay.

The projection is intended. to give a general indícati_on
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of the probalrle growth of the community due to natural

increase. rt is essentíally based on an annual rate of

increase of 5.0 per cent. This indicates a population of

265 people by L977. The small size of the population and

the unknown influence of future regional economic policies

do not al1ow a more meaningful estimate, based. on migration

factors, to be made. However, such factors may be taken into

account as they become established. The most important

realization is that the population has been, and is expand-

ing rapidly, even in an area where living conditions are harsh

and difficult. There is no clear reason to foresee any change

in the high birth rate in the immediate future. A continuing

need for accomrnodation, services and opportunity for economic

advancement will develop on a parallel with the population

rise.

Economic Base

Natural resources. In the relatively isolated

community of Repulse Bay, the residents depend primarily upon

the natural resources of the area to provide many of the

basic necessities of life. caribou, seal, fish and whale

are important sources of food for the people, âs well as for

their dogs. Hunting, fishing and trapping are the predominant
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occupations of the area with every able-bodied person

actively participating. some clothing is stil1 made from

skins, but only for winter use. Furs are sold or traded at
the local Hudson's Bay company post to obtain goods, such as

food, clothing, ammunition and household items, brought in
from southern centers.

The theoretical popuration which can be largery self
supporting from resource based activities in the immediate

area has been estimated at about 200 persorr=.1' However this
presupposes the acquisition of additional capital equipment

and increased leadership and organization. Even with these

additions, the standard of living would be at only a sub-

sistence leve1. rncreased population above that number wou]d

create a need for additional sources of livelihood for the
people of Repulse Bay.

. Soap_stone and bone carving
is a major source of cash income. Both men and women take an

active part in this work, presently on an unorganized basis.
outlets for craft work are the Hudson's Bay company post, for
retail saIe, and the Roman catholic Mission, which purchases

for distribution through the Department of fnd.ian Affai_rs and

L2D. M. Brack and D. McIntosh, op. cit., p. Ll4.
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Northern Development.

ùlly two Eskimo men are actively engaged in wage

work, both with the Hudson's Bay company. one is a full

time clerk while the other is a part-time assistant. Further

part-time work generarly becomes available during the sea-

lift unloading operation in the late suflrmer. Hov/ever, thís

is of short duration and provides work for all able-bodied

men for only a few days during the year. The figures for

individual or total settlement income obtained from trapping

or craft work were not readily availabre. Therefore an

estimate could not be made of the relative dependence on

these various sources of income-

social assistance figures were not availabre, however

most families have received some form of economic aid, in

addition to nationar assistance funds such as childrens'

allowance and old age pensions, during recent y.r.".13 The

requirement for welfare payments witl therefore increase

unless other economically suítable activities can be success-

fully introduced into the area to supplement the limited

renewable resources which presently exist.

13Henry Voisey,
Repulse Bay, Personal

Hudson's Bay Company post manager,
Communication.
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Social Factors

social activities. social contact between peopre of

the settlement and people from outside is limited" visitors

seldom come to the settlement and when they do they seldom

meet with the Eskimo residents, mainly because of the language

barrier. Few of those over the age of twenty years are able

to communicate in other than the Eskimo language.

The transistor radio provides a source of outside

influence and entertainment for the residents, with musical

programs providing the greatest enjoyment. younger family

members may benefit from the Engrish short wave progrrams.

Every family appeared to own a transistor radio receiver.

organized community activities are carried out r.rnder

the leadership of the Catholic priest. Dances, bingo, movies,

and similar gatheríngs are commonly held in the Mission hall.

This room is also used for nightly gatherings of a less

formal nature during which cards or pool games are played

or discussions held. All residents of the community participate

in these functions, either actively or as spectators satisfied

to sit and watch the surrounding activities

In contrast to other communities, the Hudson,s Bay
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company store was not observed to be a primary gathering

place for the residents. rt has been suggested that, since

the original store was small, it became too crowded if many

people attempted to stop and visít within it. The people

therefore tended to buy their supplies or trade their goods

and return home as soon as possibre. Although the present

store is larger, the people have not broken their habít of

transacting their business and leaving immediat"ly. 14

There appeared to be much visiting between families,

particularry during June and. July when daylight is continuous.

rt was possible to find people moving about the settlement

and carrying out some activity at any time of day or night

during this period. Because of the dependence on wildlife as

a source of food and income from fur sales the activities of

the residents are somewhat organized on a seasonal basis.

During spring, seals are hunted in the open water at the edge

of the floe ice, which may be a distance of up to eight miles

from the settlement. when hunting trips are made to the seal

hunting area, all members of the family go along regardless

of the number or ages of the children. Accommodation is in

canvas tents, set up on the sea íce, and the length of stay

1L*'rbid.
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may be up to a week at a time. Transportation is by dog team

and sled. Boats are carried out from the settlement and

used to retrieve seals which have been shot in the water.

Travel is generally in groups, with up to ten families packing

up and leaving the settlement within a two hour period.

fn sufitmer there is little movement far from the community.

Canoes are used to hunt seal in the open water in the immediate

vicinity of the settlement. Narwhals and white whales are

often killed in the Bay area. caribou are hunted on foot and

dogs are used to pack food and eguipment. Al1 families tend

to remain close to the settlement to be able to taj<e part in

unloading ships when the sea lift arrives in the late summer.

During fall, fishing trips are made to areas as far as fifty

miles a\^iay in an attempt to catch enough fish to supplement

store bought food during the winter. Again all members of the

family take part in these trips. fn the winter, trap lines

are generally tend.ed by individual hunters.

Reliqion. Two religious denominations are represented

in the settlement. Twenty-seven Roman Catholic families form

the largest group while five families are of the Anglican

faith. Although there appears to be no social division along

religious lines there is some dívision in existing housing
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arrangements" The Anglicans prefer to be more distant from

the Mission and at present are occupying the houses closest

to the Hudson's Bay Company post.

Administration. The normal day-to-day administration

of the settlement is carried out by the manager of the

Hudson's Bay company post who is acting area administrator

for the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development.

He is responsible to Lhe Repulse area administrator who is

located at Chesterfield Inlet.

The Eskimo population does not appear to be organi_zed

on a community basis. A local Housing AuthoriLy, as reguired

under the Eskimo Rental Housing prograrn, has not yet been

formed although community representatives have attended a

recent Housing Education conference at rgloolik. rnterest

in the housing program j-s high and could be a starting point to

encourage the personal involvement of most of the residents in

the betterment of their community.

Ed.ucation. school facilities are not provided at the

settlement. The children wishing to attend classes are air-

lifted to the boarding school at chesterfield rnlet. Approx-

imately thirty-five children obtain their education outside of

the settlement and away from their families' influence in this
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manner.

Health facilities. Health care in the communi_ty is
provided by the Roman catholic priest who acts as lay-
díspenser and provides first aid treatment. persons with a

serious illness or those requiríng an operation are air-
lifted to the hospital at churchill, Manitoba when weather

and ice conditions permit. semi-annual health check-ups are

carried out by the Department of National Health and lrielfare

as part of the Northern Health services prograrn. General

health check-ups, chest x-rays, j-mmunizations and dental

care form the major portion of this group's activíties.



C}IAPTER VIII

PELLY BAY

The community of petly Bay is rocated on the western

side of simpson peninsula near the south-eastern end of

Pelly Bay" rt is situated on the south shore of the Kukadjuk

River" The geographical l-ocation of the community is

approximately 680 53' north latitude and B9o 52, west

longitude- The position of pelly Bay in relation to the

other settlements in the Area has been indicated on Map 5,

page 7L.

This Chapter will describe the physical

located within the settlement area and outline

which effect the conditions under which the 150

live.

facilities

other factors

residents

I. THE EXISTING SETTLEMENT

Historical Background

The pelly Bay area of the Northwest Territories has

never been readily accessibre by ships travelling from the

east because of the hazardous ice conditions in the Gulf of

Boothia to the north. consequently the Eskimo peopre living

in the region were never in contact with the early European
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explorers nor with the wharers who frequented the Arctic
waters farther to the east. rt was onry after exproration
parties moved overland that contact between the pelly Bay

Eskimos and the white man began. so powerfur was the

environmental control over life in this part of the Arctic
region, that the expl0rers were forced to adapt many of
Lhe Eskimos traits and depend almost entirery upon their
assistance for survival_.

Among the first to visit the area was Dr. John Rae

in La46 and 1854. Enroute from his base at Repulse Bay to
explore the Arctic coast, he visited with the Eskimos and

depended upon them to assist him in his travels. DurÍng

the period 1864-69 captain charles Hall continued exploration
of the northern coast and arso rived with the native peopr_e"r

The mouth of the Kukadjuk River was a popular gather-
ing point for the Eskimos because of the good fishing it
provided. rt was at this rocation that the first permanent

buildings were erected. They were buirt from locar stone by
the Roman caLholic missionary Father vendevelde, in 1936.2

IR. A. J. phillips, Canada's North ( Toronto:Macmillan of Canada, L967), pp. 55_59
2Father Goussart, pelry Bay, personar communication,August L967.
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Buildings of wooden material were not constructed

until 1960, when a nei^/ mission and two warehouses were built.
rn r96L a Federar Day school and a powerhouse were built by

the Federar Government. Five prefabricated houses were

built for the Eskimos in L965 and three more in Lg66.

supplies and materiars from the south were always

difficult to obtain due to the lack of sea access. The

original supply route was over-rand by dog team from Repulse

Bay, which was the nearest point the sea rift could reach.

Aircrafts lvere not available nor sufficiently developed to

carry goods to the area in the years before Inlorld war rr.

rn the latter half of the 1950's a radar station,

which is part of the Distant Early warning Line network

extending along the Arctic coast, \^/as constructed twelve

míles to the southeast of the settrement.3 since then,

supplies have generally been flown to the radar station air
strip and hauled over-rand, the much shorter distance to the

settlement. rn more recent years, aircraft have utiLized the

ice of the bay to bring many suppries directry to the

settlement 
"

3
Map

D.E.W. Line
5, page 71 indicates
stations in the area

the general location of the
under consideration.
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Land Use and Environmental Aspectg

The present land use is shown on Map 11, with the

topography indicated in Map 12, page 160.4 A comparison of

the two maps indicates that initial construction of the stone

buildings took place on the steep sandy beach area close to

the sea. The school and powerhouse are located further inland

and on the more level till prain which surrounds the longest

pond in the immediate vicinity" The new mission is the only

major building located on the rock outcrop which covers much

of the settlement site" The Eskimo's old houses and tents

are scattered along the shore for a distance of about 1,000

feet. some are located on sandy beach materiar and others

on rock surfaces. The thirty-two new houses, which were

ready for occupancy in the falr of L967, are located on the

tiIl plain.

The til1 plain is relativery level. several ponds are

located on it, leaving an effective building area of about

fifteen acres. permafrost conditions, which underrie the

4rh. maps and much of the statistical data contained
in this chapter appeared in different form in underwood
Mcl,ellan & Associates, pranning study for pelry Bay, N.vü.T.
L967. (Mimeographed. )
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entire settlement, impede subsurface drainage and keep the

area wet and soft all sì.lmmer. Gravel fitl is required to

raise the buildings above the wet surface, to provide dry

surroundings and to provide a stal¡le foundation for build-

ing support. The airstrip, which is under construction, is

also built with fill material placed over the permafrost,

as are the improved roads which provide a basic circuration

pattern for the settlement.

Figure 9 indicaLes some of the terrain features of

the settlement area. Rock ridges rise to a height of about

one hundred feet in the area south of the aírstrip. The till

ptain contains many boulders which hamper movement over the

area. Extensive gravel filling is necessary to provide a

more amenable community site. A supply of gravel adequate

for this purpose is located along the sea-shore about two

miles south of the settlement.

The climate of the area is harsh, with a mean annual

temperature of +6o ¡'.5 The mean daily temperature of the

coldest month is -25o p and of the warmest month is 45o r'.

Precipitation averagies about eight inches per year with half

5*"f"r to Morley K. Thomas,
Canada (Natíonal Research Council,
erence to climate data.

Climatological AtIas of
Ottawa, 1953) , for ref-
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View south from the school entrance. Bedrock
and boulder strewn till plain cover the area
alray from the shore.

Gravel fill is required to provide roads andalso to level off the area surrounding the
houses.

FTGURE 9

PELLY BAY TERRATN CONDTTIONS
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farling as rain and the other half made up of about 45 inches

of snow.

The location of the community above the Arctic circle

means that the sun remains above the horizon continuously

for about six weeks in summer, with its maximum elevatj-on being

about 45o. rn winter the sun remains below the horizon for
about three weeks and there is only Lwiright during this

peri-od. Refraction of light is the reason why the sun does

not appear to remain below the horizon for the sa¡ne length

of time that it remains entirely above.

Ice forms on the sea, river and 1akes during late

september and by early october freeze-up ís complete. A1l

lakes in the immediate vicinity freeze to the bottom, however

there is water fl-ow in the river throughout the year. Break-

up occurs during the months of July and solid ice is usually

melted by early August

Housing

A wide variety of housing types \^/ere found in the

community of Pel1y Bay. Table vrr lists the housing avail-

al¡le and also indicates the condition rating which they \^/ere

given. The houses under construction were being built as

part of the Eskimo Rental Housing program with occupancy
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TABLE VII

PELLY BAY HOUSE SUPPLY

House t
Ukuvik
Urquaq
Anguirraq
Model 37O
Mission stone
Misc. shacks
Tents
School residence
Mission resídence

*Refer to page
tlrpes "

20x32
24x2A
16x24
L2 x 24
variable
variable
variable
30x24
45xL2
(2 storey)

LO2 for description

L6 Under construction
16 Under construction
3 Fair
5 Fair
2 Poor

18 Poor
L7 Poor
2 Good

Good

of standard house

of criteria used

Size in feet Number Condition* *

**Refer to page BB for description
for condition ratings.
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were buirt of wood obtained from packing crates or other

scrap materials and had littte or no insul-ation. canvas

was used to provide the roof of many homes and t.o cover

holes. Tents also accounted for a substantial number of

surnmer dwerlings and took the place of the igloos that had

been used for winter shelter.

The Mission residence, combined with the Roman cath-

olic church, is a wood frame structure builL on a concrete

foundation. The exposed bedrock upon which it is constructed

provides a solid base" The school is built on a gravel pad.

It is a prefabricated structure and, in addition to two

dwelling units, it contains one classroom.

The Locar Housing Authority, in cooperation with the

other residents of pelly Bay and the Department of rndian

Affairs and Northern Development, have allocated the rental

houses to the families of the settlement.T rt is proposed

to use thirty-one of the new houses and two of the Angirraqs

expected for the fatl of Lg67 "6

6*"f"t to page 89

7th" Local Housing
on page 185.

The miscellaneous shacks

for details of this progratn.

Authority is considered further
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as Eskimo dwellings" One new house is to be used as a staff-

house for government employees and one Angirraq would there-

fore be vacant. The type "370" models are to be rebuílt

and converted into transient quarters oT storage units.

The shacks are to be utilized as storage buildings for hunt-

ing and trapping equipment.

The following analysis of Eskimo housing space is

therefore based on the use of thirty-three dwellings, as

indicat.ed above, to shelter the 148 Eskimo residents of the

communiLy. Table XI, Appendix C contains details of the

size of the families expected to líve in each individual

house and the living space which will be available.

It was found that the average number of persons per

dwelling would be 4.5. The overall floor area per person

averages L69 square feet and ranges from 64 square feet to

384 square f eet per persorr. B The housing space available to

the residents of Pelly Bay

available to Lhe residents
o

Bay. -

substantially greater than that

Chesterfield Inlet and Repulse

AS

of

8Th.=" calculations are based on outside building
dimensions.

q-Refer to pages 103 and l3B"
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The occupancy rate is I" I persons per room, a figure

which compares favoura.bry wiLh the southern desirable stand-

ard of 1.0 person per roor,.,.10 Although overcrowding is

still excessive in individuar cases of large families, it is

low on an overall settlement basis. rn addition, there are

several instances of under occupancy, in which three or fewer

persons live in a three room house. For the most part these

situations occur with young couples and an increase in famity

stze can be expected. However this factor does indicate a

need for a greater variety of house sizes to adequately

accommodate the wide variations in exisLing family size.

The photographs in Figure 10 indicate some of the

houses and facilities existing in the community. The

brightly coloured buildings provide an interesting and

desirable contrasL to the otherwise bleak and dark landscape.

Utilities and Services

W.ater__Elpp1y. Water supply depends upon a system of

haulage using a 500 gallon tank drawn by a tracked motor

vehicle. rn summer a small lake about three quarters of a

mil-e southeast of the settlement is used as a water source.

10_*'Dominion Bureau
to occur when the number
one. Refer to Dominion
Canada, Bulletin 7.2-3

of Statistics considers overcrowding
of persons per room is greater than

Bureau of Statistics, Census of
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1961)
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During winter river water is haured from a site above tide

water, about two miles from the settlement. The cooperative

organLzation is responsible for the delivery of water to Lhe

community. During winter, snow is arso melted to provide

addiLional water for washing purposes.

The water supply for the school is stored in a 1,000

gallon aluminum tank installed in a sharrow basement.

Distribution throughout the building is by means of a

pressure system. water supply for the rest of the dwelling

units is stored in plastic containers, having a capacity of

about thirty garlons, or pails located in the kit,chen room.

There is no treatment for purification of water suppries at

the present time.

sewage and garbage disposal. waste water is generally

disposed of in the immediate vicinity of the dwerling. rt is

either collected in pails and then thrown outside or drained

directly outside through plastic pipe. only the school has

facilities for colrecting waste water ín a holding tank.

The water is periodically pumped to a locatíon which drains

a\May from the settlement area.

Plastic bags are provided for use within bucket toilets

and for collection of other garbage. Temporary disposal is

into 45 gallon steel drums placed adjacent to each dwelling"
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The refuse is periodicalry corrected and hauled, by tractor
and sled or wagon, to a permanent disposar site on the sea

ice i-n winter and. on the rand during Lhe summer. Disposar

areas are over a mile a\^/ay from the settlement" This distance
seems to be grear enough =" that ;"rr;", tides nor dogs

return garbage to the settlement.

rndividuar use of the bags appeared satisfactory,
although there was extensive littering of refuse around the

collection barrel-s. This was attributed mainly Lo scavenging

by dogs.

The shore adjacent to the or-d mission buirdings was

littered with parts of seal and fish bodies. This area Ís
the main sea access point and it is here that the seals are

butchered after being brought to shore. Skins, fat and bones

are discarded in the area and lefL to decompose, creating
unsanitary conditions in addition to an unpleasant odour.

Fuel. Fuel oil is used for heating and cooking

purposes as well as for the generation of electricity.
supplies are frown to the settrement, ín 45 gallon drums, and

stored in the area to the southeast of the school. rndivid-
ual famiries obtain their fuel supplies from this common

storage area- The majority of buirdings have 25o garlon

outside tanks, which feed directly into the stoves.
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With the exception of the school, all dwellings use

oil-fired stoves for cooking and heating and also oil space

heaters for additional heat" The school residences are

equipped with electric stoves for cooking and an oil-fired

hot water system is used for heating purposes.

Electricitv. Electrical energy is provided by diesel

generators owned and operated by the Department of Indian

Affairs and Northern Development. Two 40 kilowatt units are

in operation with two 15 kilowaLt units on standby. A third

40 kilowatt generator is on the site and is to be installed

before fall so that sufficient electrical energy will be

available to supply all of the requirements of the settlement.

Transportation. The major means of transportation Lo

the settlement from southern centers is by aircraft. Regular

schedules are not maintained and aII trips must be on a

charter basis. During winter the sea ice is used as a land-

ing sLrip. Large aircraft are used for the airtift which

usually takes place during the month of May when the ice is

still strong enough to support heavy loads and when daylight

conditions permit flying and loading operations to be carried
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out on a twenty-four hour per day basis.ll fn summer, alrr-

craft equipped with froats may utilize the water in the bay

for landing purposes.

A 5,000 foot land strip, which is under construction,

will help to eliminate the isolation of the settlement during

the break-up and freeze-up period. 12 This will enable medical

services to be readily avairable. rt wilr also permit

supplies to be brought in on a regular basis and therefore

lower the expense associated with the storage of a year's

supply of goods and also reduce the waste which accompanies

such a long sLorage period.

The main direction of air access to perly Bay is from

cambridge Bay. The D.E.w. Line radar stations, which form a
l-ine of communcations along the route, can be utilized for
weather informati-on or as emergency stopping points.

11_-During May of L967 a Hercures aircraft, capalrle ofcarrying a 25 ton load, was used to airlift the prefabricated
house materials from churchirl, Manitoba to pelly Bay. othersuppries are also flown in direct from yellowknife by Dc-3
aircraft. Father Goussaert, personal communication.

L2_-An interesting insight as to priorities and values
of the people occurred in connection with the airstrip con-
strucLíon. When it appeared that there would be insufficient
fuel available to complete the airstrip construction and to
heat the houses during the coming winter, the people informed
the Regional Administrator, by telegram, that they would rather
live another winter in igloos than do without the airstrip for
another year. Father Goussaert, personal communication.
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Local transportation is by a variety of means.

Twenty-five canoes with outboard motors are owned by

individual families. They are used for summer fishing and

hunting trips in the immediate area and up to about ten miles

out to sea. Two 35-foot inboard motor boats are also owned

by individual families. They are used for trips to more

dístant hunting and fishing areas.

Dog team and sled is still an important means of

winter travel. Twenty-five families have teams and there

are about 175 dogs in the settlement. Their role in travel

is gradually being taken over by the skidoo, eight of which

are already in use.

Several motor vehicles are available for summer and

winter use. A G-5 tracked tractor, a snowmobile and a

tracked trailer are owned by the Cooperative. These units

are used mainly for the supply of water and sewag:e services

in the community. The Department of fndian Affairs and

Northern Development have tliree D-B Caterpillar tractors and

two twelve-yard scrapers at the site. This machinery has

been used for airstrip and road construction and also for

hauling gravel fitt to improve the settlement roads and to

provide gravel pads for house foundations.
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Most of the heavy equipment has been obt.ained from the

nearby radar st.ation" During the past three years the equip-

ment has become surplus to the needs of the station and has

been sold to the cooperative and to the Federar Government.

During the sulnmer of L967 a warehouse was constructed

by the Federal Government for the shelter of goods and equip-

ment. The 60 by 32 foot steel structure is covered with

aluminum siding and insulated. rt will be heated during the

winter and the vehicles. which are required to provide comm-

unity services can be stored inside so as to reduce the

difficulty of starting in cold weather.

Communications. Two radio sets are available for

maintaining contact with other communities in the Arctic.

The Mission maintains a scheduled broadcast with missions

in the area and during periods of good reception can reach

as far as Churchill, a distance of about 650 miles"

A radio set, owned by the Department of Indian Affairs

and Northern Development and kept in the school, provides

contact with the Canadian National Telecommunications operator

at cambridge Bay, 370 miles to the west. connections can then

be made with the national telephone network. Radio contact

can also be maintained with oLher government offices in settle-

ments to the west of Pelly Bay" There is no radio contact
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between the settlement and the nearby radar station.

II" SOCIO -ECONOMIC FACTORS

Population

The population of Pelly Bay, at the time of the L967

summer survey, was 148 Eskimo people plus three non-Eskimo

Roman Catholic missionarie=.13 During the school term a

non-Eskimo teacher is also resident in the community. fn

the following analysis of the population structure of the

community only the Eskimo people wilI be consídered.

The distribution of Eskimo populaLion by age groups

and sex is indicated in Figure 1I, page 178. The number of

children under the age of fifteen years is 58 persons or

about 45 percent of the total population. This figure is

somewhat lower than that for the other communities which were

studied, however it does infer the future need for increased

educational facilities within the settlement. rn the zero to

four age group, there are nearly twice as many boys as girls,

an occurrence which has been attributed to chanc".L4 The small

11-'Population statistics have been obtained from the
records kept by the Roman Catholic mission in pelly Bay.

l4oo*inion Bureau of Statistics, Canada year Book
L966 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, L966), p. 249 states that
"The smaller the total number of births the greater the
chance of wide sex ratio variations from year to year. "
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number of persons in the age categories over fifty years

can be attributed largely to the difficult conditions of

life during past years when modern medical assistance and

care \^/as not readily available in the community and when

food was obtained entirely from the limited renewable

resources of the area.

A total of thirty-five individual Eskimo family

groups reside in the settlement, and Table VIII indicaLes

the span of family sizes. The average size is 4.2 persons

per family with only two families made up of B or more persons.

TABLE VIIT

PELLY BAY FAMILY STZE

Persons per family Number families
t
2

3
A-
5

6
7

o
9

10
Tota1 35

Figure L2 indicates the past growth characteristics

of the population and also shows a projection of the future

of
I
3

I1
Õ

A

4
2

I
0

1
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settlement "ir".15 The increase in numbers of people has

been marked by a number of setbacks due to sickness, the

most drastic occurring in 1960-61 when

Asíatic flu killed over twenty persons.

an

16

epidemic of

In the five

year period preceding :.963 the population increase was a

moderate two per cent per year. It ís only after L963 that

growth in excess of five per cent per year is indicated"

A population projection, which is essentiatly based

on an annual rate of growth of 5.5 per cent per year, has

been made for the next ten years. It is assumed that the

present rate of increase will be exceeded slightly because

the improvement in aircraft landing facilities will permit

an i-mproved standard of health services to be provided.

This projection, which also assumes no in-migration or

out-migration of families, gives an estimated Lg72 population

of 190 persons and a 1977 population of about 250 Eskimo

persons. Assuming an average family size of five persons,

there will be forty-five individual families riving in the

15_--Population figures prior to L965 refer to those
people who attended the church at Pelly Bay and gathered
there for festive activities. They may have been living
in camps in the area or in the setLlement itself"

16Father Goussaert, Personal Communication "
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settlemenL in L977 " This indicates a need to provide

accommodation for about one additional family per year

throughout the entire period of consideration.

Economic Base

Natural resources. The natural resources found in

the region of Pelly Bay still suppry a large portion of the

food whích the people depend upon for their tivelihood.

caribou and fish are the most important sources of food from

the 1and. seal and þolar bear provide food, mainly for dogs,

as well as cash income through sale of their furs. caribou

skj-ns are important also for use as winter clothing suital¡le

to combat the cold and wind.

vühire all abre bodied persons take part in some hunt-

ing activities, only two famiries can be considered to depend

entirely on hunting and fishing for arr their needs. About

fifteen famities take part in hunting, fishing, carving and

wage work in some combination to provide themselves with food

and cash income with which to buy goods imported from the

south. The Cooperative store is the commercial outlet through

which furs are sold and imported goods are bought. rt was

estimated that the total cash income obtained from the sale

of furs during the L966-67 season amounted to eight thousand
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dollars" This is an average of

the twenty-two persons who took

activiti.=. I7

about S360" 00 for each of

a major part in hunting

Due to rimitations on the time availa_ble for on_site
investigations and the rack of reriable information concern-

ing the utilization of the renewable resources, it has not
been possible to evaluate the efficiency with which they are

presently being used. The resources, both renewable and non_

renewable, in the pelly Bay area have not been investigated on

a regional basis. Research concerning the economic potential
of the area is required before a reliable estimate can be made

concerning the degree of self-sufficiency that the residents
of the community will be able to maintain.

CrafL work and c?sh income. A substantial proportion
of the community's cash income is derived from ivory and bone

carving and other craft *ork.l8 rhis work is carried out on

l7¡'iles of the Department of rndian Affairs andNorthern Development.
1B*--During the past year seventeen males had an averageincome of ç245. oo from craft work, whire twenty women had anaverage income of ç254.00. The highest craft work incomereceived by a mare was ç444. o0 whire a woman received $883. oo.Files of the Department of rndian Affairs and Northern

Development.
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an individual basis and sold to the cooperative organization

which sells the iLems to southern distributors.

In addition to the fifteen families whose income is

obtained from a combination of hunting, carving and wage

work, there are seven families who depend upon carving and

wage work only for their income. \ivage work has been readiry

availal¡le for alt able-bodied persons during the past suïnmer.

The construction of an airstrip, thirty-two houses and a

warehouse has provided ample employment opportunities,

although only of a temporary nature. The provision of a

community water supply and the collection of refuse also

requires part-time work by two or three cooperative emproyees.

The only full time employment opportunities presently

available to the sskimo residents are Lhose of school janitor,

cooperative manager and medical lay-dispenser. Total settre-

ment income has been estimated at about forty-six thousand

dollars for L966. This indicates an average family income of

approximately g1, 4OO. 00. 19

In addition to the national assistance payments such

as childrens' arlowance and ord age pensions which are paid

l9r¡ia.
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to all eligible canadians, welfare payments are made to

disabled males and widows in the community. All able-bodied

family heads are apparently capable of providing a satisfactory

level of living without direct welfare payments. Social

assistance in the form of groceries and clothing issues have

been made to about three famities" The total amount of

assistance has averaged about $400. OO per month.20

cooperative activities. The economic advancement of

the settlement is assisted through the cooperative organ-

ization in the community. The Koomiut cooperative, which

obtained its charter in L966, encourages group efforts in an

attempt to utilize the natural and human resources of the

area for the benefits of the community as a whole. Through

its contact with southern organizations, it is able to obtain

supplies at wholesale prices and also to obtain the best prices

possíble for goods such as furs and craft work which the res-

idents export. The cooperative is made up entirely of Eskimo

members. Tt is engaged in the following activities:

1. Retailing of food and dry goods;

2. Encouragrement of local industry by the
purchase of craft articles and skins;

20Department of rndian Affairs and Northern Develop-
ment, Welfare Branch files.
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3. House, road, and airstrip construction;

4. Provision of water and se\Mage services;

5" Maintenance of ice airstrip;

6- Development of commercial fishing and other
resource harvesting activities; and

7. Establishment of tourist and transient facilities.

The cooperative has gíven the residents an element of

control over their economic position. The provision of

supervisory services, ês well as labour, gives the peopre

of the community a feeling of taking part in the decision

making process" This is necessary to encourage further

development of individual incentive and and thus continue

to improve existing conditions. profits, which are rearized

from the activities in whích the cooperative is engaged, are

distributed to the members and are not taken out of the

community.

Social Factors

Social organization. The opportunity for social

contact between the people of the settlement and outsiders

has been limited, due to the isolation of the area and the

difficulty in traverring to it.. The main visitors to the

settlement are government emproyees and, mainly due to the

language barrier, the greater part of their contact is only
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with the younger members of the community who understand

Engrish, or the non-Eskimo residents" There has been riLtle

contact with the people of the D.E"w. Line station and the

Pelly Bay Eskimos. None of the local people have been

emproyed at the station and they have gone there in the past

only to obtain supplies flown to the site, or to pick up

scrap lumber from which to build houses. with the completion

of the airstrip in the settlement, there will probalrly be even

less contact with the D.E.W" Line personnel.

Transistor radio receivers, which are owned by nearry

every fami-ly, are further important sources of outside influ-

ence. Short \^rave reception is generally good, however

standard broadcast is difficult to receive due to static

interference.

The Federal school is the present social center for

the community. rts facilities are used. for movies, dances,

bingo, and similar activities. The school is presently smarl

and cannot satisfactorily accommodate a rarger population.

The Mission is also an important gathering place. In add-

ition to religious services, it is often used for generar

meetings to discuss community matters.

The Koomiut Cooperative appears to be the greatest

generator of community spirit and cohesion. Every famity is
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a member and arl decisions are made by the Eskimo officers

and directors, who are el-ected by the members. The organ-

ization is instrumentar in encouraging individual involve-

ment and interest in community activities.

A Local Housing Authority has also been organized,

as required under the Eskimo Rental Housing program. Its

five members, made up of two women and three men elected by

the adult, members of the community, actively participated

in organizing the housing consLruction prograrn and in set-

ting renLal rates.

The continuing dependence on hunting and fishing to

supply a substantial portion of the Eskimo ' s food necessit-

ates that the way of life be still characterized by annual

cycles of movement. Ho\^/ever, modern boats and moLors,

skídoos and better camp equipment have assisted in lessening

the hardships associated with such activiti"=.21

During the fall the majority of families move to the

fishing grounds at the mouths of the many rivers flowing

into the sea, particularly along the coast to the north of

the community. AIl members of the family parLicipate in

2L--Asen Balikoi, Development of Basic Socio-Economic
Units in Two Eskimo Communities (Ottawa: eueen's printer,
L964), pp. L-78, describes in considerable detail the way of
life before the establíshment of the mission in L935-6 as
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catching the Arctic char and storing it for winter use.

After freeze-up the families move back to the settlement.

fn winter the men trap on their own, or in groups of two or

three. They also hunt for porar bear at this time. rn the

spring, sear hunts are carried out at the edge of the ice

floe. Again the entire famiry may take part in this act-

ivity and líve in tents near the open water.

fn summer seal hunting and fishing in the sea and.

river near the settlement are Lhe major activities of the

resource oriented families. Hunting is often limited to

evenings and week ends since it is during sunÌmer that part

time construction work becomes availal¡le. caribou, which

may have migrated into Lhe area from the south, are also

obtained during the summer period.

AdministraLion

For governmental administration purposes, pelly Bay

is under the direction of the spence Bay Area Administrator.

He lives at spence Bay, a community rocated about llo mires

to the northwest of pelly Bay" Hê, in turn, is responsibre

well as the more recent changes which have taken place as a
result of the centripetal forces which have brought the
natives together into the present community.
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to the Regional Administrator at yellowknife. The day-to-

day administration of the community is carried out by the

school teacher or, in his absence, by one of the mission-

aries. Periodic inspections by the Area Administrator are

made.

Education and religíon. Education facilities consist

of a one room school erected in L96L. It includes residential

accommodation for the teacher and the janitor. Attendance is

limited to the school capacity of about twenty students with

classes of instruction given to grade six. About ten add-

itional students are annually air-lifted to Chesterfield Inlet

for the school term-

The Roman Catholic mission is the only religious

institution in the settlement and alr residents are of the

catholic faith. The missionaries, in addition to their

relígious teachings, assist the people in the physical and

social development of their community. They are experienced

carpenters and have contributed greatly to the construction

of the new houses and transient quarters.

Health care. Minor health care is presently provided

recently appointed lay-dispenser isby the priests" A



expected to arrive in the faIl. cases requiring intensive

treatment are flown out to nursing statíons at spence Bay

cambridge Bay or to hospitals at yelrowknife or Edmonton.

A medical team from the Department of National Health and

vrlerfare make annual visits to provide immunization, chest

X-rays, dental treatment and general health check-ups.

1BB

or
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COMMIJ}TTTY PLANNING TN THE ARCTTC ENVIRONMENT



CHAPTER TX

THE NEED FOR COMMI.INTTY PLANNING

The content of thís thesis has thus far indicated the

concept and purpose of community planning and also described

the Arctic envíronment withín whích people carry out their

living activíties" An assessment of this information, as

briefly outlined in this chapter, has indicated that community

planning has been neglected in the past. ThÍs lack of planning

has led to a situation in which improvement would seem to be

most desÍrable "

Ï. THE EXTSTTNG STTUATfON

The development of communities in the Arctic has been

characterized by either an unco-ordinated and random pattern

of growth or by partial planning based on design principles more

characteristic of southern latitudes " Little or no heed has

been paid to the speciat physical, socio-economic and

technical requirements peculiar to the environment. The

random distribution of buildings in wídely separated locations,

as in chesterfield Tnlet, cause the residents unnecessary

exposure to the severe clímatic conditions and make it overly
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difficult to provide adequate water and selverage facilities.

The standard layout of a subdivisíon with the street system

determining the orientation of buildings, as in perry Bay,

will create problems due to snow drifting and poor sun lighting

and view for many of the dwerlings " The location of small

buildings in a valley, as in Repulse Bay, causes them to be

completely covered with snow, resurting in physicar harm to

the structure in addition to creating a fire hazard by

blocking exits.

In the absence of conscious planning, the location of

buildings appears to have been considered on an individual

basis only and their relation to health conditions, grouping

of facilities, climatic and terrain peculiaríties of the

area and other deveropmental activities have not been fully
trecognized.* rn effect, man has exaggerated Arctic hardships

by inadequate siting of community facilities. consequently

facilities which are required to improve conditions within

the community will be more costly and difficult to provide

in later stagies .

lrh" confusion in al-Iocation
the entire Northwest Territories is
ing questions, concerning the rights
raised by a member of the Council of

of land-use throughout
exemplified by the follow-
of fndians and Eskimos,
the Northwest Territories.
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Since community planning is concerned with a particular

area or community, it cannot be divorced from the local scene.

Local participation is required to ensure that the values and

priorities which the people hold are translated correctly

into an action program which witl have an adequate balance

between physical efficiency and human satisfaction. There is

little evidence of such participation by local people in past

developments within the Keewatin Arctic. Only in pelly Bay

is there a l-ocal organization which can be assumed to have some

influence over community affairs " In other communities the

majority of decisions were made by non-Eskimo people, eíther

residing in the community or at southern centers. The growth

of the communities has been influenced mainly by outside forces

and not as a part of an on-going social and cultural adaptation

by the local people.

". . o in a settlement how are rights to land decided? Who
decides where the co-operative wharf should be and where the
road is to their land and so on? There must be some kind of
process in the allocation of land. How about the allocation
of rights of land to Eskimos in these settlements?', ft is
interesting to note that these qtrestions were considered to
be a statement and discussion passed on to other matters
without further clarification of these points. F" Va1lee,
council of the Northwest rerritories Debates, 2gth session
(Ottawa: L965), p" 92.
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There is a lack of co-ordination of activitíes

between the various organizations within the community. Each

has developed as a relatively complete entity, with con-

sequent duplication of services and facilities, rather than

combining to create a better community. The exístence of

leases, covering the best 1and, has been a restraining factor

in the growth of compact, functional communities. Over-

crowding in some dwellings, particularly Eskimo residences,

and under use of others, belongíng to outsíde organl-zations,

indicates further need for overall planning and co-ordination.

Community planning is concerned with physical develop-

ment which follows a pre-conceived or consciously derived

"plan." Such a plan is usually drawn up with consideration

of the influences of social and economic factors and with

consideration of the priorities which the 1ocal people may

desire. The complete absence of a development plan is a

further indication of the lack of planning under which existing

Arctic communities have gro\trn.

Tnadequate planning is evident in areas other than

the physical development of the community. Health care

appears to be mainly concerned with curing the illness only,

not going further and also removing the causes of illness,
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such as poor housing, inadequate services or inadequate food.
Educational instructíon does not adequately prepare the
people for earning a living under Arctic condítions but rather
for a southern oriented way of life dependent upon \,vage work,

which is available in only a limited way. The rack of
instruction concerned with how to harvest the resources of
the area more efficiently or how to repair skidoo or canoe

motors leads to inefficient use of modern equipment with
consequent waste in tíme and energy.

The provision of indÍvidual services, resulting in the
attendant insanitary surroundings, the scattered, ínadequate

dwellings, the lack of local organizations to dear with
community problems and the lack of meaningful empl0yment

opportunities are but some of the adverse results of unco_

ordinated, piecemeal pranning carried out by the many

individuals and agencies which together form the Arctíc
communities " communities have devel0ped as a result of a

largely unconscious evorutionary process. This way of life
may have been suitable in the early days before the contact
between the Eskimo and white cultures. However the mixing
of the two ways of life has resulted in a changíng situation,
in which the process of natural adaptation by the peopre
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living in the north cannot keep pace with their needs and

desires. ft is necessary, in order to provide a more satis-

factory living environment for all Arctic residents, that

future developments be guided in a conscious, purposeful

direction which can be understood and appreciated by al1

persons concerned.

IT. COMMUNTTY PLANN]NG

lVhen considering community planning in Arctic

communities, two basic questions present themselves. First,

is there a need for comprehensive plannÍng in the Arctic

environment, and secondly, how can community planning

contribute to improvement of the existing situation?

Planning, in the sense of anticipating and attempting

to exercise some influence on the direction of future events,

is an important human process. There is an element of

planning in every rational action and we plan some phase of

our life all the time, whether we recognize it or not. The

Arctic environment is a situation in whích planning is

required, not only to provide a satisfactory 1evel of living

but even for survival. For example, the distances between

communities are so great and the means of travel so expensive,
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and often so hazardous, that elaborate plans must be made for

even a trip to a neíghboring community. pranning is of basic

importance for developíng communities which provide a satis_

factory environment for northern living. The need for planning

is felt as much in the Arctic as in any other particular

location in Canada.

The foregoing chapters have indicated that past

activities have not brought a hÍgh 1eve1 of riving to the

majoríty of northern residents, have not created the most

pleasant surroundings in which to live and have not brought

all of the benefíts of national rífe to the Arctic. There

is an evident need to reconsider the variety of activities

which are carried out in each communíty on a more comprehen-

sive and rational basis. More than the physical aspects of

the situation should be considered since the form of a new

or expanding community is influenced by the people living

there" The equipment which the people use and the ideas and

values which individuals live by are often as important as

the areas that are improved. Good features should be

preserved. The existence of adverse conditions call for the

serious consideration of their fundamental causes and the

determination of responsibilities for both alleviating them
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and preventing their recurrence in the future" Community

planning provides a means in which to improve the

situation in a logical co-ordinated manner.

It can be assumed that successful planning tends to

make people's lives happier because it results in a physical

environment which is conducive to health, which provides for

convenient and safe passage from place to place, which

facílitates social exchange and which has visual attractive-

ness. The economic results of good planning also produces

increased happiness but not quite so directly" A proper

spatial relationship between the constituent parts of a

community and an efficient arrangement of communication

routes all result in human activities being carried on more

efficiently and less wastefully; but the results are not

always clearly evident so far as they affect the welfare of

a particular individual at a particular moment in time"

From the foregoíng, a third q'uestion arises concerning

the manner in which community planning can be carried out in

the Arctic communities. Possible solutions to this problem are

taken up in Chapter X which outlines, in broad form, a number

of principles, the consideration of which can point the way

to the attainment of better Arctic communities in which to

work and live.



CHAPTER X

PLAI{NTNG PRINCTPLES FOR ARCTIC COMMTINTTTES

The following principles, which form guidelines for

community planning in the Arctic, emerge from an analysis of

the information set out in the preceeding pages. This

Chapter will consider some of the basic ways in which these

planning principles can help to improve the existing

situation. Because these principles are shaped and limited

by reference to the communitíes which have been studied, it

is not possible to propose final solutions to specific

problems in the development of Arctic communiti"=.1 It is

intended to set out a framework within which solutions may

be sought, based upon a full realization of the variety and

complexity of relationships which exist in all phases of 1ífe

in the Arctíc environment.

The consideration of planning principles is divided

into two broad categories. The f irst is concerned wit.h

't*The term "principle" as used in this thesis is not
intended to convey a meaning of finality concerning general
Arctic development insofar as such a brief study does not
allow a rigorous evaluation and proof of the statements.
The propositions are presented in a tentative state and in
the form of hypothesis based on the information as set out
in the existing work.
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physical problems of the environment and the second. with the

socio-economic difficulties and needs. This is not intended

to indicate that the two are not related, for they are. It

is but an arbitrary divísion to create manageable units in

order to see more clearly the overall relati-onships whichr

need to be considered.

I. PTrySICAL PROBLEMS

Basic Considerations

Coinciding with the growth of communities in the Arctic

there has also been a growth of associated problems. Fresh

water supplies suitable for a few people can become too

limited for a population of several hundred persons. There

may be few suitable building sites, a poor harbour, a

difficult airstrip site or the disposal of se\^iage may become

so complicated that serious healLh problems are presented.

These difficulties may be so expensive to overcome and so

acute that the best solution from a physical and health

standpoint may be to move to a better location. Such a

move is hard to decide upon, since growth is generally

gradual, and less expensive and less drastíc measures can

usually be found to meet immediate needs.

The site requirements for the present and anticipated
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future function of the community should be a fundamental

consideration when planning in the Arctic. The original

reasons for the location of a particular community may

no longer be relevant to its needs. A consideration of

both the physical and social costs should be made before

improved facilities are constructed at the site. Such

construction will involve a capital investment which will

really mean a decision to sbay whether it is based on sound

judgement or on an unwillingness to initíate action which

will change the existing situation.

The idea of flexibility and adaptabilíty must also be

a foremost principle in planning for improvement. The ability

to successfully provide for inevitable growth and change is

particularly important in the Arctic where communities are

small and the standard of living desired by the resídents is

continually rising. The degree to which adaptability might

be required is indicated by the past movement of over one-half

of the population of chesterfield rnlet to Rankin rnlet in

response to the opening of the nickle mine. changes in numbers

of people have been less dramatíc in other communities, such

as Pelly Bay, where the population number has been relatively

stable for several years" However other less noticeable

social changes have occurred as the Eskimo men began to
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operate mechanical equipment and carry out construction

work, in addition to their traditional hunting and fishing

activities. Community planning which considers the need

for physical adaptability should therefore anticipate both

stable and changing factors in the lives of the comíng

generatíons and provide the means for the best accommodation

of these changes.

Phvsical Planninq

Although the majority of communitíes in the Arctic are

small it is just as important that they function in a

co-ordinated and organLzed manner as it is for communities

several times larger. Individuals and familíes are the basic

elements which make up aII sizes of communities and they

have several basic and cotnmon needs, even though the physical

environment may differ. As growth and change takes place the

arrangement of facilities to accommodate it must follow some

plan, even if ít does so unconsciously. The action of setting

down principles which can guide such planning indicates, in

an explicit manner, the way it is intended that development

should occur.

'rhi" is contrast to development which occurs in a
haphazard manner. The principles which guide such development
are evident only in an implicit manner and can be exposed for
examination only after the action has taken place.
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The environment created within an Arctic community

should reconcile the maximum opportunity for individual

choice, in living and working and whatever else is done, with

the protection of the individual from the adverse effects

caused by the action of others and by the action of the

elements of the natural environment. The following pr5-ncíp1es

are therefore consistent with this general requirement.

1. The functional parts of the community should be
arranged so that each part can perform its function with
a minimum of costs and conflict. Tt ís important that
the physical positioning of elements is not only
functional in the sense of working but that it also be
comfortable and pleasant, that it have amenities and
that it provide opportunities for visual enjoyment.

2- Each part of the community should be developed
according to sensible standards consistent with building
requirements, sunlighting and views, climatic determin-
ants and open space needs.

3. Schools, recreatíon facilities and other community
services should be provided at a high standard of sLze,
location and quality.

4. A circulation system should link each part of the
community. Links between the community and outside
centers should provide for the physical movement of
people and goods as well as for communication of ideas
and entertainment by radio, television or other
com¡nunication media.

5. Housing which is safe, sanitary and pleasant
should be provided. A variety of dwelling types to meet
the needs of all the kinds and sizes of families, in all
their varieties of different desires, and to effectively
meet the difficulties imposed by the harsh climate and
land form is required.
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6. W'ater supply, sewerage and other utility and
public services should be provided in an adequate and
economic manner for all residents of a community"

Site planninq. The physical condition of the site and

the pattern of development which gro\^/ on it has a direct

influence on the efficient functioning of the community.

Although the existing Arctíc communities are small and

contain few activities of a commercial or industrial nature,

the need for a functional pattern of building distribution

based on resid.ential, commercial and industrial needs is no

less important than for any other community.

The major feature of the site design of an Arctic

community should be its compact framework- Development at

relatively hígh densities is desirable in areas of rugged

terrain, adverse climate and isolation. The planned

community should therefore be consolidated and broad, rather

than long and narrow in strip formation. A high density of

buildings will solve problems of moderating the micro-climate

and reduce the walking distance between functional areas" It

can also serve to help reduce costs of providing adequate

water and sewerage facilities and create maximum protecLion

from the adverse effects of the severe external environm"rrt.3

3consíderable experimentation with compact building
layouts carried out in Russian towns has indicated that they
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The community center should be established as supreme

and include such facilities as administrative offices,

schools, community ha1l, retail stores and other office and

service structures. The residential buildings could then be

grouped in proximity to the center in order to conveniently

share the services and facilities which would fulfill the

requirement for meeting places ín which the social life of the

community could develop. This would provide an alLernative

to the privacy of the home. The degree of density of building

development which would be desirable, from a sociological or

physiological standpoint, has not as yet been determined for

the northern areas. Much research into the needs of the

Eskimo family, as well as the non-Eskimo people moving up

from the south, is required to determine realistic limits.

Research is also required to determine the basic economic

relationships between large multi-story buildings and the

existing small irniLs in order to help determine the types of

structure which are most desirable.

have advantages over small scattered structures. Refer to:
B. v. Murov'ev and T. v. Rimskaya - Korsakova, "Town construction
and the Acclimatization of People in the Far North, " problems
of the North, No. 6, L962 (translated by N, R. C. ), pp. 83-90.
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Orientation of buildings should be such that all

favoural¡le views, particularly of the sea or lake areas, are

used to advantage. Sunlíghting aspects require particular

emphasis because of both the low angle of the sun and the

large horizontal angle during which it is continuously

above the horizon in the sunrmer. This allows deep penetration

of sunlight into buildíngs anrd necessitates the accurate

placement of windows to provide the greatest benefit. The

lack of sunlight during the winter requires that artificial

lighting facilities be adequate for the needs of the

residents.

Doorways should not face into prevailing winds, nor

should they be on the lee side because of the snolv drifts

which occur there" Snow, while it does provide some insulation

and shelter during the winter, mal<es movement difficult and

is slow to melt in the spring. Therefore sno\M fences or

other controls are required to keep its adverse effects

within the community at a minímum. Narrow valleys which

often fill with sno\iü are to be avoided for building use

unless multiple story structures can be used.

In a small community the need for specifíc use zones

is limited" However, it would be advantageous to have some

degree of segregation between nuisance functions and
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residential areas. For example a specific location fot a

dog compound would be more desirable than allowing them to

be tied adjacent to dwellings where they add to insanitary

conditions. Oil storage tanks and power houses should be

located on high ground on the down wind side of the community

so that noise and fumes are not so readily carried into the

area. Because the communities are generally small and the

surrounding area provides a nearby unlimited expanse of open

space, there is no pressing requirement for large parks within

the communitY itself.

The circulation pattern forms the l:asic framework

upon which the community will grov¡ and develop. Forsight in

ad.apting the commtrnity plan to the natural site will

accommodate the economic installation of services with no

major movement of existing structures nor excessive road

crossings. The road pattern should take a form that is

suited to the topography. It should slope in the direction

of natural water flow so that drainage is not blocked along

upper road edges and the need for culverts can be kept to a

minimum. In view of the prevalence of permafrost conditions

and rock, it is generally not economically feasible to carry

out extensive earth movement to drasticalty alter a difficult

site. In general all earth work requirements should be based
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on the use of fill material only"

üiíthin the community the main mode of movement wíll

be by walking or by over-sno\M vehicles and trucks. Roadways

therefore need not be extensive in width nor in standard of

construction to fulfi11 their basic requirements. A good

road is required between the beach dockíng site and the

storage facilities, in order that material brought by sea lift

can be placed in shelter as guickly as possible. Similarly,

adequate access is required between the community and the

aircraft landing areas.

Housinq

The housing problem in the Arctic is characterized by

several important elements. Firstly, there is the need to

provide higher standards of living accommodation for the

native people both in terms of more space and better facilities.

New standards arise and conditions which were acceptable in

earlier generations are no longer tenable. Secondly, there

is the growing demand for new housi-ng caused. by the steadily

increasing population. Thirdly, there is the need to prevent

deterioration of existing structures and ensure that the best

and most efficient use is made of all facilities. The problems

associated with Arctic housing is a field to which a short

study of this nature cannot do justice, however a consideration
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of some of the more important factors can be made.

Factors which make housing adeguate or inadequate for

human living are essentially health factors.4 A home should

províde a physiological environment which regulates illumin-

ation, moisture, sound, temperature and ventilation, artd also

a social environment which promotes emotional security and

ensures the opportunity for privacy for the individual.

Adequate dwelling space, properly organLzed, is essential for

the well being of the family. Crowded quarters are difficult

to keep clean and make proper care of infants or the ill and

infirm an impossibility. Crowding increases the danger of

spreading cornmunicable disease and may also produce nervous

situations as detrimental to mental health as infection is
5to physical health.

Decent accom¡nodations in a saLisfactory environment,

designed for people as individuals and families, is as

desirable for the Eskimo population in the Arctic as it is

for other Canadians. Suitable housing must serve the basic

4Health is considered to be a state of physical, social,
and mental well being and not mere ly the absence of disease
or infirmity.

SA*"ri.-.r, Public Health Association, Planninq the
Home for Qccupancy (chicago: R.R. Donelly & Sons, 1950),
p. 1.
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human needs. ft is influenced. by the social and cultural

customs of the people it is to serve. The way of life, values,

motivation, beliefs, education, j-ncome, occupation, health,

âgê, and degree of conformity which characterize the

residents will shape answers to how people live and want to

live. Many of these characteristics have not been determined

for Eskimo people and some are presently undergoing rapid

changes, particularly the way of life, education and

.6occupatl-on.

In considering Arctic housing needs there are three

relatively distinct groups which must be looked at. Firstly,

there are those people who have come from the south and who

demand, and get, housing and service facilities which are not

far below the level which they were accustomed to in the south.

In general, these facilities are supplied by the organization

for whom they work and they pay only a nominal fee for its

use, thus the high cost of shelter does not adversely affect

them. Secondly, there are those Eskimo people who depend

mainly upon steady work within the community for theír

livelihood. The third group are those Eskimos who still

ta

"Thi= is not to imply that all of these
known and understood about non-Eskimo people.
is tittle evidence to show that there has been
of and concerrl for these factors in the designr
facilities for Eskimo PeoPle.

factors are
However there
adequate study
of existing
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obtain their livelihood from the wildlife of the country and

spend some time during the year a\May from the community

while hunting and trapping. The latter two groups are

fully responsible for their own costs related to the provision

of a satisfactory living environment.T These two groups, who

require the greatest improvement in present housing conditions,

are the ones for which least is known about their values and

needs.

Although standards by which to design and to judge the

adequacy of housing for non-Eskimo people have been developed,

there is no assurance that similar standards will be accept-

able for Eskimo families.B For example, cultural and. economic

d.ifferences may mean that only one person per room may not be

a desirable standard or that more than one family may satis-

factorily share a dwelling unit. Similarly, the need for

adequate storage and work space associated with fur preparations

and butchering activities may mean that space artd room

7-Government assistance in the form of financial assistance,
loans for housing or rental subsidy are provided only after
there is indication that the individual cannot maintain a
desirable level of living for himself and his dependents.

B-For a comprehensive treatment of housing needs see:
Glenn H" Beyer, Housing and Society (New York: Macmillan Co.,
1e6s ) .
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utilization should not be the same for both a family who

lives by hunting and trapping and one who is employed on

!üage work" lr/hat the desired standard might be has not yet

been determined, for ít would appear that all dwellings are

much below an adequate síze in terms of space and room

separation" Utilities are much below the level which would

be considered adequate for healthful living in the south.

The standard which is provided in the south will

undoubtedly also become that for the north as well.9

Continued contact with southern people, the use of more

modern facilities in public buildihgs, such as pressure water

systems and hot water tanks, the increased dependence upon

canned or otherwise prepared foods imported from other areas

and increased radio communications will also increase the

desire for better facilities by all residents of the Arctic.

The independence which !\iage work gives to individual family

members can be expected to increase the desire for greater

privacy and independence within the home. Cultural and

economic factors may limít the capacity of families to im-

prove housing, but their desires and needs can be expected

o-It is relatively easy to adjust to facilities or
services which are of a higher standard of convenience than
one has been used to, but very difficult t.o adapt to a lower
level" Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that the
standard of facilities which are presently made available to
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to continue to rise above the present stage of development.

A brief analysis of the housing and building problems

of the north indicates that planning should consider the

following criteria if improved conditions are to be provided.

The environment requires that shelters be simple and con-

structed of light weight material, but well insulated to

conserve heat and reduce drafts, ventilated to control

condensation and fitted with facilities which will provide

comfortaþle living. There must be adequate storage space,

for clothing and provisions, and adequate sleeping space to

meet the requirements of large families.

The creation of compact development is desirable for

the reduction in cost of servicing, lessening of exposure to

the harsh climate and improvement in microclimate conditions"

By utilizLng varying set-back distance, units could be linked

into rows without greatly reducing privacy. This would permit

centralízed services and allow efficient heating i.rnits and

other utilities to be used. The use of apartment blocks

the non-Eskimo people will be maintained, ot improved, in
the future and the Eskimo will be exposed to services and ways
of life which he will deem to be more desirable than that
which he now has. I¡'Ihether or not he will be able to attain
similar facilities will not diminish his desire for the
improvements they can bring.
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\¡rould appear Lo present Lhe most benefit in terms of serv-

icing from a central core. Multiple family dwellings would

be most efficient for non-Eskimo people and those Eskimo

families employed at wage work" Families engaged in hunting

activities require a large amount of equipment and are better

located at ground level with adequate outdoor space for stor-

age and other uses associated with their work.

Where separate houses are necessary, the two storey

dwelling has certain advantages. Heating and servicing

facilities and storage space could be placed at ground level.

This would help to eliminate cold floors in the living areas

above. Interiors should be efficíently designed since, in

the Arctic, space is not only expensíve to enclose but also

to heat. The architectural treatment of this type of building

must ensure that the ground floors of buildings along Arctic

streets do not become characterized by storage areas and sheds.

It is essential that all structures be easíIy and

economically adaptable to the Arctic environment.l0 The

predominant building material presently used in the ArcLic is

wood, even though it all must be imported. The maín reasons

10rt should be noted that "economical" does not mean
closeness of expenditure or stinginess, but the efficient
management of money- For example it is not sound economy
to reduce the size of a dwelling below the point at which
the efficient management of the household is a possibility.
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for the extensive use of wood are its high strength to weight

ratio, its ease of cutting and fastening, its rigidity and

its good thermal properties. Limitations arise due to its

susceptability to fire, the low number of stories which can

be erected with it and difficulty in making windproof
1'lbuildinqs.-* The high cost of transportation suggests possible

savings in using other light weight materials. Vfeight

reduction can be achieved by the use of plastics which have

a high strength to weight ratio, resilience, good thermal

properties and a high resistance to water vapour transmission

and water absorption.L2 Aluminum siding is also useful as a

light weight wind proofing material.13 Stone or gravel is the

only permanent buitding material locally avaíIable, however

poor insulating guatities and difficulty in handling make it

economically unsuited for building purposes, other than for

foundation material.

11--R. F. Legget and H. B. Dickens, Buíldinq in Northern
Canada (Ottawa: National Research Council, L959), pp. 23-2A.

L2*-Refer to R. E. Platts, The Role of Plastics in House
Structures (Ottawa: National Council, L964), for an analysis
of the future role of plastics in the construction field-

13--Several of the goverrlment buildings in Rankin Inlet
make use of metal siding. The Mission at Repulse Bay is also
covered with this material. Personal Observation.
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Foundations of heated buildings may conduct heat to

permafrost strata and melt them. Structures then settle

unevenly and fail. Insulation, vapour control and venting

of structures should be co-ordinated to provide stability as

well as comfort. Methods and techniques have been developed

to provide stable building foundations in permafrost areas,

however they are expensive, mainly due to the large margin of

safety which must l¡e incorporrt"d. 14 Continued research is

required to provide a satisfactory ans\^/er to the problem of

building on permafrost material.

Utilities

As soon as the standard of housing is raised from the

temporary snow house or tent to more permanent buildiogs,

services and utilities should be provided to maintain a con-

sistent standard. The use of snow and ice for winter water

supplies and the hauling of water by bucket during the summer

cannot be deemed compatíble with community living. The placing

of se\¡vage and garbage just outside of dwellings or in areas

where dogs can dig through it can only be considered a temporary

measure until improved facilities and methods of disposal are

14- -Legget, 
-oÞ._c:1!. , pp.

the various methods currently
foundations in Arctic areas.

10-12 contains a description of
used to provide stable building
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developed.

Community planning in the Arctic is more concerned

with utilities than would otherwise be the case in the south

because service lines are g'enerally placed on or al¡ove the

ground surface rather than below. Such a situation creates

problems in appearance of the community and with traffic

circulation. If only certain groups of people are supplied

with the utilities the lines thus form a highly visible sign

of class distinction and segregation according to economic

criteria. If haulage systems are used, adequate vehicle

access must be provided to the building units Lhroughout the

year necessitating large expenditures for road construction

and snow removal. Solutions to these problems lie in the

application of modern technology to make adequate facilities

available to all residents. In view of the desirable

influence which a high level of services has on the health

of community residents it is necessary to examine in some

detail those services which may be provided. Because the

method of servicing influences the layout of the community ít

ís important to have an understanding of the requirements of

the various systems which can be used. Therefore, Appendix D

contains a concise documentation of the service systems

presently in use in the Arctic and of methods which can possibly
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be developed further.

II " SOCTO_ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

The nature of the physical arrangements of a community

will affect atl levels of the envíronment. The addition of

greatly improved physical facilitíes are needed ín Arctic

settlements, but these improvements can be only considered

as a part of the solutíon to a broader problem. The social,

cultural and economic forces which exist within the community

will be reflected in the level of services which are desired

and the priorities \,vhich are given to each. This section will

consider these aspects which bear so heavily on the creation

of better Arctic communities-

The following principles have meaning for the attainment

of this objective.

1. Planning should grow out of the expressed interests
and needs of the people and not be imposed by persons from
outside locations.

2. The persons who will be directly affected by the
results of planning should have a share in the making of
the plan if democratic values are to prevail. The mean-
íng of planning in terms of its implications for the
people affected by it is an important consideration-

3. Planning should. be carried out by a process which
combined informal meetings and discussions with the more
forma'l methods of committee work. An attempt should be
made to red.uce to a minimum the objections and resistance
to planning during the planning process raLher than
during consultation at the end of the plan-
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4. A full consideration of the rapid and recent
changes in the way of life of the majority of northern
residents should be made during the planning process. The
values attributed to the existing institutjons should be
investigated to determine influential factors in controlling
future changes. The planning process should be carried
on in such a manner that it is an educational process
familiarízíng the Eskimo people with the values and ways
of southern people whom they must deal with in order to
obtain greater benefits.

5. The economy of the community should be carefully
evaluated in order that planning can be carried out on a
realistic basis.

6. The pressing need for gainful employment, in jobs
socially defined as useful and productive, means that plans
should provide for the fulfillment of this requirement in
the most effícient manner possible. An adequate economy
is required to support the population in accordance wíth
the more modern standards which they have been taught.

7. The implementations of planning programs or
proposals should be carried out with the help of the
resources and skills embodied in the residents of the
area and not only by people from outside southern locations.

B. The need for improved methods of administration
and local government organization should be considered in
order that plans may be implemented in an efficient and
effective manner.

9. Planning should be guided by a professional who
is familiar with the many diverse relationships which
develop within a community and which need to be properly
understood in order to plan effectively with the people.

Social Factors

fn the northern isolated communities the main contact

with the dominant white culture has been through the work of

store manaqers, missionaries or government officials.
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Although the desire for the goods and facilitíes from the

south is strongr, the values which the white man holds for

work, time or savings may be partially alien to the Eskimo

\day of life. Very often the things in life which are

important to Lhe native may be difficult for the white man

to understand. It is unacceptable to impose standards and

facilities which are not understood or that are out of

harmony with life in the community. Therefore, unless

improvement programs are tied closely to local educational

and employment opportunities, dramatic changes based on un-

familiar concepts may not be effective. This does not mean that

larger and betLer homes, for example, are not required, but

it does mean that the process which is used to achieve their

most efficient use may reguire extra-ordinary care in formu-

lation.

Community development should be linked to educational

programs carried out in the area. The schooling of indigenous

children is necessarily oriented to opportunities for partic-

ipation in a modern life different from that which their

parents can understand and in which the English language

predominates. Unless some unusual factors operate, the parents

will never acquire the needed skills and knowledge to reach, ot

even accept, the goals towards which the children are oriented.
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Either a gap, fostered by the school, will continue to grow

between the child and the family and community, ot else the

child will l¡e unable to embody the whole program of social

change and his schooling wilI be unsuccessful. Commqnity

development, which must form a part of successful planning

in the Arctic, should aim to bring the whole group into the

modern vforld, avoid the split between the generations and

also avoid the ineffectiveness of teaching merely the child.

The decisions which have a possibility of ínfluencing

a community's future positively are those which emerge from

values shared by a sufficient number. The possibility of

such influence is greatest if the mode of arrival at the

decision commits people to it. People lvill receive their

benefits gladly, perhaps even use them well, íf they can be

brought to see the undertaking as their own endeavour and if

they can have an opportunity to participate in the formation

and development of plans. In this respect it is therefore

important that the native people have an opportunity to

participate in effective 1ocal government, rather than continue

to be administered by people from other locations-

Communitlr participation in the process of decision

making needs to be achieved for success in implementing change

and bringing about improvement in the level of living, better
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education and better working methods" rdeas are as important

in cultural change as are materials, but if ideas are to bear

fruit they must reside in the minds of the people, not merely

in the mind of a planner or administrator. They must become

a part of the culture of the people and in the process, become

integrated with the original ideas of the p"opl..15 The

distinction between plans and guick building or construction

on one hand, and ideas and their slow nurture and unfolding

on the other, is fundamental. It seems more relevant to

consider planning activities which deal with curtural and

value changes as a process of refinement rather than change.

The need for local participation in community planning

activities is inconsistent with control from central offices

outside the Arctic, particularly ín view of the poor

communication and transportation facilities which presently

exist. The basic danger is that lack of local cooperatíon,

support and morale may obviate any advantage which central

control may have over local participation. ïf communities

15---See: Murray G. Ross, Community Orqanization: Theory
and Principles (mew York: Harper & Brothers, 1955), for one
view of the need to develop the capacity of the people to deal
with their own problems and the assumption that for a "project
or chang'e to be meaningful, and fully used and valued, it must
be an object of identification for the people who are to use
and value it. "
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are not now sufficiently vocal and powerful enough to demand

a place in administration and planníng, continued disregarding

of them will certainly not strengthen them.

Economic Considerations

The economy of any region is based, fund.amentally, on

the satisfaction of major needs of the inhabitants, notaJrly

the needs for food, clothing, and shelter. In the Eskimo

economy of the Arctic communities, the satisfaction and

fulfillment of these needs is characterized by a lack of a

division of labour, which means a lack of exchange of goods

and services within the community. The economic potential

and the possíbility of a steady income for all employalrle

persons will be a major determinant of the level and type of

facilities that are feasible.16 The critical problems, such

as over-cro\^/ding, which often results, may be unacceptable from

a health standpoint but it may be satisfying some of the

immediate economic needs of the group, such as reduced heating

costs and sharing of food or utensils.

For the majority of Arctic communities, the economic

16--For a brief review of several ideas concerning the
economi-c potential of the Keewatin area, refer to John R. Hecht,
The Keewatin Area of the Northwest Territoríes and the Economic
Development of that Area, L967. (l¿imeographed).
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future is very uncertain " i^iith existing unemployment, rapid

population growth and depletion of natural resources, the

problems of realistic and functional community development

wilI depend upon governmental policies which involve

utilizatíon of local manpower to the utmost. An extensive

regional development program that stimulates activities in

one area can also have dramatic affects in other areas.

Therefore, as noted previously, the degree to which flexibility

has been built into the communities will allow for their

economic adaptation to a changing situation. rn this respect

the use of demountable or easily moved buildings may well

determine the ease with which the Arctic communities can adapt

to a changing economic environment.

The economic influence of Arctic life is evident

throughout all phases of community planning activity but mainly

felt in the need for improved housing conditions. Suitable

housing and improved standards are essential if other programs

such as education, health and employment are to be effective.

All aspects of northern life and poverty are closely inter-

related. Poor housing is instrumental in preventing adjustment

to new ways of living in that it hinders the attainment of higher

levels of education and contributes to poor health. Arì improved

physical environment is essential if the economic and social
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climate is to be enhanced and sustained.

Undoubtedly there is a need for improvements, but the

major stumbling block is the lack of funds to finance them.

Facilities in a large city are less costly because they are shared

by a large number of consumers. Tn small Arctic communities,

the combinatj-on of high costs and low income has created a

situation in which the individual is hard pressed to provide

for the needs of his family. There is no indication that

mineral production will provide this generation with a source

of income alternate from the declining renewalcle resources.

Other sources do not appear to be able to provide an income

which will finance the facilities needed to raise the standard

of living nor to fill other needs of the expand.ing northern

population. Tn view of this the federal government will be

required to accept responsibility for the major portion of the

northern economy, âs it has in the past.

All Canadian residents should have access to full

participation in all the opportunities that Canada affords her

people. Because of the remote geographical location and the

hurdles of language and cultural differences, the Arctic

residents need a measure of extra assistance. Planners should

realize the inter-relatedness of man'= ,r".d".17

l7ch-rlotte Towle, common Human Needs (mew York:
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Frequently basic dependency needs must be met first in order

that man may utilize later opportunities for independence.

However such assistance should be accompanied by a vigorous,

well-designed and comprehensive program of economic develop-

ment so that complete and continuous dependence is not

encouraged.

Administration

Planning is completed with the enlistment of extensive

public support and understanding. The preparation of specific

plans constitutes only a part of the planning effort. A large

part of planning is devoted to the determination of guiding

principles and the communication of them to the people con-

cerned in order that if they understand the goals the product

will be reasonable and desiral¡le.

I,rlhile the preparation of a physical plan is of great

importance, it should not be limited to these features which

can be drawn on paper. It should be supported by careful

analysis and documentation of data collected at the community.

The control of planned development should be expressed in

regulations and ordinances which will ensure that both public

and private development follows the p1an. A method by which

National Association of Social Vforkers, L965), p. B.
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this can be carried out within the framework of a local

government organization is desirable in order that those who

will be most affected by the plan will have an opportunity

to take effective action concerning it,.

Planning should be guíd.ed by a professional person who

is famíliar with the local situation and the relationship

between physical, social and economic problems wtrich will

arise" His role can best be considered as that of a guide

ín helping the community establish and find means of achieving

its own goals. He is requíred to give help and not be a passive

follower. A successful planner helps the communiLy to choose

wisely about marly factors, some of which he brings to light

because of his expert experience, which influence development.

His role is one of planning with the people of the Arctic,

rather than planning for them.

Ttrere are professional people in Canada technically

capable of carrying out most of the duties required to guide

the residents of Arctic communities towards a better way of

life. Ho\¡/ever there are few who Ïrave actually lived in the

Arctic for any extensive period in order to personally

experience the problems imposed by the environment" Ttris

currently makes it difficult to carry out meaningful planning

because the realities of the situation are often not properly

understood.
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CONCLUSTON

The purpose of this study has been to examine, in

some detail, the Arctic environment as examplífied by

specific areas of the District of Keewatín and to attempt

to determine how community planning can help to ímprove the

existing living conditions " The relationshíps between the

environment and the way of life of the Arctic residents lvere

found to have changed rapidly, particularly during the past

fifty years " Tt is in this rapidly changing and on-going process

of life in the Arctic that planning can help to organize and give

direction to otherwise unco-ordinated activities for the benefit

of all Canadians.

The Keewatin District contains many anomalies. The

majority of the people living there are descendants of the

country's oldest inhabitants, but in speech and culture they

must be counted among the newest Canadians. There are no true

immigrants who have come with their families from outside

areas to settle on this land. There are only those who

stay a few years to make extra money or those who are dedicated

to helping less fortunate people "
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They live in communities scattered along the sea

shore while the interior lands are unpopulated" The natural

resources of the area around the communities can adequately

support only a part of the total population- In other parts of

ttre Keewatin District the resources have hardly been touched but

distances are so great and modes of travel so expensive and

hazardous that these resources are not being successfully

utilized.

Despite the problems which face the Arctic residents,

pubtic financial assistance and health care has given them

a level of living good enough to have a high rate of annual

increase. At the present time the greatest number of

persons are in the age group under twenty years. These

people will be moving into marriageable ages and forming

families during the next two decades. Because the present

communities are not well developed, it therefore seems

important to realize that now is the time to assess the needs

of these expanding families and communities in order to find

solutions to the future problems of Arctic communities. The

application of modern medical knowledge can endow a stone age

people with a relatively low death rate without waiting for

the slow process of economic development or social change"
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This does not solve the problems associated with the change

but merely increases the urgency with which solutions are

required.

The lures which have led to the development of the

north have been exploration, economic profit, missionary

interest, gfovernment sovereignty, social interests and welfare.

fn this era it seems necessary to come back again to economic

aspects in order to develop a satisfactory level of living.

Through the process of community planning ít is possible to

provide functional communities which will accommodate, in

the best manner possible, the activities that occur within

them. Good living conditions are required for a11 residents

of the Arctic, not for just those who come from the outside-

Modern machines have had littte effect on the natural

landscape of the Arctic. However, modern civilization has

had a great effect upon the social environment. The natural

environment is slo\,ü to change and man adapts to it automatically.

Man-made environment is subject to more rapid changes and

there is no time for slow biological adjustment to new

conditions which become technologically feasible. The

differential in the speed of these two processes is filled with

dangrerous friction. fn areas remote from industrial and
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cultural centers the adjustment to a changing situation must

depend upon the initiative of local people.

Efficient and economical transportation holds the key

to much of the improvement in northern living conditions "

Greater communication is required between northern residents

and the rest of the Canadian population if they are to share

equally in the benefits of the country. In addition, the

specific requirements of sanitation and hygiene should be

taken into account in the planning of communities. It is

inadmissible to plan modern communities without service

installations" P1umbing, heating and electrical installations

are expensive and impractical in buildings not designed

effectively for the environment.

Land now vacant in the Arctic is usually so because

of the marginal nature of its abílity to support life. I^rith

increasing population, the expansion of communitíes will have

to be undertaken with caution" Development of new areas

should therefore be a guided or planned movement of people,

rather than a spontaneous one, to ensure permanence. Such

guidance may requíre gfovernment participation. Methods to

expand the economy of the Arctic are required if a viable

situation is to endure. Single enterprise region residents
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suffer because of the decline of that industry but also

because they are unable to adjust readily to other occupations "

The problems are most accute when few alternate occupations are

available to the residents in the area " The failure of the

fur trade, which was the major source of income for the Eskimo

people for many years, provides an example of the precarious

economic situation which exists in the Arctic. Employment in

satísfying enterprises is required íf welfare assistance is

to be kept to a minimum in the future. Activities such as

arts and crafts are desirable because both men and women can

be producers, thus two people are avaílable to support large

families -

The physical development of Arctic communities should

be based upon a sensitivity in design of buildings so that

they are slzmpathetic to the natural surroundings which cannot

be changed. The use of single family houses is based on an

assumption that people prefer them, however there appears to

be no proof of this. Multi-family structures have several

virtues which could be used to advantage in the Arctic

environment. However, research is required in order to

determine how people want to live since there is little

knowledge about values, biases and prejudices in predicting
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human response to socía1 and environmental change"

Much work is required in searching out the best

methods by which life can be made more re\^Tarding in the Arctic

New and revísed solutions for the desígn of communities, as

well as for family and individual living, are required" The

planning process, with its careful structuring of information

requirements and analysis, provides the means by which such

solutions may be obtained. It ís planning as an on-going

process that is stressed, not a planned society. Growth and

the interplay of functions Ín a community calls for planning

as a continufng function. Through this process, concepts

can be derived which will assure that future communities

in the Arctic can provide a more satisfactory place in which

to live and work"
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APPENDÏX A

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CÐVERNMENT IN T}TE NORTTTWEST TERRTTORÏES

In 1B7O the Northwest Territories made up the major

portion of the continent west of Hudson Bay. From this

area, the Dístrict of Keewatin was created in L876. The

Provínce of Manitoba, formed in 1870, \^/as further expanded

in lBB1. The formation of the Yukon Territory in 1895, the

Provinces of Alberta and Saskatche\^/an in 1905, and the

northward extension of the boundaries of Manitoba, Ontario

and euebec pushed the boundaries of the Northwest Territories

to their present location in L9L2. In 1920 the subdivision

of the Northwest Territories into the Districts of MackertzLe,

Keewatin and Frartklin was carried out and the existing

J:oundaries of today were finally determin"d. l

Government in the Territories began in 1875 with the

passing of the Northwest Territoríes Act. It placed the

administration of the Territories in the hands of a

Lieutenant-Governor and council resident in Fort Garry.

With the frequent confinement of the region, the politícal

I-For further details see: Norman
Aspects of the Political Geography of the
Keeln/atin, " The Canadian Geoqrapher (mo.

L. Nickolson, "Some
District of

3, 1953 ) , pp. 73-83.
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policies of the Dominion Government were altered to provide

increasingly effective administration. fn 1905 provision

was made for an appointed commissioner and a council of four

members, which was increased to six in I92L. Partial

representation on council was effected in 1951 with three

members being elected in the MackenzLe oistrict.2 It was

not until L966 that all Districts received elected

representation on the council of the Northwest Territori.".3

2-Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources,
The Northwest Territories Today (Ottawa: Queen's Printer,
L965), pp. 79-A2-

1

'Commissioner of the Northwest Territories, Annua1
Report 1966-67, p. 3.
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HEALTH CONDIT]ONS OF NATIVE PEOPLE

The following extracts indicate the relationship

between poor health and poor living conditions under which

many of the Canadian native people in the Northwest

Territories have lived during recent times. There has been

little change in the past five years, âs will be noted from

the information contained in chapters vI, vff, and vIII.

Tn L962 an infant mortality rate of 50 per 1,000

live births was reported for the Eskimo and Tndian people in

the Northwest Territories, a rate three times higher than the

comparable white rate. This was attributed to the fact that

the

environment reaps a harvest of death ín Eskimo and
Tndian infants between the end of the first month of life
and the end of the first year. undoubtedty the causes

i) poor housing, lacking in shelter and inadequately
heated,

ii) lack of sanitary facilíties which encourage the
spread of gastro-enteric disease and infections;

iii) exposure to new strains of bacteria and viruses
as the Eskimo family comes into increasíng
contact wíth the white man from many parts of
the continent and even the world;
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iv) ignorance of the parents as to the principles of
hygienic living on a fixed site and ignorance of
modern infant care; and

v) lack of the means to communicate with the nearest
physician or nurse quickly when illness strikes "

The ïndian and Eskimo rates for gastro-intestinal

disease were five times the white status rates. This reflects:

i) the difference in housing;

ii) the relative lack of adequate sanitary
facilities;

iii) the difference in knowledge with respect to
household hYgiene; and

iv) the difference in degree of personal.1 conviction
that hygiene is important to health.'

In L962 it was rePorted that:

gastro-intestinal, infectious and parasitic disease
accounted for sixteen deaths and all occurred amont the
native population. These diseases are intimately
associated with the living conditions of the population
concerned and will remain prevalent until housing and
sanitation standards in the Territories are improved.

Tn Eskimo Point an outbreak of tuberculosis affected

eighty-two people out of the total population of 549'

Tt was reported that:

lExtracts from: council of the Northwest rerritories,
Report on Health Conditions in the Northwest Territories , L962,
25th Session, Sessional paper number VfI, (Uay River, L963),
pp. 234-242-
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this outbreak, which was the worst in Canada in recent
years, is a prime example of what happens when you get a

combination of inadequate housing, overcrowding, lack of
resistance and the tubercule baci11us. Improvements
required:

1) more frequent X-ray;

2) stepping up immunízation;

3) improving housing and sanitation standards and
reducing overcrowding; and

4) improving nutrition of natíve peopLe.2

In L96B Dr. Butler of the Northern Health Service,

Department of National Health and Welfare

"the Eskimo who ís living on the land
person but once you bring hím into
once you introduce him to flour, sugar
and pop, then you start getting quite
caries and you also start getting eye

reported that

is a healthier
a settlement,

, and candy
extensive dental
conditions. " 3

2
Council of the Northwest Territories 27Lh Session,

Sessional Paper Number TV; Report of Health Condítions in
the Northwest Terrítories 1963 (Ottawaz L964), pp. 360-364-

.)

'G. C. Bulter, Council of the Northwest Territories
Debates, 36th Sessíon (Yellowknife, Feb.23,1968), p. 868.
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HOUSING SUMMARY TABLES
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APPENDIX D

UTIL]TfES AND SERVÏCES FOR ARCTIC COMMTINITIES

In Arctic communities the systems required for water

supply and sewagie disposal differ from those common in small

communities in the south, where individual means, such as

wells and septic tanks, are often adequate. In Keewatin one

cannot drill wells for water and even the smallest settlement

must depend upon surface water with its problems of contamination

and of transport. This is due to the presence of bedrock and

the permafrost layer, which also makes septic tanks with tile

fields impractical. In winter the disposal of dirty water is

difficult because wastes poured outside quickly f.reeze, then

disperse only slowly in the spring. Conventional piped water

supply and se\iveragfe systems cannot be depended upon, for

water in unheated and uninsulated pipes buried in the

permafrost quickly freezes. Therefore the Arctic community

is faced \,ùith providing an adequate level of services ín ways

which are almost always unconventional and which are usually

very costly. This is required in a region where cash income

is low and living costs are high.
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üIa ter Supp1v

As previously noted, the individual use of ice and

snow is undesirable due to the potential contamination which

may occur in areas of population concentration. ff ice must

be used as a temporary measure, it should be melted at a

central location, such as the power house, where waste heat

may be utilLzed and where quality control may be maintained

and proper treatment given. Distribution to individual

buildings can be carried out from central storage tanks.

The construction of reservoirs in the Arctic is an

expensive operation but often necessary because of existing

circumstances where natural water supply storage is not

adequate. Due to permafrost conditions and the short summer

season, earth work is difficult to carry out. By developing

construction techniques which utilize such difficult conditions

advantageously, savinEs in cost can often be achieved. For

example, the core of a dam can be made impermeable by

constructíng it of ice blocks, or soil, frozen in place.l

lsu": J. Hahn and Bert Saver, "Engineering in the
Arctic," Enqineerinq Journal (Vol" 51, April 1968), pp. 25-26,
for a description of dam design based on this construction
concept. It was estimated that the permafrost dam, 46 feet
high and 25O feet 1ong, would cost $200,000.00 compared to
about $500,000.00 for more conventíonal construction methods.
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Irlater can be dístributed in four general ways within

Arctic communities:

1. by tank truck;

2. by summer piping systems supplemented by cold
weather tank truck deliverY;

3. by utilidors; and

4. by recirculation PiPe sYstems-

Tn additíon to normal sanítary safeguards there are

heating, insulation and circulation requírements needed to

ensure adequate operation of the fací1itíes which are used-

Distribution by tank truck is expensive due to the high

cost of capital equipment, high maintenance costs and high

operating .o=tr.2 rn addition, water consumption is 1ow

for those areas which depend upon haulage systems.3

2g=timated costs for water distribution, by tank truck,
in a northern community of 500 persons is about one cent per
gallon. This considers only the capital, operating and main-
tenance costs and not costs required to provide access to all
buildings throughout the year nor storage tanks in buildings.
For further details, refer to R. N" Dawson, lrlater Rates Schedule
Development (Edmonton: Department of National Health and trtÏelfare,
Lg67) , pp. 20-25. This cost is at least five times more ex-
pensive than water rates for Manitoba communíties of about 500
persons. See Department of Industry and Development, Community
Reports, 1966.

3.f. W. Grainge, Solutions to Northern Insanitary Conditions
(Edmonton: Department of National Health and lVelfare, L967),
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Piped systems are superior to haulage systems because

there is less chance of contamínation during distríbution,

water consumption is greater, ínterruption of services is

less frequent, fire protectíon is available and inspection

and control of water quality is possible.

Temporary piped systems may be laid on the surface of

the ground for summer use. Lightweight pipes can be taken up

for the winter; heavier pipes draíned and left ín place.

However this system does not eliminate the need for haulage

vehicles which must be operated during the most severe

climatíc condítions.

Utilidors are insulated conduits which house piping

for water, waste water and seçage and, in some instances,
Lsteam lines.+ Heating of the system must be achieved either

by supplying heat to the air within the utílidor or by

p. L, reports that "surveys have shown that the daily percapita
use of water when it ís hauled is approximately three 9allons."

4th. system at Tnuvik, in the Mackenzie District, has
steam lines enclosed in the utilidors for distribution of
heat to individual buildings from a central heat supply.
The cost of this system is about $200.00 per foot. For a

description of its operation se€: P" F. Cooper, The
Mackenzie Delta - Technoloqv (Ottawa: Northern Coordination
and Research Centre, L967), pp" 27-28.
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heating the water which is circulated. fnsulation is provided

not only to protect water lines from freezing but to keep

frozen ground, particularly permafrost, from thawing and thus

weakening foundation supports " The lines are looped so that

water can be continuously circulated when supplies are not

being taken from the line.

Lines connecting individual buildings to the main

circulation loop may be located wíthín short sections of

conduits, called utilídettes. Diff iculties wit.h f.reezíng

may be encountered due to the absence of continual flow in

these lines unless special techniques are used. One

solution is to use pitorifices to maíntain the f1ow.5

Alternatively the connections can be protected by heavy

insulation or windings of electrical resistance tape which is

energized when the water temperature drops near the freezing

5tn thi" sys'tem taps take off from the top of
distribution mains where the water is warmest, conduct the
water to the premises and return the unused, circulated water
to the bottom of the main slightly downstream from the take
off point. A short Pitot-tube is fitted to each connection
within the main. At the take off, the tube is directed
upstream; at the return downstream. A suitable pressure
differential is created to provide circulation. For
further details refer to: G" J" Habbs, "Water Supply
Systems in Permafrost Areas, "
Tnternation Conference (i,{ashington: Academy of Scíence,
L963), pp. 426-428.
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temperature "

Recirculation systems may use single or dual mains "

In both systems, the circulation must be of sufficient volume

to prevent freezing or water heating must. be carried out "

With the single main, the short service lines can operate as

outlined above. The dual-rnain system has service lines

taking off from the distribution main and discharging to the

return main. Determination of sLze of pipe and heating re-

quirements depend Upon heat losses, water use/ and rate of

circulation. An optimum solution can be worked out in these

terms.6

Sewage Disposal

Sewage disposal is one of the major physical

difficulties facing the Arctic communities " The need to

maintain sanitary surroundings requires that the disposal

system be on a community-wide basis since the lack of

concern by even one famity can create a potential health

hazard for all others.

6"orr=iderable study has been made of the heating
requirements for pipe distribution systems in cold weather "

See: J. i^I. Grainge, Solutions to Northern Insanitary Conditions
(Edmonton: Department of National Health and lVelfare, L967),
pp. 5-L2"
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The use of plastic bags for human wastes and the

disposal of waste water ín the vicinity of dwelling does not

provide a satisfactory envíronment for healthy 1iving"

However, the provision of a system which is comparable to a

southern level of convenience, in a form sufficiently cheap

to be of wide application, is dífficult.

Two general approaches can be considered for the

solution to this problem. Firstly, to use tank trucks to

remove sewage and waste water from household storage tanks

and secondly to utilize a piped system of collection. Tank

trucks are prone to similar problems as are found with

hauled water distribution systems. operating and maintenance

costs are high. There is danger of spillage during pumping

operations, service may be limited and sporadíc due to

adverse climate and valuable índoor space must be utilized

tor storage facilities.

The piped systems are not limited by storage problems

and ultimately more satisfactory but much harder to justify

on economic qrounds. However, when used in conjunction with

a piped water supply system, the same utilidor can be used to

protect both pipes and the heat from the círculating water

can be used to keep the sewer line from freezíng. Heat from
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waste water, if the pipes are properly insulated, will also

assist to prevent freezLng, particularly if snow forms an

insulating cover over the lines "

Alternate systems to those described, which utilize

indoor septic tanks and recirculatíon of sewage effluent,

are available but require additional testing before becoming

1
widely used.7 Isolation of communities is a major factor in

the design, constructíon and operation of utilities. They must

be complete and simple to operate. Duplication of essential

parts is imPortant"

ultimate disposal of wastes can be into the sea in

summer or on the ice in winter, if adequate dilution can take

place and if currents do not return the material to shore.

Alternativety disposal in lagoons, where anaerobic conditions

can be maintained and natural decomposítion can take place,

may be adapted to Arctic conditiorr=.8 Effluent may be drained

Tsuch a system removes the controlling factor of
gravityflowfromsewagedisposalfacilities"Fora
á.=.ription of this, ãs well as other utility systems refer
to: A. B. Yates, and D. R. Stanley, ''Domestic lrlater Supply
and sewage Disposal in the canadian North, " Proceedinqs
permafrost fnternation conference (washington: Academy of
Science , L963) , PP. 4L3-4L9 -

B*. F. Legget and H- B- Dickens, Buildinq in Northern
Canada (Ottawa: National Research Council, L959), pp' L7-L9'
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into the sea

Heat

or small drainage courses

Theprovisíonofheatfordwellingsandstorage

buildings is necessary for survival in the Arctic" Fuel

oil is the basic source of heat and, although its cost is

highbysouthernstandards,itispresentlythemost

economical for Arctíc uses. However, the problem of reduc-

tions in cost is acute íf suitable livíng conditíons are to

endure. Reduction can be made possible at two levels;

costs of transportatíon and more efficient use of fuel'

Present methods of carrying fuel to many of the

settlements, tn 45 gallon drums, is inefficient since

excessive trandling is required.9 Bulk storage tanks, as

at chesterfietd Inlet, require a minimum of equipment for

unloading and the use of bulk oil tanks on ships increases

the palz-load which may be carried'

Incombinationwithbulkstoragetanks,thereshould

beapipedorhaulagedistributionsystemtoeachunit

requiring fuel. The use of 250 gallon storage tanks

9rh. deposit
the initial cost of
gallon. The drums
returned, thus the
the heating costs.

of $12.00 per 45 9allon drum increases
fuel by about twentY five cents Per

are often damaged or otherwise not
deposit is lost and is really a part of
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draining directly to the stove is more efficient than the use

of small four gallon tanks which must be filled by transferring

fuel by pail from 45 gallon drums " There is less chance of

waste with the larger units and less opportunity to run out

of fuel and have freezLng conditions within the building'

space heaters, while providíng efficient conversion

of fuel to heat, do not dístribute it effectívely throughout

the building. Temperature difference of 5o degrees may be

found between floor and ceiling of sma11 buildings. The use

of fans to circulate the aír can be effective. The use of

oil fired hot water heating systems can improve the heat

distribution in large buildings containing several too*='10

Heating by electricity does not appear to afford economies in

use, particularly where it must also be generated from oil

IIïue.L.

Electrical Energv

In an area with several months of short winter days,

lOTh.r. h-= been no comparison ín costs between these
two systems of heating sma1l individual buildings" However,
it would seem that the greatest advantage would occur with a

central hot water heating core serving a group of attached
units or an apartment.

llcoop"t, op. cít., P- 18-
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itisimportantthatelectricpo\^/erbeavailabletoprovide

adequate light and also to operate labour savíng devíces

which are a part of modern communíty living' The sLze of

mostexistinggeneratorunitsprecludestheuseofelectricity

byallcommunityresidentsandinaddition,theuseofsmall

individualunitsdoesnotalloweconomiesavailablefrom

production on a larger scale' Diesel generators offer

themostefficientandeconomicalmeansofprovidíng

electricity in small isolated communíties, although costs

witl be at least double those in larger southern communities

which are served by hydro-electric facilitíes or larqer

L2 An alternate means of providing light inpower unlts.-

buildingsisbymeansofgasolinelanterns.Howeverthis

method of iltumination is more expensive than electricity and

also creates a greater fire hu=ard.13 wínd-power can be

utitized for conversion to electrical energy' Because

l2A .o*prehensive cost comparison for various forms

of electricity generation is contained in Cooper, op. cit.,
pp. Lg_24. aittough this comparíson is based on the Mackenzie

RiverDeltaareathecostsforfuelandtransportationto
Keewatin communities will not be less than the fígures used

by CooPer.

13"oop.t, oP- cit', P' 2L'
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of fluctuations in velocity, wind cannot be relied upon

as a continuous source of energy' It could be used to

reduce po\^ier costs for installations requiring only

intermittent use, such as charging batteríes, pumping water

to fill reservoirs or for supplying heat to increase water

temperature for utilíty línes. The use of wind as a standby

source of electrical energy would appear to warrant increased

investigation as to its feasibility and economics in

providing a more liveable environment for Arctíc residents '


